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Abstract
The Semantic Web is a collection of many different data pages. It is still unclear how to answer a query posed on the Semantic Web using formal methods.
Currently, the main approach to the above problem is addressed by description
logics. However, description logics treat the Semantic Web as a single assertional
knowledge base, based on a single ontology. In general, many web pages are irrelevant for a given query. Consequently, data retrieval services in description logic
systems can be inefficiency if straightforward retrieval algorithms are chosen.
In this work, we propose a space reduction methodology to address this issue.
In particular, we develop techniques aimed at the reduction of the search space
a description logic reasoning algorithm needs to take into account for answering
a query. To reduce the search space, we need to be able to identify: 1) the
dependency between pairs of Semantic Web data sources in order to maintain
soundness of reasoning, and 2) the data sources which are fully irrelevant. Thus
we need a way to determine whether a data source is relevant with respect to
a query. Consequently, each data source must be associated with its source
description. We propose a specification of source description and show how it
can be used to reduce the reasoning search space.
It has been argued that reasoning on the Semantic Web will benefit from
the addition of rule systems to description logics. Accordingly, we specify how
to combine rule systems, in particular defeasible logic, to description logics, and
ix

x

Abstract

compare the expressivity of the rule system and the description logic system. We
choose defeasible logic since, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only nonmonotonic reasoner that can operate in PTime. A nonmonotonic rule system
gives us the ability to handle incomplete information in an easier way than description logic systems. We also extend the proposed space reduction method
to the logic resulting from the combination of defeasible and description logic,
defeasible description logic (DDL).
The results from this PhD research allow one to find the answer of a complex
query from a description logic-based, single ontology, Semantic Web system. Furthermore, the efficiency of description logic-based query answering also benefit
from this research, and so the efficiency of rule-over description logic-based query
answering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

The Web and Ontology

Querying is an essential part of database and information systems [39]. On the
World Wide Web, effective query processing used to be impossible due to the
lack of data structures and schema information. The ability to efficiently access
information in a query-like fashion had been sacrificed for the ease of authoring
and publishing information, i.e., via HTML. So, why was the World Wide Web
so successful? The answer is search engine and hyperlink technologies, which
allow for information retrieval by mean of querying and browsing respectively.
Note that we can browse if and only if we know a starting point, i.e., a web page.
Consequently, if that web page is bad, then the quality of information gained from
browsing may be very poor. This is one of the main reasons for creating search
engine technology to provide good starting points. Since data stored on the web
mostly has no structure, what the current search engines mostly do is to exploit
information retrieval (IR) technique (keyword-based) to assign informative value
corresponding to a query to a web page. Note that, to achieve this, a search
engine has to proactively process each web page to find its associated informative
1
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value. In the context of Semantic Web, we may have, in the future, collection
of ontological-based self-described documents, through RDF, RDF vocabulary,
OWL, and, of course, XML.
The Semantic Web, an effort to bring back structure to information available
on the World Wide Web, started from an idea of the World Wide Web creator,
Tim Berners-Lee [17]. However, the structures are not well-defined database
schemas; but semantic annotations that conform to a specific (loosely) defined
schema, e.g., type system, or even to an explicit specification of the intended
meaning of a piece of information, called ontology. The first real concrete outcomes of the Semantic Web effort are languages for encoding different kinds of
information: RDF, RDF vocabulary, and OWL. For introductory purposes, we
only provide rough descriptions of these three components:

• The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework for representing information in the Web. It encodes semantically annotated information.
It consists of several specifications. An important one is the RDF vocabulary description language.
• RDF Vocabulary Description Language 1.0 [21], formerly RDF schema [22],
is a language for capturing schema information in terms of a typing system
with inheritance and typed relations. The RDF vocabulary description
language class and property system is similar to the type systems of objectoriented programming languages, such as Java.
• OWL (Web Ontology Language) [64] is a logical language for describing
ontologies which further constrain possible interpretations of terms used to
annotate information. This language is based on description logic constructors.

1.1 The Web and Ontology

3

In the Semantic Web, structure of information introduction needs us to look
back upon the issue of query processing. Since the nature of web information is
semi-structured, while database information is fully structured, Stuckenschmidt
[83] found that conventional database techniques are not sufficient for query processing on the Semantic Web. In addition, we need (figure 1.1):
1. Ontology integration: heterogeneity arising form the use of different ontologies, e.g., data page 1, data page 2, and a query are conformed to ontology
A, B, and C respectively. Integrating ontologies for answering queries is
essential, e.g., establishing a set of mappings between terms used in the the
ontology A and C, and the ontology B and C, such that we can translate
terms used in a query to terms in a data page, and vice versa.
2. Discovery: before actually being able to query information, we need to
discover the source (because sources are dynamic).
3. Transformation: scalability issue raises the most obvious and still most
striking problem of the Semantic Web. Stuckenschmidt argued for need to
transform representations of information in order to be able to apply more
efficient querying methods.
4. Approximation: approximation techniques for querying are motivated by
the incompleteness of information. In addition, it is one of the major approaches dealing with efficiency issues in reasoning.
5. Deduction: logical reasoning in order to achieve complete answers.
In this work, we focus mainly on how to use deduction to answer a query. In
addition, we will focus on how to determine data sources that are relevant to the
query. In fact, this is a part of discovery process. However, we will not examine
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Figure 1.1: Needs for query processing on the Semantic Web

physical discovery process, e.g., to answer a question like “Where is the required
data source in the Network?” or “What are the nearest data sources next to us,
the query node?”.
Fundamentally, data on the Semantic Web is semistructured data, i.e., selfdescribing with type system [1], specified according to ontology. Here, we will
refer to an ontology as a specification of conceptualisation, i.e., references to instances are possible in an ontology. Instances can occur only in data pages on the
Semantic Web. What we will do here is to see how we can query the Semantic
Web.

1.2

The Semantic Web Querying Problem

The Semantic Web [18] can be layered as shown in figure 1.2. The layers which
are above XML + NS + xmlschema are considered to be the real Semantic Web
layers, i.e., RDF layer, ontology layer, and logic and proof layer. Now, the work
of the Semantic Web community has already reached the ontology layer, as OWL
became a W3C Recommendation on 10 Feb 2004 [27]. However, the question
“how can we query the Semantic Web?” is still an open issue; only XML Query,

1.2 The Semantic Web Querying Problem

5

Figure 1.2: The Semantic Web ”layer cake” as presented by Tim Berners-Lee [53]

RDF Query, and SPARQL (a RDF query language) recommendations were suggested. However, to answer a query over the Semantic Web, we need reasoning
[83]. This is why OWL design was based on logic, in particular, description logic
(DL). Description logics emphasise clear unambiguous languages supported by
complete denotational semantics and tractable/intractable reasoning algorithms
[66]. Even though description logics have a history of twenty years in choosing
language constructs along with reasoning paradigm [65], it may still have a problem when applying to the context of Web, because of its scalability. Hence, it
may be tempting to conclude that symbolic, formal logic fails on all these counts,
and to abandon that paradigm. However, research in the past has developed
approximate reasoning methods with the above properties while staying within
the framework of symbolic, formal logic, e.g., [79, 91]. In addition, we can approximate the answers to queries over description knowledge bases [84]. Note
that this is one of the approaches dealing with reasoning computational complexity problem in traditional logic. In fact, the problem was studies by means of
two approaches: expressiveness-efficiency trade-off, e.g., description logic, and the

6
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mentioned approximate reasoning. As Stuckenschmidt [83] mentioned above, approximate reasoning for query answering is also motivated by the incompleteness
of information.
Note that description logic is based on first order logic which is inappropriate
for reasoning on incomplete and inconsistent knowledge as the data from the
web is likely to be. Thus we need more effective way to deal with incomplete
knowledge. Nonmonotonic rule system is an approach that can deal with such
knowledge. However, many nonmonotonic rule systems have suffered from high
computational complexity, except Defeasible Logic [69] (its reasoning mechanism
was proved to have linear time complexity [62]) and its variant, Courteous Logic
Programming [44]. Hence, we will consider combination of defeasible logic and
description logic later in our work.
The description logic and approximate reasoning research works are mostly
based on the single knowledge base scenario. However, this scenario is not the
case of the existing web or even the emerging Semantic Web, since, in the web
context, there can be a tremendous number of web or data pages. In addition,
there can be a lot of heterogeneous ontologies exploited in the Semantic Web.
If we focus only on the Semantic Web scenario which allows only one ontology1 ,
there can still be a lot of web (data) pages in the system. In particular, suppose
that a description logic reasoner is the choice of reasoner for this system, and
the ontology and data pages are strictly written in a description logic language;
given a query from user of the system, how can we answer the query based on
description logic technology in such a system?
We propose that it should be better to add source capability description, in
1

Semantic Web tends to allow multiple ontologies, i.e., multiple ontologies approach and
hybrid-ontology approach. However, the single-ontology approach which allows one ontology in
the system is a generalisation of the mentioned two approaches. The single-ontology approach
is simple, but not trivial in the context of reasoning.

1.3 Research Problem

7

short source description, to the reasoning task. Hence, degree of complexity
of reasoning over the context of the Semantic Web should decrease, and make
querying the Semantic Web more realistic.

1.3

Research Problem

This research focuses on finding an answer to the question:
“How can we (efficiently) answer a query in a description logic-based,
in particular ALC, Semantic Web system, given a single ontology, and
multiple data pages, examining the minimum number of data pages?”
Note that we choose ALC because of two reasons:
1. it is the basis of many description logic systems, and, consequently,
2. the ALC result can be extended to OWL which is the basis of the Semantic
Web.
This research problem leads to several sub-problems, i.e.,
Sub-problems
1. Find a source description that is a good surrogate of a web source and can
be used in description logic reasoning.
2. Given a source description sci of a Semantic Web data source i and a query,
q, find the operator op such that sc op q can give the result whether the
data source is relevant for the query or not. If not, there is an opportunity
for data source elimination (or reasoning space reduction). Essentially, we
focus on the later case since, in order to maintain completeness of reasoning,
it is more pragmatic to eliminate fully irrelevant data sources instead of
finding the relevant ones.

8
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3. How we exploit each feature of ontology, i.e., subsumption, and disjointness,
in the process of querying the Semantic Web, in particular, for reducing
the number of computationally expensive satisfiability tests required in a
retrieval service. Note that the operator op needs an ontology for data
source screening.
4. How many data sources can the operator op reduce?
Assumptions
• Though the Semantic Web technology is still not mature nowadays, it tends
to exploit multiple ontologies. However, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that it uses only a single ontology. So, we can know in detail how
we can use an ontology in the context of query. We can extend it to include multiple ontologies later after the research about ontology binding
and ontology mapping is more mature. Nevertheless, combining two ontologies will create an intermediate ontology which itself requires mapping
with those two ontologies, e.g., [2]. This leads to a global ontology.
• The single ontology used is satisfiable and unfoldable2 , i.e., it is consistent
and does not contain any cyclic definition respectively.
• We assume that the information is described using only terms from the
ontology, including the query, and the assertional part is consistent with
the terminological part (ontology).

Research Contribution
2

An unfoldable ontology is an ontology that contains no loop in its specification (hence
can be unfolded). This type of ontology is important in Description Logics since its reasoning
computational complexity is, in general, much better than that of a general ontology.

1.3 Research Problem

9

The result from this research will allow one to find the answer of a complex
query from a description logic-based, single ontology, Semantic Web system. In
a nutshell, this work intends to forward the following research contributions.
Existing description logics treat data pages as a single assertional knowledge
base which is not appropriate, in particular, for the case of the Semantic Web. The
Semantic Web will consist of a (large) collection of data pages in the system. A
better approach that takes into account this fact should be created. Consequently,
the data retrieval service in a description logic system can be inefficient if a
straightforward retrieval algorithm is chosen [85].
In this work, we will address the issue by a space reduction approach. The
idea of the approach is to reduce the search space a description logic reasoning
algorithm needs to take into account for answering a query. In order to reduce
the search space, firstly, we need to be able to identify the dependency between
pairs of Semantic Web data pages in order to maintain soundness of reasoning.
Furthermore, we need to be able to identify which data pages are irrelevant to a
query. Thus we need a way to determine relevancy of a data page with respect to
a query. Consequently, we require source capability description to be associated
with each data page. In the Semantic Web context, it is still unclear how we
can specify data source capability description. Hence the relationship between
each data source is still unclear. We will propose a specification of such source
description and show how it can be used to reduce the search space of reasoning
in the Semantic Web.
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Chapter 2
Relevant Technologies
2.1

Foundation of the Semantic Web

Since the tremendous growth of the World Wide Web, it is very hard to find a
specific resource we want. Most search engines, for example Google, work basedon keyword searching. For some type of information, e.g., financial information
(balance sheet, income statement, etc.), information about discount of a product
(theme park discount, clothing sales, etc.), information about a potential PhD
supervisor, etc., those search engines cannot provide the search results which is
really relevant to what users want. Hence, using such search engines requires
a huge amount of effort from users, i.e., a huge number of search engine selections, query word trials, and pages browsing is needed. In fact, the World Wide
Web is designed to facilitate information retrieval by human, not by machine.
In other word, its content is human-processable, not machine-processable. The
main innovative feature of the web is the representation of the information via
hyperlink which introduces the concept of browsing. Since the World Wide Web
is continuously expanding, information retrieval using only browsing has gone
beyond the capability of a human. So, search engine technologies were proposed.
11
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Nevertheless, existing search engine technologies are mainly based on keyword
searching which needs a lot of effort from a human user to query for something.
A user has to figure all possible query combinations in order to querying a search
engine for a specific answer. Moreover, the search engine just simply returns a
(ranked) list of data sources which “involve” the query. The user, in turn, has to
find the required information from those data sources. Thus, human intervention
is always required to disambiguate the poor semantics of the current web.
The Semantic Web is an effort to add value to information available on the
World Wide Web. It was originated from an idea of the World Wide Web creator,
Tim Berners-Lee [17]. The traditional World Wide Web is the web of documents
while the Semantic Web is the web of knowledge (or well-structured, meaningful
documents, and machine-processable). The Semantic Web comes with layers of
technologies, as in Figure 1.2. The technology at the base of the Semantic Web
is XML. XML syntax is designed for representing an encoded serialisation. It
differs from HTML in three major aspects [1]:
• New tags may be defined at will.
• Structures can be nested to arbitrary depth.
• An XML document can contain an optional description of its grammar, i.e.,
DTD.
You can see that XML expressive power is still very limited for modeling complex
object semantics since it does not add anything to the information, just arbitrary
tags feature.
Since XML alone is not enough, RDF was introduced. RDF is an assertional
language intended to be used to express propositions using precise formal vocabularies, particularly those specified using RDFS (RDF-VOCABULARY), to
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access and to be used over the World Wide Web. RDF is intended to provide a
basic foundation for more advanced assertional languages with a similar purpose
[52]. It can represent explicit metadata. So, RDF alone is not enough to incorporate the semantics into the web. We need RDF vocabulary (formerly, RDF
schema). It is a language for capturing schema information in terms of a typing
system with inheritance and typed relations, i.e., semistructured data. However,
we need another technology to represent the specification of those typed systems,
i.e., ontology. OWL is the W3C outcome for this issue. RDF along with OWL
are Semantic Web specifications [52]. We will explain these two technologies:
ontology and description logic in the following sections.

2.2

Ontology: Definition and Categories

What is an ontology? We answer this question by providing definitions of it given
from many researchers:
• Gruber [45] defines an ontology as a specification of a conceptualisation.
This definition is widely cited.
• Guarino [46] defines an ontology as a set of logical axioms designed to
account for the intended meaning of a vocabulary.
• Colomb [26] defines an ontology as a collection of terms designed to specify
and structure the domain of an information system of some kind. Some
ontologies are simply collection of terms, often class names.
• Brewster, et al [20] discuss about the definition of an ontology as follows.
Although no simple predicate tells us unambiguously whether a particular specification is an ontology, we can still agree on certain things. We
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can agree that ontologies enumerate the salient concepts in an application
area. We can agree that ontologies typically define concepts’ properties and
the relationships among concepts and often indicate constraints on those
properties and relationships.
• McGuinness [65] extends the definition given by Gruber [45]. She regards
a simple ontology as (specification):
– finite controlled (extensible) vocabulary
– unambiguous interpretation of classes and relationships
– strict hierarchical subclass relationships between classes (taxonomy):
formal is-a
including these typical properties, not mandatory:
– property specification on a per-class basis
– individual inclusion in the ontology
– value restriction specification on a per-class basis
and these desirable properties, but not mandatory nor typical:
– specification of disjoint classes
– specification of arbitrary logical relationships between terms
– distinguished relationships, such as inverse and part-whole
So what is an ontology now? Before answering, consider two well-known
ontologies: CYC [28] and WordNet [25]. CYC ontology consists of detailed axioms
and definitions. It is an example of an axiomatised or formal ontology. The latter
one, WordNet, is just a terminological ontology [82]. Note that CYC ontology
is also available in DAML, which is the foundation of OWL. Consider WordNet
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and CYC, we can roughly categorise ontologies into two types: terminological
ontologies and formal ontologies.
1) Terminological ontology.
A terminological ontology is an ontology whose categories need not be fully
specified by axioms and definitions. An example of a terminological ontology is
WordNet, whose categories are partially specified by relations such as subtypesupertype or part-whole, which determine the relative positions of the concepts
with respect to one another but do not completely define them, for example, Yahoo category, and WordNet (Thesauri). Systems of terminology or nomenclature
for naming, classifying, and standardising their concepts evolved in most fields of
science, engineering, business, and law. Axiomatising all the concepts in any such
field is a Herculean task, but subsets of the terminology can be used as starting
points for the formalisation. Unfortunately, the axioms developed from different
starting points are often incompatible with each other, and human intervention
is required to align ontologies obtained in this way.
2) Formal ontology.
A formal ontology is a terminological ontology whose categories are distinguished by axioms and definitions stated in logic or in some formal language that
could be automatically translated to logic. There is no restriction on the complexity of the logic that may be used to state the axioms and definitions. The
distinction between terminological and formal ontologies is one of degree rather
than kind. Formal ontologies tend to be smaller than terminological ontologies,
but their axioms and definitions can support more complex inferences and computations. The two major contributors to the development of formal ontology are
the philosophers Charles Sanders Peirce [71] and Edmund Husserl [58]. Examples
of formal ontologies include theories in science and mathematics, the collections of
rules and frames in an expert system, and the specification of a database schema
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in SQL. However, as more axioms are added to a terminological ontology, it may
evolve into a formal or axiomatised ontology.

2.3

OWL: Web Ontology Language for the Semantic Web

OWL [64] is intended to be used when the information contained in documents
needs to be processed by applications, as opposed to situations where the content
only needs to be presented to humans. OWL can be used to explicitly represent
the meaning of terms in vocabularies and the relationships between those terms.
This representation of terms and their interrelationships is called an ontology.
OWL has more facilities for expressing the meaning and semantics than XML,
RDF, and RDF-S, and thus OWL goes beyond these languages in its ability to
represent machine interpretable content on the Web. OWL is a revision of the
DAML+OIL web ontology language incorporating lessons learned from the design and application of DAML+OIL. Note that the Semantic Web will build on
XML’s ability to define customised tagging schemes and RDF’s flexible approach
to representing data. The first level above RDF required for the Semantic Web is
an ontology language that can formally describe the meaning of the terminology
used in a Web document. If machines are expected to perform useful reasoning
tasks on these documents, the language must go beyond the basic semantics of
RDF Schema, e.g., OWL. OWL is part of the growing stack of W3C recommendations related to the Semantic Web as in figure 1.2.
OWL consists of 3 versions with increasing expressive power respectively:
OWL-Lite, OWL-DL, and OWL-Full. There is a direct correspondence between
OWL-Lite and OWL-DL with description logics, i.e., OWL-Lite and OWL-DL,
are based on SHIF(D) and SHOIN (D) description logics respectively [55].
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OWL-Full is the most expressive OWL, but grants too much expressive power for
reasoning and querying. In fact, OWL-Full provides no computational complexity
guarantee.

2.4

Description logic

Since description logic is the basis for OWL and then the Semantic Web, it is
naturally to exploit description logic reasoning procedure for query answering
on the Semantic Web. Note that most of this work is related to description
logic, hence, it is worth examining description logic in detail. We will introduce
description logic in Chapter 3.

2.5

Rules and the Semantic Web

The Semantic Web development proceeds by layer. The most mature step is the
ontology layer. The next step will be the realisation of logic and proof layers.
These layers will be built on top of the ontology layer. They will enhance representation and reasoning capabilities. In fact, rules will be built on top of ontology.
Popular monotonic rule systems, as a subset of predicate logic (Horn logic), are
orthogonal to description logic, i.e., they are not reducible to each other. It can
be layered on top on the ontology layer [8, 9], i.e., ontology terms can be used
to describe content, in particular premises, of each rule. Reasons for the use of
rules include [9]:
• There exist powerful implementations of rule engines.
• Rule-based technology has been used for many years and can be easily
understood.
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• Many phenomena can be modeled naturally with the assistance of rules.
However, combining rules and description logic together poses many problems,
both computationally and linguistically. Thus, there is a line of research for this
task. The RuleML initiative [78] is (considered to be) a first attempt in this
direction. The problem of integrating the ontology layer and the logic layer on
the Semantic Web can be theoretically reduced to the problem of combining
rule-based systems with description logic [89].
However, there is another kind of rule systems, i.e., nonmonotonic rule systems, see 2.5.3. Such systems, in particular defeasible logic, are important in
practice because they can deal with inconsistencies in a declarative way, and can
model naturally phenomena like exceptions (default inheritance) and priorities
(inconsistency tolerance). In fact, defeasible reasoning provides the foundation
for IBM’s Business Rules Markup Language and for current W3C activities on
rules.

2.5.1

Monotonic Rules

Basic well-formed monotonic rules are of the form
C ← A 1 ∧ . . . ∧ An
where C, A1 , . . . , An are atomic formulas. C is the conclusion or head of the rule,
and A1 , . . . , An are the antecedents or premises of the rule. The set {A1 , . . . , An }
refers to the body of the rule. The rule presented above corresponds to the first
order logic formula:
∀x1 . . . xk ((A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An ) ⊃ C)
where x1 , . . . , xk are all variables occuring in C, A1 , . . . , An
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2.5.2

Monotonic Rules and Description Logic

Monotonic rules and description logics are not reducible to each other [44]:
• Monotonic rules
– Monotonic rules (Horn rules) lack the possibility to express existential
quantification, e.g., they can not state that every person has a mother,
which is easy in case of description logics:
P erson v ∃hasM other.P erson.
– Negation is not allowed in the head of rules, e.g., they can not state
that a person is either a man or a woman, which is easy for description
logics:
P erson v M an t W oman,

M an v ¬W oman.

• Description logics
– Description logic can not enforce co-reference at the second argument
of role, i.e., y in case of hx, yi : R, using normal concept expression.
Thus it can not state that individuals who work and live at the same
location are home workers, but not with horn rules:
Homeworker(x) ← W orks(x, y) ∧ Lives(x, z)∧
LocatedAt(y, l) ∧ LocatedAt(z, l).
Thus, it is not trivial to combine monotonic rules with description logics.
Recently, there have been several attempts at combining description logics with
logic programmings, e.g., [33, 36, 44].
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2.5.3

Nonmonotonic Rules: Defeasible Logic

Defeasible logic has been developed by Nute [69] as a nonmonotonic reasoning
system. Its outstanding properties are low computational complexity [62] and
ease of implementation. A defeasible logic theory contains five different kinds
of knowledge: facts, strict rules, defeasible rules, defeaters, and a superiority
relation [43]:
• Facts are indisputable statements, e.g., Emu(T weety) saying “Tweety is
an emu”.
• Strict Rules are monotonic rules, e.g.,
Emu(x) → Bird(x),
saying “emus are birds”.
• Defeasible Rules are rules that can be defeated by contrary evidence, e.g.,
Bird(x) ⇒ F lies(x),
saying “birds typically fly”. The idea is that if we know that something is
a bird, then we may conclude that it flies, unless there is other evidence
suggesting that it may not fly.
• Defeaters are rules that can not be used to draw any conclusion. Their only
usage is to prevent some conclusions. In fact, they are used to defeat some
defeasible rules by producing evidence to the contrary. For example,
Heavy(x) ; ¬F lies(x)
says that “If an animal is heavy then it might not be able to fly”. We can
not conclude that an animal can not fly if it is heavy. Instead, we simply
prevent a conclusion F lies(x).
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• Superiority relation among rules is used to define priorities among rules, i.e.,
where one rule may override the conclusion of another rule. For example,
given the defeasible rules:

r:

Bird(x)

⇒ F lies(X)

r0 : BrokenW ing(X) ⇒ ¬F lies(X)
which contradict each other, no conclusive decision can be taken about
whether a bird with a broken wing can fly. But if we introduce a superiority
relation > with r0 > r, i.e., r0 is stronger than r, then we can conclude that
the bird cannot fly. Note that we need to define the superiority relation
over rules with conflicting conclusions only.
For more information about defeasible logic, see [8, 43, 69].

2.5.4

Defeasible Logic and Description Logic

Defeasible logic (a rule layer) can be used as a rule layer on top of description
logic (an ontology layer). There are few attempts in this direction. Wang, et al,
[89] proposes a novel approach, using dl-literals, to combine defeasible logic with
AL description logic. This work generalises the work done in [36] in that it can
also handle priority information. The defeasible description logic in this approach
is claimed to be a tractable language, given an underlying tractable description
logic. However, to the date, no explicit complexity analysis for such logic has been
given. Governatori [43] proposes a formalism to extend ALC − (ALC without full
negation, only atomic negations are allowed) with defeasibility. In this formalism,
Tbox (see 3.2.1) corresponds to the monotonic part of the rules, where Abox (see
3.2.1) corresponds to the set of facts. In addition to well-established formalism,
this work also offers a complexity analysis of its approach which results in a
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tractable formalism. In this thesis, we introduce an optimisation technique for
reasoning with the logic.

Chapter 3
An Overview of Description Logic
3.1

Preliminaries

The Semantic Web community adopted description logic as its core technology
for the ontology layer. One of the reasons behind this is that this family of logics
have been heavily analysed in order to understand how constructors interact and
combine to affect tractable reasoning, see [30]. It has 20-year history in choosing
language construct along with reasoning paradigms.
One can argue that we can just simply use predicate logic instead of description logic which, after all, is a fragment of predicate logic. However, if predicate
logic is directly used without some kind of restrictions, then the expressive power
is too high for having good computational properties and efficient reasoning procedures. In fact, description logic is the study of which restrictions are appropriate,
in term of expressive power and computational complexity.
In the description logic research area, description logic itself can be categorised
into many different logics, distinguished by the set of constructors they provide.
Each language is named according to the Schmidt-Schauß and Smolka [80] convention: each constructor is associated to a different capital letter (e.g., E to full
23
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existential quantification, U to concept disjunction) and the name of a language
is composed by the prefix AL (for attributive language) followed by the letters
correspondent to the constructors in the language (e.g., ALE for AL with full
existential quantification, ALU for AL with concept disjunction). One of the
reasons for having such a fine granularity on the classification of concept languages is that the computational properties of the reasoning change dramatically
with the presence or absence of a particular constructor; therefore the ability to
indicate precisely the constructors which are in a description logic is very useful.
Note that ALUE has the same expressive power as ALC since, in AL, if concept
negation is allowed, then concept disjunction and full existential quantification
are included for free.

The very basic language denoted by prefix AL is close to the expressivity of
frame based representation systems [15]. It enables the specification of hierarchies
of concepts by means of the conjunction of two concepts. The expression C u D
denotes the intersection of the elements in C and in D (C u D v C and C u D v
D). In addition, its concept expressions ∃R and ∀R.C enable the specification of
attributes. In particular, ∃R represents the fact of having attribute R, while ∀R.C
specifies the type restriction of that attribute. Note that concept expressions (or
simply concepts) describe subsets of the domain. Furthermore, the language AL
includes atomic negation (¬A), top (>), and bottom concept (⊥).

In this work, we will use ALC description logic as it is widely known and
is a subset of the logics implemented in most state-of-the-art description logic
systems.
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3.2

Knowledge Base

A description logic (DL) knowledge base (KB) is made up of two parts [57], a
terminological part (Tbox or intensional part), and an assertion part (Abox or
extensional part), each part consisting of a set of axioms. The Tbox asserts fact
about concepts (sets of objects) and roles (binary relations between objects), usually in the form of inclusion axioms. It describes the general schema of the classes
and relationships. The Abox asserts facts about individuals (single objects), usually in the form of instantiation axioms. It consists of a (partial) instantiation of
the schema, since it contains assertions about a set of individuals.
Definition 3.1 (Knowledge Base) A knowledge base is a pair Σ = hT , Ai
where T is a Tbox, and A is an Abox.

3.2.1

Formal Syntax of ALC

The ALC language is composed of an alphabet of distinct concept names CN,
role names RN, and individual names IN, together with a set of constructors for
building concept and role expressions [85].
The Tbox, or terminology, is a finite set of axiom assertions (also known
as inclusion axioms) about concepts of the form C v D, where C and D are
.
concepts (sometimes, C = D is used for C v D and D v C). ALC Tbox axioms
are defined by the following formation rules [54]:
• Axiom assertions are of the form:
.
CvD|C=D
where C and D are concept expressions. C v D is also called general
concept inclusion (or primitive concept introduction when C is an atomic
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.
concept) while C = D is also called concept equation (or concept introduction when C is an atomic concept).
• Concept expressions are of the form:
A | > | ⊥ | ¬C | C u D | C t D | ∃R.C | ∀R.C
where A is an atomic concept or concept name, C and D are concept
expressions, and R is a role name. In addition, the special concept name
> (top or full domain) and ⊥ (bottom or empty set) represent the most
general and least general concepts respectively.
• Role expressions are of the form R, where R is a role name.
The Abox, or assertion part, is a set of assertions about individuals of the
form a : C or C(a) (concept membership assertion) and (a, b) : R or R(a, b) (role
membership assertion), where a, b are names in IN, C is a concept expression
and R is a role expression.

3.2.2

Formal Semantic of ALC

The semantics of description logic is defined in terms of an interpretation I =
(∆I , •I ) , consisting of a nonempty domain ∆I and a interpretation function
•I . The interpretation function maps concept names into subsets of the domain
(AI ⊆ ∆I ), role names into subsets of the cartesian product of the domain
(RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I ), and individual names into elements of the domain. The only
restriction on the interpretations is the so called unique name assumption (UNA),
which imposes that different individual names must be mapped into distinct
elements of the domain. In this thesis, the unique name assumption holds. Given
a concept name A (or role name R), the set denoted by AI (or RI ) is called
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the interpretation, or extension, of A (or R) w.r.t. I. The formal semantics of
concept expressions and role expressions is given in Table 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1: Concept Expression Semantics
Description
Concept name
Top
Bottom
Negation
Conjunction
Disjunction
Existential quantification
Universal quantification

Syntax
A
>
⊥
¬C
C uD
C tD
∃R.C
∀R.C

Semantics
AI ⊆ ∆I
∆I
∅
∆I − C I or ∆I \ C I
C I ∩ DI
C I ∪ DI
{x ∈ ∆I | ∃y.hx, yi ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆I | ∀y.hx, yi ∈ RI → y ∈ C I }

Table 3.2: Role Expression Semantics
Description
Role name

Syntax
R

Semantics
RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

Since description logic is a notational variant of a fragment of FOL, it is
worth pointing out the first order-equivalent FOL formula for each description
logic expression (see Table 3.3 and 3.4).
Note that it is worth knowing the following intrinsic axioms:
>≡¬⊥
∃R.C ≡ ¬∀R.¬C
∀R.C ≡ ¬∃R.¬C
C u>≡C C t>≡>
Cu ⊥≡⊥

Ct ⊥≡ C

∃R. ⊥≡⊥

∀R.> ≡ >
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Table 3.3: FOL Formula of Concept Expressions
Description
Concept name
Top
Bottom
Negation
Conjunction
Disjunction
Existential quantification
Universal quantification

Expression
A
>
⊥
¬C
C uD
C tD
∃R.C
∀R.C

FOL Formula
A(x)
True
False
¬C(x)
C(x) ∧ D(x)
C(x) ∨ D(x)
∃y.(R(x, y) ∧ C(y))
∀y.(R(x, y) → C(y))

Table 3.4: FOL Formula of Role Expression
Description
Role name

Expression
R

FOL Formula
R(x, y)

Since we already define the semantics of each concept expression, we define
here the semantics of the axiom assertions in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Axiom Assertion Semantics
Description
Concept introduction
Primitive concept introduction
Concept equation
General concept inclusion (GCI)

Syntax
.
A=C
AvC
.
C=D
CvD

Semantics
AI = C I
AI ⊆ C I
C I = DI
C I ⊆ DI

FOL Formula
∀x.(A(x) ↔ C(x))
∀x.(A(x) → C(x))
∀x.(C(x) ↔ D(x))
∀x.(C(x) → D(x))

The semantics of axioms is defined by a given interpretation. An interpretation I satisfies (entails) an inclusion axiom C v D (written I |= C v D) if
.
C I ⊆ DI , and it satisfies an equality axiom C = D if C I = DI . It satisfies a
Tbox T if it satisfies each assertion in T . The interpretation I satisfies a concept
membership assertion C(a) if aI ∈ C I , and satisfies a role membership assertion
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R(a, b) if (aI , bI ) ∈ RI . It satisfies a Abox A if it satisfies each assertion in A.
If I satisfies an axiom (or a set of axioms), then we say that it is a model of the
axiom (or the set of axioms). Two axioms (or two sets of axioms) are equivalent
if they have the same models. Finally, the interpretation I satisfies an assertion
α (or an Abox A) with respect to a Tbox T if I is a model of α (or A) and of T .
A concept name A associated to a primitive concept introduction or a concept introduction is called a primitive concept and a non-primitive concept respectively. A non-primitive concept A is completely defined (well-defined) by the
concept expression C since the concept expression C is a necessary and sufficient
condition for such A. On contrary, a primitive concept A is not completely defined (not well-defined) by the concept expression C since the concept expression
C is just a necessary condition for such A. For example, given two Tbox axioms
.
A v D u E u F and B = D u E u F , A and B are primitive and non-primitive
concepts respectively.
Concept equations and general concept inclusions (GCIs) have the same properties regarding necessary and/or sufficient conditions as concept introductions
and primitive concept introductions respectively. In addition, a concept equation
.
can be translated into a GCI, and vice versa: C = D is equivalent to C v D and
.
D v C, and C v D is equivalent to C u ¬D =⊥.

3.2.3

Unfoldable Tbox

An unfoldable Tbox is a simple form of a Tbox.

Definition 3.2 (Unfoldable Tbox) A Tbox is called unfoldable [54] if:
1. All concept axioms are introduction axioms, either primitive concept introductions or concept introductions.
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2. For each concept name A, there is at most one introduction axiom, either
a primitive concept introduction or a concept introduction.
3. All concept introduction axioms are acyclic, i.e., the introduction axiom
for concept name A does not use A.
We say that an introduction axiom uses a concept name B1 if it directly-uses
B1 or if it directly-uses a concept name B2 and B2 uses B1 . We say that an
introduction axiom directly-uses a concept name B if B appear in the right hand
side (RHS) of the axiom.

For description logics, e.g., ALC, that do not support any form of role expression axiom, for example R = P u Q, where R,P ,Q are role expressions, an
unfoldable Tbox will consist entirely of concept introduction axioms. Thus subsumption of unfolded concepts is independent of Tbox (Tbox is not needed in such
subsumption). In most description logics, reasoning with an unfoldable Tbox is
less complex than reasoning with a general Tbox.

3.3

Reasoning in Description Logic

A description logic knowledge base basically supports two major kinds of reasoning tasks, i.e., Tbox reasoning, and Abox reasoning. Keep in mind that, like
other logic system, the knowledge base contains implicit knowledge that can be
made explicit through inferences.

3.3.1

Tbox Reasoning

In description logic, basic reasoning services for concepts in Tbox T are [15]:
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• Knowledge base consistency: a Tbox T is consistent iff it is satisfiable, i.e.,
there is at least a non empty model for T . An interpretation I is a model
for T if it satisfies every assertion in T .
• Satisfiability: a concept C is satisfiable with respect to T if there exists a
model I of T such that C I is nonempty. I is also a model of C [15].
• Subsumption: a concept D subsumes a concept C with respect to T (C vT
D or T |= C v D) if C I ⊆ DI for every model I of T .
.
• Equivalence: two concepts C and D are equivalent with respect to T (C =T
.
D or T |= C = D) if C I = DI for every model I of T .
• Disjointness: two concepts C and D are disjoint with respect to T if, for
every model I of T , C I ∩ DI = ∅.
If the Tbox T is clear from the context, we can drop the qualification “with
respect to T ”. In the special case where Tbox is empty, we simply write ,
.
|= C v D if D subsumes C, and , |= C = D if C and D are equivalent.
Subsumption, equivalence and disjointness tests can be reduced to concept
(un)satisfiability test, which, in turn, can be achieved through tableaux algorithm
(see section 3.3.3). Consequently, concept satisfiability test is the key inference
for Tbox reasoning.
• Subsumption: C is subsumed by D (C v D) iff C u ¬D is unsatisfiable
with respect to T .
.
• Equivalence: C and D are equivalent (C = D) iff both C u ¬D and D u ¬C
are unsatisfiable with respect to T .
• Disjointness: C and D are disjoint iff C u D is unsatisfiable with respect to
T.
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However, in the description logic without full negation, e.g., AL, subsumption
and equivalence cannot be reduced to unsatisfiability test.

3.3.2

Abox Reasoning

Recall that an Abox consists of only two kinds of assertion: concept membership
assertions of the form C(a) and role membership assertions of the form R(a, b).
Hence an Abox alone cannot be seen as a knowledge base, it must be coupled
with a Tbox. Consequently, Abox reasoning will always be done with respect to
a Tbox.
In description logic, basic reasoning services for Abox are [15]:
• Instantiation test or instance check: determine whether an assertion is entailed by the Abox A or not. Since, in this work, we consider only ALC
which does not contain any role constructor to form complex roles, role
membership assertion testing will be easy, i.e., simply find the occurrence
of that role assertion in the Abox. At the time of writing, instance checking
generally refers to only concept membership assertion testing. To check
for a concept membership assertion, we just check whether the assertion is
entailed by the Abox. The assertion is entailed by the Abox (A |= C(a))
if every interpretation that satisfies A, i.e., every model of A, also satisfies
C(a).
• Realisation: given an individual a and a set of concepts, find the most
specific concept C from the set such that A |= C(a).
• Retrieval: given an Abox A and concept C, find all individuals a such that
A |= C(a).
• Abox consistency: an Abox A is consistent iff it is consistent with respect
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to a Tbox T . Consequently, we must use the Tbox in this reasoning, i.e., for
ALC, expanding the Abox with unfolded Tbox concepts [85]. An unfolded
concept or expanded concept C 0 is obtained by replacing names in the
description of the original concept C with their descriptions in T . Note
that C is satisfiable with respect to T iff C 0 is satisfiable, i.e., the original
concept and the consistency preserving expanded/unfolded concept are in
.
fact equivalent, C =T C 0 [54]. Therefore expansion of A with respect to
T (the Abox A0 ) can be obtained by replacing each concept assertion C(a)
in A with the assertion C 0 (a). In every model of T , a concept C and its
expansion C 0 are interpreted in the same way. Hence, A is consistent with
respect to T iff A0 is consistent. A0 is consistent iff it is satisfiable, i.e.,
there is at least a nonempty model for A0 . Note that A0 also represents the
whole knowledge base Σ = hT , Ai.
Theorem 3.3 (Expanded Abox) Given an unfoldable Tbox T which is satisfiable, an Abox A is satisfiable with respect to T iff its expansion A0 is satisfiable.
Proof see [15]
It is easy to see that Theorem 3.4 logically follows from Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.4 (Expanded Abox Entailment) Given an unfoldable Tbox T
which is satisfiable, a knowledge base Σ = hT , Ai entails a concept expression Q
(hT , Ai |= Q) iff A0 entails Q (A0 |= Q).
Realisation and retrieval can be reduced to a series of instantiation tests. In
addition, we can reduce an instantiation test to a consistency problem for Abox
since A |= C(a) iff A ∪ {¬C(a)} is inconsistent. Concept satisfiability can also
be reduced to Abox consistency test since C is satisfiable iff {C(a)} is consistent,
where a is an arbitrary individual name.
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At this point, it turns out that there is one main inference problem, i.e.,
consistency check for Abox, to which all other reasoning services can be reduced.
Since tableaux algorithms can be used to solve such test, thus all of the reasoning
services in description logic can be achieved through the application of tableaux
algorithms [15]. In addition, most of the practical description logic systems, such
as FACT [54] and RACER [49, 50, 51], exploit tableaux algorithms as the basis for
their reasoning. In fact, tableaux has become the de-facto standard for reasoning
in description logic. We will explain tableaux in section 3.3.3.

3.3.3

Tableaux algorithm

Traditionally, the tableaux algorithm was designed to prove the satisfiability of
a concept expression. The main idea behind this algorithm [12] is based on a
notational variant of the first order tableaux calculus. In fact, a tableaux algorithm tries to prove the satisfiability of a concept expression C by demonstrating
a nonempty model of C, i.e., an interpretation of the concept C where the interpretation is not empty. It constructively builds a model for a given concept. If it
can build a model, then the concept is satisfiable.
First, we will present a tableaux algorithm for testing the satisfiability of a
Tbox concept and describe its operation. Then, we will show how this algorithm
can also be applied to the Abox consistency test. However, this topic is intended
to illustrate the general principles only. For proof of termination, soundness and
completeness of the algorithm, see [15].
Before we proceed with the algorithm, we need to introduce an appropriate
data structure for representation of each tableau. The original paper by SchmidtSchauß and Smolka [80], and also many other papers on tableaux algorithms for
description logic [15], exploit a notion of a constraint system for this purpose.
A constraint system is a set of constraints, which are syntactic elements of the
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forms:
• x:C

concept constraint

• hx, yi : R

role constraint

• x 6= y

inequality constraint

Although the syntax is similar to the one for Abox assertions, there is a difference in the meaning of the x and y terms. Since we are going to test the satisfiability of a Tbox concept expression, no individual is involved. Consequently, x
and y are not individuals, but variables, so the unique name assumption does not
apply to them unless stated explicitly by an inequality constraint. A constraint
system can be seen as a graph where the nodes are individual variable names, and
the edges correspond to role names. Each node has associated with it concept
expressions which are, in fact, constraints on the variable corresponding to the
node.
To test the concept satisfiability of a concept expression C with respect to a
Tbox T , we initialise a constraint system S with a concept constraint of the form
x : C. Then, we unfold the concept expression C with its definitions in T , and
get the new expanded concept C 0 . Next, transform the concept expression into a
negation normal form (NNF), i.e., push negation signs as far as possible into the
description, using combination of de Morgan’s law and usual rules for quantifiers,
for example ¬∃R.C = ∀R.¬C and ¬∀R.C = ∃R.¬C. The concept expression is
in negation normal form if negations apply only to concept names, not to any
compound terms. For example the concept C = ¬∃R.A u ¬(∃R.D t ∀S.¬D) can
be transformed into NNF, C0 = ∀R.¬A u ∀R.¬D u ∃S.D. Now, we get a new
concept expression as a constraint system S.
The process of constructing a model proceeds by completing (or extending)
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a constraint system S, using a set of consistency preserving transformationcompletion (or expansion) rules in Figure 3.1. These rules modify a constraint
system by adding or rewriting the constraints. In fact, the initial constraint system S will be transformed into a set of constraint systems (e.g., the S 0 and S 00
in the →t rule). Apply these rules to the constraint system until no more rules
apply. When no rule is applicable, the constraint system is said to be completed if
there is no obvious contradiction, a so-called clash, i.e., either {x : A, x : ¬A} or
{x :⊥} occurs. The concept C 0 is consistent iff there exists a completed constraint
.
system, i.e., a nonempty model. Since C =T C 0 , the concept C is consistent with
respect to T iff the expanded concept C 0 is consistent.

The →u -rule
Condition: x : C1 u C2 is in S, and at least one of x : C1 and x : C2 are not in S.
Action: S = S ∪ {x : C1 , x : C2 }
The →t -rule
Condition: x : C1 t C2 is in S, and neither x : C1 nor x : C2 is in S.
Action: S 0 = S ∪ {x : C1 }, S 00 = S ∪ {x : C2 }
The →∀ -rule
Condition: x : ∀R.C is in S, hx, yi : R is in S, and y : C is not in S.
Action: S = S ∪ {y : C}
The →∃ -rule
Condition: x : ∃R.C is in S,
and there is no z such that both hx, zi : R and z : C are in S.
Action: S = S ∪ {hx, yi : R, y : C} where y is a new variable name.

Figure 3.1: Completion rules for ALC satisfiability test

Note that the only rule that is non-deterministic is the disjunction rule (→t ).
In order to test Abox consistency using the tableaux algorithm, we simply
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allow x and y in constraint system notation to be able to represent individual
names. Consequently, concept constraints and role constraints in a constraint
system become concept membership assertions and role membership assertions
in the Abox respectively. The algorithm is the same as above, except, instead of
a concept expression, we try to prove satisfiability of the whole expanded Abox
A0 .

3.4

Reasoning Complexity and Optimisation

Since, all basic reasoning services can be reduced to the satisfiability problem,
which, in turn, can be achieved through the tableaux algorithm, the complexity
of reasoning services provided in almost every description logic systems depends
on the complexity of the tableaux algorithm. Recall that description logic was
invented to analyse the tractability parts of the intractability first-order logic
(although some description logics are themselves intractable). In fact, description
logic is one of two major approaches for mitigation of inefficiency of reasoning for
logic. Its prominent significance is that trade-offs between expressive power and
efficiency of reasoning were studied for a decade.
We say that a problem is tractable if there is a deterministic algorithm running
in polynomial time worst case complexity to solve it (PTime), otherwise the
problem is intractable. Normally, tractable is preferred. A problem (in general)
is decidable if its solution halts in some finite amount of time otherwise it is
undecidable. More formally stated, a decidable algorithm halts with a formal
answer on every input for a given language L. To the best of our knowledge, the
most expressive description logic whose concept satisfiability problem is decidable
in PTime worst-case complexity is ALN [31].
Logics with PTime worst-case complexity have been criticised for their too
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limited expressive power [35]. Thus we desire a more expressive language. Consequently, we choose ALC which is expressive enough for basic problems [34].

3.4.1

Complexity of ALC Reasoning

ALC is merely a notational variant of the multi-modal logic K [34]. With simple
adaptations, one obtains Propositional Dynamic Logics (PDL) without converse.
From this relationship between ALC and PDL, it is known that the ALC satisfiability problem has ExpTime complexity. Since the algorithm is directly derived
from tree-automata, it requires exponential time and space even in simple case,
i.e., best case ExpTime [75, 87].
Schmidt-Schauß and Smolka [80] also proved ALC satisfiability problem complexity using reduction from quantified boolean formulae (QBF). However, the
result is instead PSpace-hard. However, the satisfiability problem in the proof
does not take into account when the Tbox is present.
Taking into account a Tbox, the tableaux algorithm for ALC presented above
may need exponential time and space. In fact, the size of canonical interpretation built by the algorithm can be, in the worst case, exponential in the size
of the concept description. Thus, there can be an exponential number of possibly exponential-size candidate models. Consequently, a naive implementation of
tableaux requires double exponential time in the worst case. The first proof of
ALC satisfiability problem complexity, taking into account Tbox, was done by
Buchheit, Donini, and Schaerf [24]. They proved that the problem can be solved
in NExpTime worst case.
Only recently, a tableaux calculus for solving concept satisfiability problem
with respect to a Tbox providing a deterministic exponential time upper bound
has been found. Donini and Massacci [34] demonstrated a modified tableaux
algorithm for solving the ALC concept satisfiability problem with respect to a
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Tbox. They proved that their algorithm has ExpTime-complete worst-case complexity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the latest known complexity result
for the ALC concept satisfiability problem with respect to a Tbox.
As you can see, at present, the best algorithm for solving the ALC concept
satisfiability problem with respect to Tbox still has ExpTime-complete complexity. Nevertheless, the ontology language OWL, in particular OWL-DL, of
the Semantic web technology is based on SHOIN (D) description logic which is
even more expressive than ALC. Since the query answering is in fact an instance
checking or a retrieval reasoning service which can be reduced to a satisfiability
problem (see section 4.1.1 and 4.4), it is easy to verify that the existing description logic reasoning technologies, which are intended to be a tractable fragment
of first order logic, are still not enough to be used solely with the Semantic web
technology. One way to mitigate the problem is to optimise the algorithm further. The current optimisation for tableaux-based algorithm will be provided in
the next section. In fact, our work is also a reasoning optimisation.

3.4.2

Tableaux Algorithm Optimisation

Various optimisation techniques for description logic tableaux algorithms have
been proposed. The first prominent work demonstrating how to combine these
techniques was proposed in 1997 by Ian Horrocks. Here, we outline some major
optimisation techniques. A detailed exposition of optimisation techniques for
description logic can be found in [54].
In this section, a tableau (or constraint system) will be represented as a graph
(see Section 3.3.3).
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Semantic Branching and Local Simplification
This technique [29, 37, 54] deals with disjunction. Standard tableaux algorithm
expands disjunction of concept x : C t D straightforwardly using the semantics
of disjunction, hence it yields two sub-constraint systems, one of them includes
x : C, and the other includes x : D. This method is called syntactic branching.
As the alternative branches of the search tree are not disjoint, there is nothing
to prevent the recurrence of an unsatisfiable disjunct in different branches. Thus
it wastes time. Instead of this general method, we branch x : C t D into two
disjoint sub-constraint systems: x : C and x : ¬C (or x : D and x : ¬D). This
method is called semantic branching, and it corresponds to the cut rule of sequent
systems. The idea of using the cut rule in tableaux systems is due to D’Agostino
and Mondadori [29].
Generally, we use the semantic branching technique with a local simplification technique called boolean constraint propagation (BCP) [37]. The idea is to
reduce the search space size resulting from the application of non-deterministic
expansion rules, i.e., in case of ALC, the disjunction rule. The technique deterministically expands disjunction using two inference rules which are similar to
resolution technique:
• (¬C1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Cn ∧ (C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Cn ∨ D)) → D
• (C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn ∧ (¬C1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬Cn ∨ D)) → D
The advantage of this optimisation technique compared to the standard algorithm is that it never increases the size of the search space. There are several
drawbacks of this optimisation technique. First, it may be costly to perform
without using complex data structures. In addition, its effectiveness is problem
dependent.
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Heuristic Guided Search
A heuristic technique that can possibly minimise the size of the search tree is to
branch on the disjunct with the Maximum number of Occurrences in disjunctions
of Minimum Size (MOMS) [37]. This technique can be used with semantic branching and BCP. In fact, it maximises the effect of BCP. However, this technique
can add a significant overhead. Furthermore, it may not improve performance,
and it may lead to a significant degradation in performance.
Let us consider an example of the above optimisation technique. Suppose we
have a node x which is constrained by two concept expressions: C t D and C t E.
In other word, x : C t D and x : C t E are in a constraint system S. According
to semantic branching, we can choose to branch on either C or D, and either C
or E respectively. However, according to MOMS, we should choose to branch on
the concept that occurs the most which, in this case, is C. Hence we semantically
branch C, thus yield two new sub-constraint systems:
S 0 = S ∪ {x : C} and S 00 = S ∪ {x : ¬C}.
Since x : ¬C occurs in S 00 , and x : C t D and x : C t E occur in S, we can use
an inference rule in BCP, thus yielding x : D and x : E to be added to S 00 . In
summary, we get two new sub-constraint systems:
S 0 = S ∪ {x : C} and S 00 = S ∪ {x : ¬C, x : D, x : E}.
Dependency Directed Backtracking
Since the existence of disjunctions can cause many possible branches of tableaux,
we should have search strategies to explore the tableaux and minimise branching. Generally, one uses a depth first search strategy with backtracking [54]. We
explore the tableaux branch by branch in the depth first manner. When we encounter a clash in the branch under analysis, we stop applying completion rules,
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backtrack to the origin of that branch, and explore the next branch. However,
inherent unsatisfiability concealed in subproblems can lead to large amounts of
unproductive backtracking search known as thrashing. To overcome this problem,
we must be able to identify the causes of clashes and exploit this information to
prune the search space, which is the basic idea of dependency directed backtracking. The most common form used in practice is called backjumping [16]. The
main idea of the algorithm is to label each concept in a node with a dependency
set indicating the branching points on which it depends. When a clash is encountered, the dependency sets of the clashing concepts can be used to identify the
most recent branching point from which the algorithm can start exploring the
next branch without encounter the same clash again and again.
The advantage of this technique is the same as the previous technique in
that it never increases the size of the search space. In fact, it can dramatically
reduce the size of search space [54]. However, one drawback of this algorithm
is the additional overhead of the dependency sets since it requires a dependency
set to be stored with every concept expression in a node. Because backjumping
performance can be degraded if the heuristic guided search technique is also
used [54], and backjumping can dramatically reduce the size of search space, in
implementation, we generally do not exploit the heuristic guided search technique.

3.4.3

Optimisations for Querying the Abox

The previous section presented Tbox optimisation techniques which have been
known for years. However, there are only a few works concentrating on Abox
optimisation. To the best of our knowledge, only two outstanding approaches
has been proposed, i.e., Instance Store [56] and RACER [49].
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Instance Store
It is not clear if existing techniques for Abox reasoning will be able to cope
with realistic sets of instance data. This difficulty arises from the fact that the
number of assertions might be extremely large. Instance Store is an approach
to this problem. It claimed to provide sound and complete answers to instance
retrieval queries. However, it allows only a restricted form of Abox reasoning.
In particular, Instance Store can only deal with a role-free Abox, i.e., an Abox
that does not contain any role membership assertion axioms. It is well known
that, for a role-free Abox, instantiation test can be reduced to Tbox subsumption, consequently, Instance Store adopts a Tbox optimisation technique, pseudoindividual classification, to optimise its restricted Abox reasoning [56]. However,
the pseudo-individual classification technique has a major problem: since the
number of pseudo-individuals added to the Tbox is equal to the number of individuals in the Abox, the Tbox can become very large, resulting in inefficient
reasoning. In fact, it tends to reduce the efficiency of Abox reasoning and Tbox
reasoning. In addition, Instance Store imposes an unnatural restriction on the
Abox. This is a severe restriction since role name is also included even for FL−
(ALC without atomic negation), a limited expressive description logic. Since we
prefer to allow both concept and role membership assertions in any Abox, the
technique exploited by Instance Store can not be used in our approach.
RACER
RACER proposes several innovative Abox reasoning optimisation techniques. It
is claimed to allow for multiple Tboxes and Aboxes. However, every Abox in
RACER is required to be independent of each other [50], see definition 5.5 for
Abox dependency. In other word, the techniques proposed in RACER will, in
fact, work for only one Abox. Its optimisation techniques for Abox reasoning, in
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particular instance retrieval, are [50]:
• Linear Instance Retrieval: Use individual model merging technique (a pseudo
model for individual technique) as an initial test to screen completely irrelevant individuals from the expensive instantiation test. This technique is
in fact a motivation for our approach.
• Binary Instance Retrieval: Regarding the observation that only very few individuals are indeed answers of the retrieval test, RACER partitions Abox
into two equal parts, and applies series of non-instance tests to screen irrelevant individuals out of the reasoning process. Note that this optimisation
technique does not seem to be able to increase the efficiency of the Abox
retrieval since it still uses expensive instantiation test for each non-instance
test.
• Dependency-based Instance Retrieval: If the non-instance test is not successful, then one can analyse the dependencies of the constraints involved
in the clash. If the clash is due to the constraints of only one individual,
then this individual is known to be an instance of the query concept in
the non-instance test. RACER will then eliminate this individual from the
process in order to avoid facing the same clash again and again.
• Index-based Instance Retrieval: The main idea here is to compute direct
types of every individual in Abox by realisation (see 3.3.2) reasoning. In
order to be able to use the realisation test, the Tbox must be classified
into a taxonomy. Computing the index structure, by realisation, is time
consuming. In addition, if the Abox content changes all the time, using
index will not help increase efficiency of retrieval service.
• Query Subsumption Exploitation: RACER can categorise queries into a
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subsumption taxonomy and cache the result associated with each query.
RACER is claimed to work with multiple Tboxes and Aboxes. However, its
optimisation techniques never take into account multiple Tboxes and Aboxes. In
fact, its optimisation techniques can be applied to one Tbox and one Abox only.
Hence, its knowledge base framework is different from ours, which allows multiple
Aboxes.
Beside the two works on optimisations for querying Abox, there are several
works which relate to our work in some degree, i.e., [48], [4], and [40].
The most related work is done by Guo and Heflin [48]. It resembles the Abox
partitioning part of our approach. They provide an approach to determine independent ABox partitions for instance checking in OWL-lite (SHIF(D)). However, this approach only works for Aboxes containing role membership assertions
and concept membership assertions whose roles and concepts are atomic respectively. Also, the description logic reasoning rules (expansion/completion rules)
are relaxed. Thus, unlike our partitioning approach, reasoning over partitions
derived from this approach is unsound.
Another related work is the work by Amir and McIlraith [4]. They have
introduced partition-based reasoning for first-order and propositional theories.
This approach generates partitions with potential links. Correct reasoning may
require communication between partitions through the links. Thus, partitions
derived from this approach are not independent from each other. This is a very
clever approach. We will investigate how to use message passing in description
context in the future.
In [40], There are two related works: 1) H. Wache, P. Groot and H. Stuckenschmidt, Scalable Instance Retrieval by Approximation, and 2) P. Hitzler and
D. Vrandecic, SCREECH - Faster OWL Using Split Programs. Both works attack the problem of Description Logic reasoners that do not perform well for
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ABox reasoning when the number of instances becomes larger. Both works take
approximate reasoning approaches. Unlike our approach, reasonings using these
approximated approaches are either sound but incomplete or complete but unsound. In fact, our approach acts as a filter with a normal reasoning engine. By
replacing the normal reasoning engine in our approach with the approximated
one, we will have a more optimised approximated approach. We will investigate
this matter in the future.

Chapter 4
The Problem of Querying Aboxes
A description logic (DL) knowledge base (KB) is made up of two parts [57], a
terminological part (the Tbox) and an assertional part (the Abox), each part
consisting of a set of axioms. The Tbox talks about definitions consisting of
assertions about concept definitions and role definitions, usually in the form of
inclusion axioms (or equivalence axioms). The second part, Abox, talks about
facts, i.e., assertions about individuals, in the form of instantiation axioms. In
the Semantic Web context, a Tbox actually represents an ontology while an
Abox represents data. As mentioned, we focus on single-ontology, multiple-data
sources, Semantic Web systems. In other words, our scenario is a description
logic system with a single-Tbox and multiple-Aboxes.

4.1
4.1.1

Motivation
Querying the Semantic Web and Abox Reasoning

Description logic is the basis for the OWL ontology language for the Semantic
Web. Thus query answering in the context of the Semantic Web needs to take
47
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description logic into account (query answering exploits the existing reasoning facilities of description logic). In particular, it needs Abox reasoning services. Thus,
query answering on the Semantic Web requires non-trivial deduction processes.
In contrast, querying a database is just a finite model checking, i.e., evaluation
of a formula in a fixed finite model. Where is the difference? We answer this
question with an analogy between a database and a description logic knowledge
base [15].
The database schema can be compared to the Tbox, while the populated
database instance can be compared to the Abox. However, the semantics of an
Abox is different from the usual semantics of a database instance. A database
instance represents exactly one interpretation, namely the interpretation where
classes and relations in the schema are interpreted by the objects and tuples in
the instance, while an ABox represents many different interpretations, namely
all its models. As a consequence, absence of information in a database instance
is interpreted as negative information, while absence of information in an ABox
only indicates lack of knowledge. Consequently, the information in a database is
assumed to be complete, while the information in an ABox is assumed to be incomplete. Hence, the semantics of ABox is based on open-world semantics, while
the semantics of database is based on closed-world semantics. This aspect effects
the way queries are answered. Query answering on a database is not logical reasoning, but finite model checking. Since an ABox represents possibly infinitely
many interpretations, namely its models, query answering requires nontrivial reasoning which is more complex than model checking. Open-world reasoning may
require making case analyses. This is one of the reasons why query answering on
the Semantic Web is often more complex than database query answering.
In description logic, typical Abox reasoning services provided are instantiation
(whether an individual a is an instance of a concept C or not), realisation (what
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are the most specific concepts (or direct types) that a is an instance of), and
retrieval (which individuals are instances of a concept C).
Regarding instantiation test, to test whether an individual a is an instance of
a concept C w.r.t. a knowledge base Σ, one must check whether the membership
assertion C(a) logically follows from the knowledge base Σ or not, i.e., to check
that:
Σ |= C(a).
For description logics supporting full negation, e.g., ALC and logics extending
it, this instantiation test can be reduced to knowledge base satisfiability (consistency) test.
Σ |= C(a) iff Σ u ¬C(a) is unsatisfiable.
For example, it can be inferred that thomas is an instance of Student if and
only if the knowledge base is not satisfiable when the negation of thomas : Student membership assertion is added to the Abox of the knowledge base. Since
realisation and retrieval can be achieved by repeated applications of an instantiation test, they can be reduced to knowledge base satisfiability tests too. Thus
query answering in the context of Semantic Web based on description logic is
done through instantiation tests.
Here, we present an example showing how we answer a query using instantiation tests. Consider the following expanded Abox:
A0 = {F emale(M ary), ¬F emale(John),
F riend(Jane, M ary), F riend(Jane, T ong),
Loves(M ary, T ong), Loves(T ong, John)}.
Note that the gender of T ong is not specified, thus this is an incomplete
information scenario. We want to check whether Jane has a female friend loving
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a male, i.e., testing an instance checking:
A0 |= (∃F riend.(F emale u (∃Loves.¬F emale)))(Jane).
We use reasoning by case. we can assume that T ong is either in the concept
F emale or ¬F emale. In the first case, T ong is the female friend of Jane loving a
male John. In the second case, M ary is the female friend of Jane loving a male
T ong. Thus, we get two possible interpretations. This example also illustrates
the open-world assumption in description logics.

4.1.2

Semantic Web Data Retrieval Scenario

Multiple Aboxes
Actually, RDF documents correspond to Aboxes. However, the existing description logic treats RDF data pages as a single assertional knowledge base. This
is inappropriate since the Semantic Web will consist of a huge number of data
pages in the system. A better approach, that takes into account the fact that the
Semantic Web will have numerous data pages, should be established.

Single Ontology (Tbox)
Though the Semantic Web technology is still not mature nowadays, it already
tends to exploit multiple ontologies. In the ontology-based integration of information area [88], we can divide the exploitation of ontology into 3 approaches:
1. single-ontology approach, e.g., SIMS [10],
2. multiple-ontologies approach, e.g., OBSERVER [67], and
3. hybrid-ontology approach, e.g., COIN [41].

4.2 Problem Formulation
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The multiple-ontologies approach requires additional mapping specifications between each pair of ontologies. Since such mappings are in fact ontologies themselves [2], we need an additional n(n − 1)/2 ontologies for such an approach,
where n is number of existing ontologies in the system. In the hybrid-ontology
approach, a global ontology and additional n mapping specifications (between
global ontology and each local ontology) are required. Hence the single-ontology
approach can be viewed as a generalisation of the other two approaches. We
follow such an approach. In addition, since the aim of our work is to study how
to query multiple data sources, we do not need to add complexity arising from
ontology mapping in the last two approaches. A simple single-ontology approach
is enough. Note that we can extend our work to include multiple ontologies later
after the research about ontology binding and ontology mapping is more mature.

4.2

Problem Formulation

This research focuses on finding an answer to the question: “How can we (efficiently) answer a query in an ALC description logic based Semantic Web system,
given a single ontology, and multiple data pages, examining the minimum number of data pages?” We will introduce our general framework of querying the
Semantic Web in Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1 (Semantic Web query answering) Formally, the framework
of resource matching for complex resources is a quintuple hQ, A, T , L, RPi, where
• Q is a query corresponding to a user’s request,
• A is a set of data sources (resources) in the form of description logic Abox,
• T is a set of ontologies in the form of description logic Tbox, (but, in this
work, we allow only single ontology in the system),
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• L is a description logic language (i.e., ALC) describing the content of each
data source in A and describing the ontology T , and
• RP is a reasoning procedure for inferring the relevance and ordering of the
data source set in A w.r.t. Q.
The combination of the data source set A together with ontology in T can be
viewed as a knowledge base, defined in section 4.3.

4.3

Formal Definition of Knowledge Base

In our setting, a knowledge base can be formulated as follows.
Definition 4.2 (Assertional Knowledge Base) A knowledge base is a pair
Σ = hT , Ai where T is a Tbox (so called ontology), and A is an Abox (so called
data source or resource set). The Abox A = hAC , AR i consists of the set AC of
concept membership assertion a : C and the set AR of role membership assertion
(a, b) : R, where a, b are names in IN, C is a concept expression, and R is a role
expression. We suppose that T is satisfiable and unfoldable (see Definition 3.2),
and that A is consistent with T .
Using the ontology T , we can assert a lot of data into each source and exploit
description logic reasoning facilities to check the consistency of data w.r.t the
ontology. Hence the resource set in this system is complex. Suppose that we have
multiple data sources. From Definition 4.2, we can define a particular knowledge
with multiple assertional parts in Definition 4.4. Firstly, we define a domain of
an Abox in Definition 4.3.
Definition 4.3 Given an Abox A, let HA be the Herbrand universe of A (i.e.,
the set of all the individual occurring in expression in A). The domain of A, ∆IA ,
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is defined as follows:

∆IA = d ∈ ∆I |a ∈ HA ∧ aI = d .

Definition 4.4 (Multiple Assertional Knowledge Bases) Let k be the
number of data sources in the system, the Abox
A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ak ,
hence
AI = AI1 ∪ AI2 ∪ . . . ∪ AIk ;
where Ai refers to the local Abox (a data source) i in the system, where i ∈
{1, . . . , k}. Consequently, the domain of A is equivalent to the union of domains
of A1 , . . . , Ak ,
∆IA =

[

∆IAj , f orj ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

Since C I ⊆ ∆I (see 3.2.2), thus, for arbitrary C, CAI =

S

CAI j , for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

and CAj is the concept C that occurs in a concept membership assertion in Aj .
Consequently, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, each local Abox Ai is a subset of the
Abox A, i.e., Ai ⊆ A.

Note that these definitions are based on the idea that every Abox is a set
of membership assertions. In other word, members of the Abox (as a set) are
in fact membership assertions (either a : C or (a, b) : R). Hence, the Abox
does not contain any information which reflects modelings used to constraint the
assertions, all of such models are in the Tbox. One may need a model that talks
about the actual data set stored in each local Abox. This is the case of source
description.
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4.4

Query Definition

In description logic, queries over an Abox can be categorised into two groups
[85]: boolean queries and non-boolean queries. Answering a boolean query is to
determine whether a query is true with respect to the knowledge base or not,
i.e., to return the boolean value of the query w.r.t. the knowledge base as a
result of the query. Answering a non-boolean query is to determine the tuples
of individuals that, once substituted to the free variables, make the query true
w.r.t. the knowledge base, i.e., to return such tuples of individuals as a result of
query. A query without free variables is a boolean query.
In this work, we will relax these query definitions by allowing the QExp of
a query to be an arbitrary acyclic concept expression in the chosen description
logic language. Also, disjunctions are also allowed in the query. Thus, we restrict
the queries allowed in this work to be any arbitrary concept description queries 1 .
Definition 4.5 (Boolean Query) A boolean query Qb refers to a formula of
the form
Qb ← QExp,
where QExp is an instance of a concept expression, e.g.,
Qb ← Bangkok : (City u ∃Located.{T hailand}).
The query will return one of the member of boolean set {T rue, F alse}. Qb will
return T rue if and only if every interpretation that satisfies the knowledge base
Σ also satisfies QExp, and return F alse otherwise.
The intuitive semantics of boolean query answering, based on interpretations
for a DL, is given as follows. An interpretation I satisfies a query Q if and only
1

A concept description query is a query of which the query expression QExp is a concept
expression in a description logic language.
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if the interpretation function •I can be extended to the variables in Q in such a
way that I satisfies every term in Q. In other word, a query Q is T rue w.r.t. Σ
(written Σ |= Q) iff every interpretation that satisfies Σ also satisfies Q. In fact
answering this kind of query requires an instantiation test.
Definition 4.6 (Non-boolean Query) A non-boolean query Qnb refers to a
formula of the form
Qnb ← QExp,
where QExp is a concept expression, e.g.
Qnb ← City u ∃Located.{T hailand}.
The query will return the set IS, where IS represents a set of individuals {i1 , . . . , im },
where each of them is an individual ij such that the knowledge base K |= C(ij ).
Note that the set IS can be empty.
In fact, boolean queries and non-boolean queries correspond to the instantiation test and retrieval in description logic respectively. Hence, retrieval (a
non-boolean query) can be trivially transformed into a set of boolean queries for
all candidate tuples, i.e., retrieving sets of tuples can be achieved by repeated
applications of boolean queries with different tuples of individuals substituted for
variables. This straightforward problem reduction makes retrieval reasoning very
expensive. Hence, some form of restriction and/or optimisation should be applied
to this retrieval reduction [50].
In summary, “query” in this work can be defined as follows:
Definition 4.7 (Query) A query Q refers to the formula of the form Q ←
QExp, where Q is either a boolean or non-boolean query, and QExp is either
an instance of an ALC acyclic concept expression or an ALC acyclic concept
expression.
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4.5

Approach of Study

As we discussed in the previous section, answering a query in the Semantic Web
can be reduced to evaluating whether description logic expressions follow from a
description logic knowledge base. We can provide answers to a query as follows:
1. to evaluate a boolean query, we use a reasoning procedure RP 2 to check
that Σ |= Q, which can be reduce to the satisfiability problem: Σ u ¬Q is
unsatisfiable.
2. to evaluate a non-boolean query, we must use the retrieval service in description logic to evaluate such query.

4.5.1

Source Description: a Data Integration approach

For systems with multiple assertional knowledge bases, i.e., multiple data sources,
it is not appropriate to directly apply the existing reasoning service to the system
to answer a query, because the existing reasoner will explore the whole knowledge
base, instead of focusing only on the relevant part. In fact, this scenario resembles
the database integration scenario. Thus we can use ideas from data integration
to address our problem.
The integration process has two types: “local as view” (LAV), e.g., Information Manifold [60], and “global as view” (GAV), e.g., TSIMMIS [38]. Actually
LAV and GAV refers to the different link specifications between data source
schemas (source descriptions) and the global conceptual schema (ontology) [15].
In GAV, the mapping M is given by a set of assertions:
2

In this work, we do not focus on a particular reasoning procedure for description logic,
though our approach in some cases bears some similarities to existing reasoning procedures (see
Section3.3). We thus believe that our approach can be beneficial for the further optimisation
and extension of current reasoning procedures.
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M : g ; φS ,
one assertion for each structure g in the global schema G, where φS is a query
over source S. Given data source DS, a database DB satisfies M w.r.t. DS if
for each g ∈ G:
DB
φDS
S ⊆ g

In LAV, the mapping M is constituted by a set of assertions:
M : s ; φG ,
one assertion for each source structure s in source schema S, where φG is a query
over global schema G. Given source data DS, a database DB satisfies M w.r.t.
DS if for each s ∈ S:
sDS ⊆ φDB
G
For example, given two sources with schemas:
• Source 1: r1 (T itle, Y ear, Director) since 1960, european directors
• Source 2: r2 (T itle, Critique) since 1990
The global schema consists of:
• movie(T itle, Y ear, Director)
• european(Director)
• review(T itle, Critique)
In GAV, the mappings are defined as follows:
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• movie(T, Y, D) ; {(T, Y, D)|r1 (T, Y, D)}
• european(D) ; {(D)|r1 (T, Y, D)}
• review(T, R) ; {(T, R)|r2 (T, R)}
The mapping M provides direct information about which data satisfies the global
schema. Thus, given a query Q over G, it seems that we can simply evaluate the
query by means of unfolding [59].
In LAV, the mappings are defined as follows:
• r1 (T, Y, D) ; {(T, Y, D)|movie(T, Y, D) ∧ european(D) ∧ Y ≥ 1960}
• r2 (T, R) ; {(T, R)|movie(T, Y, D) ∧ review(T, R) ∧ Y ≥ 1990}
The mapping M does not provide direct information about which data satisfies
the global schema. Given a query Q over G, we have to infer how to use M in
order to access the source data C. Thus query answering is an inference process
[59]. For more detail about data integration, see [1].
Levy [60] argues that the LAV approach has several advantages, e.g., data
sources can be added to a system very easily. Hence we will follow this approach.
In our setting, since we suppose that each Ai ∈ A is consistent with the ontology
T , there is no need to specify any mapping between terms in the ontology and
data sources. In addition, the missing piece required in order to apply the LAV
approach to our framework is the source schema. In LAV, a source schema must
be defined in term of queries over the global schema. Analogously, we can define
a source description of each data source in terms of queries over the ontology.
Regarding source description, the mapping M consists of a set of assertions:
M : SD ; φO ,
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one assertion for each source description SD of each Abox Ai , where φO is a
query over an ontology, i.e., Tbox T . Given a source data A, a knowledge base
Σ satisfies M w.r.t. A if for each SD:
SDA ⊆ φΣ
O

4.5.2

Source Description Definition

Source capability descriptions, in short source descriptions, can be viewed as a
surrogate [26] of each data source. “Surrogate” refers to a brief representation of
an information source that is designed to convey an indication of the information
source’s intent [42]. A good surrogate has two major properties:
1. a surrogate corresponds to some common understanding in the user’s community.
2. a surrogate can be organised in a way that is searchable.
The traditional surrogates, as in library system and the existing web, are, for
example, titles, topics and classification, keywords, and abstracts. In particular,
keyword-based search engines for resource matching on the existing web (source
selection and ranking), e.g., Yahoo and Google [23], are mostly based on topic and
classification surrogates. Though these traditional surrogates satisfy the second
property of a good surrogate, they are still not detailed enough to distinguish
complex data sources. A source description should describe accurately data in
each data source. However, it should not be too detailed, otherwise it will become
the data itself.
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Choosing the Source Description
In the Semantic Web, how to specify data source capability descriptions, and the
relationship between data sources, is still unclear. We will propose that a source
description should describe a data source intensionally, i.e., each data source in
the set A can be described using the constructs provided in the ontology T to
establish a source description.

4.6

Reduced Problem

As introduced in Section 4.2, this research focuses on finding an answer to the
question: “How can we (efficiently) answer a query in a description logic based, in
particular ALC, based-Semantic Web system, given single ontology, and multiple
data pages, examining the minimum number of data pages?”. Since we adopt
the source description approach as our framework, the steps of our approach are
roughly:
1. Associate the data source with a source description in term of the single
ontology.
2. Determine dependencies among data sources.
3. Group data sources which are dependent on each other together, and also
combine their source descriptions together.
4. Use a procedure to find incompatible/irrelevant data sources w.r.t the query,
taking into account source descriptions and the query. Eliminate them from
the procedure and yield the set of possible relevant data sources.
5. For each remaining data source (or group of data sources) from the previous
step, apply the existing query answering procedure to each of them in order
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to find a partial query answer.
6. Simply combine answers from each data source (or group of data sources)
together, since each data source (or group of data sources) is independent
from the others.
Since a reasoning procedure for the simple query answering in the fifth step
exists [85], we will focus on other steps, which are, in fact, the steps of the data
source space reduction problem using source descriptions. Thus our problem as
specified in Definition 4.1 can be reduced to:
Definition 4.8 (Search Space Reduction for Description Logic-based
Query Answering) Formally, the framework of space reduction for answering
a query in description logic is a quintuple hQ, A, T , L, SRi, where
• Q is a query corresponding to a user’s request,
• A is a set of data sources (multiple assertional knowledge base) each in the
form of a description logic Abox,
• T represents a single ontology in the form of description logic Tbox,
• L is a description logic language describing the content of each data source
in A and describing the ontology T , i.e., ALC, and
• SR is a procedure for reducing the assertional knowledge base space (data
sources space), i.e., identifying the possible relevant data source w.r.t. the
query Q.
SR takes the query Q, the set of data sources A, and the ontology T as input.
The result from the SR procedure is the set {Arelevant , Airrelevant }, where Arelevant
denotes the set of local Aboxes {Ai } (Definition 4.4) which are possibly relevant
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to the query Q, i.e., possibly contain some answers to the query, and Airrelevant
denotes the set of local Aboxes {Ai } which are incompatible to the query Q, i.e.,
they are completely irrelevant with such query.
Note that RACER [49] resembles our approach. However, our work can be
differentiated from this work by the fact that, even though RACER claims to
works with multiple Aboxes, it requires each local Abox to be disjoint from the
others. In contrast, that assumption does not hold in our approach (makes the
problem non-trivial), i.e., we do not assume reduction to a single Abox, while
RACER does assume this.

Chapter 5
Boolean Query over ALC
This chapter and the next chapter focus on providing a solution to the research
question we have introduced in Chapter 4, namely:
“How can we (efficiently) answer a query in a description logic, in
particular ALC, based-Semantic Web system, given a single ontology
T , and multiple data sources As, examining the minimum number of
data sources?”
We refer to an Abox as a data source. This chapter contributes to the problem
where the query is the boolean type.
The idea of this chapter is based on the observation that 2m > 2n + 2p ,
where m = n + p for n, p > 1. This means that if we can split the search
space into independent parts, query the parts independently from each other,
and combine the answers, then we have an improvement of the performance of
the query system. This idea agrees with the understanding of the Semantic Web
as a collection of sometime “unrelated” data sources. In addition we propose
to attach to each data source a data source description (or source description)
which is a compact representation of the content of the data source. This idea is
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similar to the intuition behind indexes in databases. In the same way that a type
of indexes is more or less appropriate for particular queries, source descriptions
depend on the type of queries. On the other hand, as we will see in the rest of
this section, the relationships among data sources are not influenced by queries.
They are determined by the structure of the data itself.
This chapter is organised as follows:
1. introduce to the specific type of knowledge base that we are going to optimise,
2. propose a partitioning method, using Abox graphes, and a space reduction
method, using source descriptions, for a boolean query over the knowledge
base, and
3. prove soundness, completeness, and complexity of the proposed method.

5.1

The Knowledge Base

In this approach, the knowledge base architecture is shown in Figure 5.1.
The intuition here is to associate every Abox A with a source description
SD(A), and to supply the inference engine with information about the mutual
dependencies of the Aboxes in the system, in order to determine which Aboxes
are relevant and must be queried.
The first step is to associate to every Abox its domain (Definition 4.3). To
accommodate our approach, we modify the definition of a knowledge base (Definition 4.4) as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Revised Multiple Assertional Knowledge Base) Given a
set Ā of Aboxes A1 , . . . , Ak , i.e.,
Ā = {A1 , . . . , Ak }
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Figure 5.1: The Knowledge Base Architecture for Boolean Query

and a Tbox T , the multiple assertional knowledge base is the knowledge base
K = hT , Ai, where
A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ak
is the Abox obtained from the union of all the Aboxes in Ā.
A consequence of the above definition is that the interpretation domain of A is
equivalent to the union of interpretation domains of the Aj s
∆IA =

[

∆IAj .

1≤j≤k

Since C I ⊆ ∆I by definition, thus, for an arbitrary concept C,
CAI =

[

CAI j , for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

and CAI j is the interpretation of the concept C based on the concept membership
assertions in Aj .
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5.2

Abox Graph and Connectivity

Regarding the instance checking reasoning service, since each local Abox is not
disjoint from each other (see 4.6), we must consider multiple local Aboxes at the
same time. However, we will not treat all the local Aboxes as a single Abox,
because, in this case, its reasoning is computational expensive. Consequently,
we need some additional procedure to determine dependencies among each local
Abox since we need to know which local Aboxes should be considered together. In
other word, we need to group dependent local Aboxes together and treat them as
a single local Abox corresponding to multiple mutually dependent local Aboxes.
To clarify the previous sentence, we formally define the dependency between local
Aboxes in the context of Abox reasoning. Firstly, we introduce a graph notation
for an Abox.
Definition 5.2 (Abox Graph) An Abox graph for an Abox A, AG(A), consists
of a set N of nodes (vertexes), a set E of edges (arcs), and a function f from E
to {(a, b) | a, b ∈ N }. Each edge, labeled Ri , represents exactly a role name of a
role membership assertion Ri (a, b) ∈ A. Hence, each node represents exactly one
individual name. An Abox graph is a directed multigraph [77].
Informally, a path is a sequence of edges that begins at a node of graph and
travels along edges of the graph, always connecting pairs of adjacent nodes. A
formal definition of paths and related terminology is given in Definition 5.3 [77].
Definition 5.3 (Abox Graph Path) Let n be a nonnegative integer and AG
an Abox graph. A path of length n from a to b in AG is a sequence of edges
R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn of AG such that
f (R1 ) = (x0 , x1 ), f (R2 ) = (x1 , x2 ), . . . , f (Rn ) = (xn−1 , xn ),
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where x0 = a and xn = b. When there are no multiple edges in the directed graph,
this path is denoted by its node sequence x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xn . A path of length greater
than zero that begins and ends at the same node is called a circuit or cycle. A
path or circuit is called simple if it does not contain the same edge more than
once.
Now we can represent each local Abox as a graph. We assume that the
dependency between two local Aboxes can be defined by connectivity between
two Abox graphs. Here we define Abox graph connectivity in Definition 5.4.
Definition 5.4 (Connected Abox Graph) An Abox graph AG is connected if
either
1. (strongly connected) there is a path from a to b and from b to a whenever a
and b are nodes in the graph, or
2. (weakly connected) there is a path between every two nodes in the underlying
undirected graph;
and is unconnected otherwise. An Abox A is connected if its graph AG is connected and unconnected otherwise.
For a strongly connected Abox graph, there must be a sequence of directed
edges from any node in the graph to any other node. An Abox graph is weakly
connected if and only if there is always a path between two nodes regardless the
direction of the edges. Clearly, any strongly connected Abox graph is also weakly
connected.
Given two connected Aboxes A1 and A2 , where A = A1 ∪ A2 ; A1 and A2
are dependent on each other if the graph of Abox A is (weakly) connected, and
independent otherwise. If A is unconnected, i.e., A1 and A2 are independent
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on each other, then it means that A1 and A2 do not share any common node
(individual) because Aboxes A1 and A2 are already connected by themselves.
However, Abox graph considers only role membership assertions, not concept
membership assertions. Thus, we must the add effect of concept membership
assertions into the definition of Abox dependency. Two Aboxes A1 and A2 are
dependent on each other if there exists an individual a such that C(a) is in A1 and
D(a) is in A2 , where C and D are arbitrary concepts, and independent otherwise.
Consequently definition of Abox dependency can be summarised as follow.
Definition 5.5 (Abox Dependency) Given two connected Aboxes A1 and A2 ,
where A = A1 ∪ A2 ; A1 and A2 depend on each other if the graph of Abox A is
(weakly) connected, and independent otherwise.
Proposition 5.6 Let A1 and A2 be two independent Aboxes in multiple assertional knowledge base. Let ∆IA1 and ∆IA2 be the domains of A1 and A2 , then:
• ∆IA1 ∩ ∆IA2 = ∅;
• for any concept C, CAI 1 ∩ CAI 2 = ∅, where CAI i is the extension of C in ∆IAi .
Next, we need to show two things:
1. if two Abox graphs are connected to each other, then a DL reasoning, in
particular instance checking and retrieval, needs to take into account the
two Aboxes at the same time.
2. if two Abox graphs are unconnected to each other, then a DL reasoning
over the two Aboxes can be done separately over each of them.
These statements can be concisely shown in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.7 (Independent Abox and Instance Checking) Given two connected Aboxes A1 and A2 , where A = A1 ∪ A2 , If A1 and A2 are independent on
each other, then for any boolean query Q and Tbox T ,
hT , Ai |= Q if and only if hT , A1 i |= Q or hT , A2 i |= Q.
Proof First, we prove the only if direction, and we will assume that both A1
and A2 are consistent with hT , Ai, since if one of them is not then the theorem
trivially holds.
Since A1 and A2 are independent on each other, by Proposition 5.6, we have
∆I1 ∩ ∆I2 = ∅, where ∆I1 and ∆I2 are the domains of A1 and A2 respectively.
Suppose hT , A1 i 6|= Q and hT , A2 i 6|= Q. These mean ∃I1 such that I1 |= A1 ,
I1 |= T , I1 |= ¬Q, and ∃I2 such that I2 |= A2 , I2 |= T and I2 |= ¬Q. Note that
I1 and I2 are arbitrary interpretations of A1 and A2 respectively with the only
constraint of being interpretations of T .
Since A = A1 ∪ A2 and ∆I1 ∩ ∆I2 = ∅, we can create an interpretation I of A
such that I is the union of the interpretation I1 of A1 and the interpretation I2
of A2 (I = I1 ∪ I2 ). More precisely, I = h∆I , •I i is defined as follows:
(i) ∆I = ∆I1 ∪ ∆I2 because A = A1 ∪ A2 , where ∆I is the domains of A
(ii) For any constant a,

 aI1 if a occurs in A
1
aI =
 aI2 if a occurs in A
2
(iii) For any concept C, C I = C I1 ∪ C I2
(iv) For any role R, RI = RI1 ∪ RI2
Since ∆I1 ∩ ∆I2 = ∅, then it is immediate to verify that I is indeed an interpretation, and I |= T , since I1 |= T and I2 |= T .
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Since I1 |= ¬Q and I2 |= ¬Q, from (iii), we can immediately verify I |= ¬Q,
i.e., (¬Q)I = (¬Q)I1 ∪ (¬Q)I2 , where I is the interpretation of A. From (ii), (iii)
and (iv), we can also infer that (A)I = (A1 )I1 ∪ (A2 )I2 , i.e., I |= A.
Since A1 and A2 are assumed to be consistent by themselves, we only need
to prove that there is no clash between A1 and A2 . For an arbitrary concept C,
by general definition in description logic, we get C I ⊆ ∆I . In addition, we get
(¬C)I = (∆I \C I ) ⊆ ∆I . Thus, for arbitrary C, C I1 ⊆ ∆I1 and (¬C)I2 ⊆ ∆I2 .
Since ∆I1 ∩ ∆I2 = ∅, therefore, C I1 ∩ (¬C)I2 = ∅, which infers that no clash can
occur between A1 and A2 .
Thus for the interpretation I of A, we have (A)I 6= ∅ and (¬Q)I 6= ∅, i.e.,
I |= A ∧ I |= ¬Q which is the definition of A 6|= Q. Therefore, A |= Q only if
A1 |= Q or A2 |= Q which infers hT , Ai |= Q only if hT , A1 i |= Q or hT , A2 i |= Q.
For the if direction, we assume that either 1) hT , A1 i |= Q or 2) hT , A2 i |= Q.
In both cases, by monotonicity, we obtain hT , A1 ∪A2 i |= Q which is hT , Ai |= Q.
2

5.3

The Algorithm

We approach the problem of ALC boolean query optimisation in 5 steps:
1. Determine dependencies among data sources, and group data sources which
are dependent on each other together.
2. Associate each data source (or group of data sources) with a source description.
3. When one queries the knowledge base, exploit a procedure to find irrelevant
data sources (or groups of data sources) with respect to the query, taking
into account source descriptions and the query. Eliminate the irrelevant
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data sources (or groups of data sources) from query answering process,
yielding a set of possible relevant data sources (or groups of data sources)
to be queried.
4. For each remaining data source (or group of data sources) from the previous
step, apply the existing query answering procedure to each of them, yielding
an answer from each of them.
5. Simply combine answers from the queried data sources (or groups of data
sources) together, since each data source (or group of data sources) is independent from the others.
Since a reasoning procedure for simple query answering in the fourth step exists
[85], we will focus on the other steps, which are in fact the steps of the data
source space partitioning and reduction using source description.
The approach can be implemented by the following algorithm.
First, since an Abox Ai can overlap with another Abox Aj , we must consider
multiple Aboxes at the same time. However, we will not treat all of the Aboxes
as a single Abox, because, in this case, the associated reasoning is computational
expensive. Consequently, we need some additional procedure to determine dependencies among Aboxes since we need to know which Aboxes should be considered
together. In other words, we need to group dependent Aboxes together and treat
them as a new single Abox consisting of multiple mutually dependent Aboxes.
To clarify this, we formally define the dependency between Aboxes in the context
of Abox reasoning. This is accomplished by the concept of Abox graphs.
The create abox graph function produces an Abox graph AG(Am ) for each
Abox Am . We exploit the Abox graphs to determine Abox dependencies as follows. For any unordered pair of Aboxes {Ai , Aj }, we determine the Abox dependency between the two Aboxes (Ai and Aj ). According to the definition, Abox
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Algorithm 1 partitioned Qb (query, A):
depset = {}
answer = False
for all Am ∈ Ā do
AG(Am ) = create abox graph(Am )
end for
for all 2 − combinations {Ai , Aj } of A do
if find abox dependency(AG(Ai ), AG(Aj )) = True then
add dep(Ai , Aj ) to depset
end if
end for
Ag = combine dependent abox(A,depset)
create source description(Ag )
for all Ah ∈ Ag do
if query relevancy(SD(Ah ),query) = True then
answer = answer ∨ instance checking(Ah ,query)
end if
end for
return answer

dependency can be detected using the connectivity of the Abox graph of A, i.e.,
AG(A), where A = Ai ∪Aj . Thus, we can exploit any UCONN (undirected graph
connectivity problem) algorithm [11, 61, 68, 76, 86, 90] for this purpose. The function find abox dependency(AG(Ai ), AG(Aj )) returns True if two Aboxes Ai and
Aj depend on each other, and False otherwise. If the function returns True, then
we add dep(Ai , Aj ) to the set “depset”, i.e., the set that stores dependency value
of each pair of Aboxes. Then, we virtually combine mutually dependent Aboxes
together into a group by the function combine dependent abox(A,depset). The
Abox Ā will become Ag , i.e., the set of already-grouped Aboxes and ungrouped
Aboxes. Each Abox in Ag is mutually independent of each other. Recall that if
two Aboxes depend on each other, then a DL reasoning service, in particular instance checking, must reason with the two Aboxes at the same time. In contrast,
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if two Aboxes are independent of each other, then a DL reasoning over the two
Aboxes can be done separately over each of them.
Theorem 5.7 justifies the last step in our approach. It provides the reason
why we can simply combine the answers from each Ai ∈ Ag together. In other
words it states that the the instance checking problem over Ag can be reduced
to separate instance checking problems over each Ai .
In the second step of the approach, we associate each Abox (or group of
Aboxes) with a source description, using create source description(Ag ). A
source description can be view as a surrogate of each data source. Surrogate
refers to a brief representation of an information source that is designed to convey
an indication of the information source’s intent [42]. A good surrogate has two
major properties: (1) it corresponds to some common understanding in the user’s
community, and (2) it can be organised in a way that is searchable.
Source descriptions are used to determine the relevancy of each Abox Ah ∈ Ag
with respect to a query. Source descriptions depend on the type of the query. For
boolean queries, the source description of each Abox Ah ∈ Ag can be a simple
list of all individuals appearing in the Abox Ah . The idea is if the query does not
satisfy SD(Ah ) (necessary and sufficient conditions), it is guaranteed that the
query over Abox Ah will fail, i.e., it returns False. This is done by the function
query relevancy(SD(Ah ),query). This function returns False if the query does
not satisfy SD(Ah ), i.e., the Abox Ah is fully irrelevant to the query, and will
contribute nothing to the answer of the query. The function works by extracting
an individual from the query, then checking if it is in the source description
SD(Ah ) or not. If it is, then it queries the Abox Ah , using normal boolean query
answering procedure instance checking(Ah ,query).
Definition 5.8 Let A be an Abox, the boolean query source description for A,
SDb (A), is the the Herbrand universe of A, i.e., SDb (A) = HA .
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We can now prove soundness and completeness of the above choice of source
descriptions. In other word, we prove the soundness and completeness of our DL
boolean query (BQ) optimisation technique.
Lemma 5.9 Let Q be a boolean query Q(a), where Q is an arbitrary concept.
Let Σ be a consistent knowledge base hT , Ai. If a 6∈ SDB (A) and Q is not a
tautology, then hT , Ai 6|= Q.
Proof Suppose a 6∈ SDB (A). Now, we have to show that there is at least one
interpretation I such that, given a 6∈ SDB (A) and Q 6≡ >, ∀α ∈ hT , Ai.I |=
α and aI 6∈ QI .
Let I be an interpretation: I = hSDB (A), •I i; such that ∀α ∈ A, I |= α (simular argument applies for the Tbox T as well). We consider two interpretations
I 0 and I 00 such that:
0

I 0 = hSDB (A) ∪ {a}, •I i,
00

I 00 = hSDB (A) ∪ {a}, •I i,
0

00

where •I and •I are defined as follows:
0

0

C I = C I ∪ {a} [I 0 : aI ∈ C I ],
00

CI = CI

00

[I 00 : aI 6∈ C I ],
0

00

where C is an atomic concept, and aI = aI = aI . The two interpretations
are constructed such that I 0 |= hT , Ai iff I |= hT , Ai, and I 00 |= hT , Ai iff
I |= hT , Ai.
If Q is a tautology (Q ≡ >), then it is always the case that I 0 |= Q(a) and
I 00 |= Q(a).
Otherwise, we prove by induction on the complexity of the query concept Q.
For base case, we need to prove: if Q ≡ C [C 6≡ > and C is atomic], then
there is an interpretation I such that I |= hT , Ai and aI 6∈ C I . Suppose Q ≡ C,
where C 6≡ > and C is atomic. By construction of the two interpretations, we
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00

00

get aI 6∈ C I . So, there is an interpretation I 00 , such that I 00 |= hT , Ai and
00

00

aI 6∈ C I . Thus, the base case is proved.
For inductive cases, we need to prove: if Q ≡ ¬D | DuE | DtE | ∀R.D | ∃R.D
then there is an interpretation I such that I |= hT , Ai and aI 6∈ QI . However,
we need to prove only three cases of query: a : ¬D, a : (D u E) and a : (∀R.D),
because provings a : (DtE) and a : (∃R.D) are equivalent to provings a : (DuE)
and a : (∀R.D) respectively.
Considering the case Q ≡ ¬D, where D is under the inductive hypothesis.
0

0

Suppose Q ≡ ¬D. By construction of the two interpretations, we get aI ∈ DI .
0

0

Consequently, by definition, aI 6∈ (¬D)I . So, there is an interpretation I 0 , such
0

0

that I 0 |= hT , Ai and aI 6∈ (¬D)I . Thus, this negation inductive case is proved.
For other inductive cases, they can be trivially proved by similar arguments
as in the negation inductive case.
Thus, for any boolean query Q ← Q(a), where Q 6≡ >; if a 6∈ SDB (A), then
there is at least one interpretation I such that I |= hT , Ai and aI 6∈ QI .

2

Theorem 5.10 (Soundness and Completeness of BQ Optimisation) Let Q
be a boolean query. Let A 6 ]Q represents the case when the procedure
query relevance(SDb (A), Q)
returns False, i.e., A is not relevant the query Q, and let A]Q represents otherwise. If A 6 ]Q then
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q if and only if hT , Āi |= Q
.
Proof Suppose A 6 ]Q. This means a 6∈ SDB (A), where Q is C(a).
First, we prove the only if direction. Suppose hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q. However,
Ā − {A} ⊆ Ā. By monotonicity, we obtain hT , Āi |= Q.
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Therefore, hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q only if hT , Āi |= Q.
For the if direction, suppose hT , Āi |= Q. We, then, prove by case.
Case 1: Q is a tautology. It is immediate to verify that hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q is
true.
Case 2: Q is not a tautology. From Lemma 5.9, we obtain hT , Ai 6|= Q.
In addition, hT , Āi |= Q is equal to hT , Ā − {A} ∪ {A}i |= Q. By Theorem
5.7, we get hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q or hT , Ai |= Q. Since hT , Ai 6|= Q, we obtain
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q.
These cases cover all possibilities. Therefore, hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q if hT , Āi |=
Q.
Therefore, if A 6 ]Q then hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q if and only if hT , Āi |= Q.

2

Finally, in the last step we simply combine the answers together using disjunction. Again this step is justified by Theorem 5.7.
In summary, the approach, first, partitions the Aboxes into independent search
space by calculation of dependencies among data sources, and grouping data
sources which are dependent on each other together. Then, the approach associates each data source (or group of data sources) with a source description.
To answer a query, the approach finds irrelevant data sources (or groups of data
sources) with respect to the query, taking into account source descriptions and
the query. Then, the approach eliminates the irrelevant data sources (or groups
of data sources) from query answering process, yielding a set of possible relevant
data sources (or groups of data sources) to be queried. Finally, the approach simply combines answers from the queried data sources (or groups of data sources)
together. We demonstrate an example of our algorithm in the following section.
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A Comprehensive Example

Suppose we have a knowledge bases K = hT , Ai, where the data is distributed
over four Aboxes, i.e., A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ∪ A4 .
Suppose the Tbox T is as follows:

.
T = {M an = ¬F emale,
.
W oman = Human u F emale,
.
M an = Human u M ale,
.
M other = W oman u ∃hasChild.Human,
.
F ather = M an u ∃hasChild.Human,
.
P arent = M other t F ather,
.
Employee = Human u ∃workAt.Organisation,
.
Organisation = P rof it t Charity,
.
P rof it = Company t P artnership t SoleOwner
.
Charity = ¬P rof it,
.
CommunicationCompany = Companyu
∃provideService.CommunicationService,
.
CommunicationService = M obileService t T elephoneServicet
InternetService}

Suppose the four Aboxes are as follows:
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A1 = {M an(T om), M an(P eter), W oman(M ary), SoleOwner(T haiOrchid),
hasChild(T om, P eter), workAt(P eter, AIS),
attend(P eter, M obileSys2003), hasChild(T om, M ary),
workAt(M ary, T haiOrchid), studyAt(M ary, IT EE)}

A2 = {Department(IT EE), F aculty(EP SA),
U niversity(U Q), Conf erence(M obileSys2003), partOf (IT EE, EP SA),
f acultyIn(EP SA, U Q), locatedIn(U Q, Australia)}

A3 = {CommunicationCompany(AIS), Conf erence(M obileSys2003),
CommunicationCompany(DT AC), locatedIn(AIS, T hailand),
sponsor(M obileSys2003, AIS), sponsor(M obileSys2003, DT AC),
hold(IT EE, M obileSys2003)}

A4 = {Charity(P inT ao), CharityP roject(M M M ), CharityP roject(T OLS),
locatedIn(P inT ao, M alaysia), propose(P inT ao, M M M ),
propose(P inT ao, T OLS)}

We simply create the Abox graph for each Abox, yielding four Abox graphs:
AG(A1 ), AG(A2 ), AG(A3 ), and AG(A4 ). For every combination of two Aboxes of
A, we determine the Abox dependency between them by find abox dependency
function. The function will combine the two Aboxes together, and apply any
UCONN algorithm to the graph of the combined Abox.
If the graph is connected, then the two Aboxes depend on each other. We,
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then, add dep(Ai , Aj ) to the set depset as they are dependent, i.e., the function
returns True. We get
depset = {dep(A1 , A2 ), dep(A1 , A3 ), dep(A2 , A3 )}
Since we know that A1 depends on A2 , and also on A3 , we virtually group them
together, i.e., we will consider the data in both three Aboxes altogether. The
grouping is accomplished by the combine dependent abox(A,depset) function.
As a result we have Ag = {A123 , A4 }, where A123 = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 .
At this stage, we create source description for each Abox in Ag , using the
create source description(Ag ) procedure:
• SD(A123 ) = (AIS, Australia, DT AC, EP SA, IT EE, M ary, U Q,
M obileSys2003, P eter, T hailand, T haiOrchid, T om)
• SD(A4 ) = (M alaysia, M M M, P inT ao, T OLS)
Suppose, we have a boolean query
T om : (P arent u ∃hasChild.Employee).
For every Ah ∈ Ag , we determine relevancy with respect to the query, using the
procedure query relevancy(SD(Ah ),query). The procedure will
1. extract “Tom” from the query, and
2. search whether “Tom” is in SD(Ah ) or not.
In this case, “Tom” is in SD(A123 ), but not in SD(A4 ). Consequently, we simply
query A123 , using the instance checking(Ah , query) function. The result from
instance checking test of the query in A123 is True. Thus, answer = False ∨ True
= True, which is the same result as when we query the whole Abox A.
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5.5

Complexity Analysis

Space partitioning
A graph for an Abox A can be trivially generated in O(n2 ), where n is the
number of assertions in the Abox A. In Abox dependency determination, we need
k(k − 1)/2 comparisons (2-combinations) of unordered pair of Aboxes, where k
is the number of Aboxes in A. Each comparison needs a UCONN algorithm. In
general, UCONN can be solved by any DFS (depth-first search) in O(v 2 ), where
v is the number of individuals in each Abox.

Space reduction
The create source description(Ag ) procedure requires at most O(n2 ) to create source descriptions for all Aboxes, since it can be implemented using the
quick sort algorithm. In fact, the create source description(Ag ) procedure
will create source description for each Abox, which, in Boolean query case, is
just a list of all individuals appearing in the Abox. What this procedure does
is to extract all individuals from the Abox and sort them. If we use quick sort
algorithm which has O(n2 ) worst case complexity (O(nlogn) in practical case).
Consequently, the procedure needs O(n2 ) worst case running time. To determine
relevancy of an Abox with respect to a query, the algorithm exploits the function
query relevancy(SD(Ah ),query) which operates in O(n) for sequential search.
Finally, we use the instance checking(Ah ,query) function to find the answer
for each Abox, and simply combine the answer.
Till now, our space partitioning and reduction approach exploits at most
PTime algorithms in each part, i.e., the Abox dependency part and the source
description part. Overall, our algorithm can be operated in PTime, not including
the original instance checking part in step 4 of our approach. Since the instance
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checking part is known to be solved in EXPTime-complete, assuming P 6= EXPTime, the overall algorithm still operates in EXPTime, but with a reduced
exponent. The Abox dependency part will partition the search space, thus the
exponent will be reduced if there are at least two partitions, e.g., the running
time for a boolean query is reduced from 2m to 2n + 2p , where m = n + p. The
source description part will further reduce the exponent if there are some Aboxes
which can be eliminated from the process, e.g., the running time is reduced from
2m to 2q , where q < m.

5.6

Experimental Evaluation

To support our optimisation technique for the boolean query answering, we established a series of empirical tests to measure the efficiency gain. At first, we
considered testing our approach using PELLET [81] reasoner and LUBM [47]
datasets. However, LUBM data sets are for non-boolean query only. Thus, we
decided to reuse our PYTHON programming for defeasible description logic instead. The test was run on a Pentium-IV 1.6 Ghz computer with 512 MB ram.
We divide our tests into two types: 1) query concepts include t and 2) query
concepts do not include t. We run 12 plus 10 tests for each type of test, 12
varied-number of axioms in Tbox tests and 10 varied-number of assertions in
Aboxes tests. The results are shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
The results show that our approach work well in practice. Tables 5.1 and
5.3 show that, at 10,000 assertions, our approach help reduce query time if the
number of axioms is 600 or more (see Figures 5.2 and 5.4), regardless of the
existence of t in the query. Tables 5.2 and 5.4 show that, at 1,000 axioms, our
approach always help reduce query time (see Figures 5.3 and 5.5), regardless of
the number of assertions in Aboxes and the existence of t in the query.
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Table 5.1: BQ tests: t in query / varied no of axioms in T

Table 5.2: BQ tests: t in query / varied no of assertions in A

5.6 Experimental Evaluation

Table 5.3: BQ tests: t not in query / varied no of axioms in T

Table 5.4: BQ tests: t not in query / varied no of assertions in A
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Figure 5.2: BQ tests: t in query / varied no of axioms in T

Figure 5.3: BQ tests: t in query / varied no of assertions in A

5.6 Experimental Evaluation

Figure 5.4: BQ tests: t not in query / varied no of axioms in T

Figure 5.5: BQ tests: t not in query / varied no of assertions in A
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The existence of t in the query has a huge effect on generic query answering
elapse time, as it makes the practical complexity of answering a query to be
EXPTime, w.r.t. the size of Tbox (see Figure 5.2). In contrast, answering a
query without t can be achieved in PTime (see Figure 5.4 and 5.5). However,
our optimisation technique can help reduce the practical complexity of answering
a query with t to be PTime, w.r.t. the size of Tbox (see Figure 5.2). At this
point, we can claim that our approach behaves well in practice (at high number
of axioms in Tbox).

5.7

Discussion

Traditionally, the tableaux algorithm was designed to prove the satisfiability problem. The main idea behind this algorithm is based on a notational variant of the
first order tableaux calculus. In fact, a tableaux algorithm tries to prove the satisfiability of a concept expression C by demonstrating a nonempty model of C. It
constructively builds a model for a given concept. The process of constructing a
model proceeds by completing a constraint system [85], using a set of consistencypreserving completion (or expansion) rules. The process will continue if it can
extend the existing constraint system. In ALC reasoning with T and A, the
process can proceed via a role membership assertion. The idea behind our work
is to specify the conditions where we guarantee that the reasoning process over
A1 will never proceed to A2 if A1 and A2 are independent from each other. This
optimisation, in particular the space partitioning part, can be seen as a divideand-conquer technique. A general disadvantage of this kind of technique is the
parts overlap. However, the methodology is designed to avoid any overlapping
part, thus, it does not suffer from such disadvantage of the divide-and-conquer
technique.
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Apparently, the major drawback of this approach is obviously the additional
cost from Abox dependencies and source descriptions determinations. But the
cost is still in PTime, as shown in previous section. One may argue that our
space partitioning approach would support the reduction in apparent worst-case
complexity for a query answering, but at a high price in practice, in particular for a
large knowledge base. In fact, our approach behave well in practice, in particular,
with a large knowledge base, as shown in the experimental results. The only issue
that we must give additional attention to is a design of effective Abox dependency
information distribution, minimising information exchange between nodes in the
network, where each node represents an Abox. However, this is trivial. After
the space partitioning phase is done, and the source descriptions are created;
when a data page is changed, we can incorporate the change(s) into the correct
partition(s) using the existing source descriptions.
In the next chapter, we extend our work to non-boolean query answering
(Abox retrieval) optimisation. In a nutshell, Theorem 5.7 will be extended to
cover the Abox instance retrieval reasoning service. The main differences will
be with the source description. In fact, the source description specification for
boolean query optimisation is totally different from the specification for nonboolean query optimisation.
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Chapter 6
Non-boolean Query over ALC
6.1

Instance Retrieval

In this chapter, we introduce an optimisation to improve the efficiency of nonboolean queries over an ALC knowledge base. In Section 4.4, we gave the definition of non-boolean query. As we have argued in Section 4.4, answering a
non-boolean query is an instance retrieval problem. The non-boolean query Qnb
refers to a formula of the form Qnb ← QExp, where QExp is a query concept Cq .
The instance retrieval problem for a query concept Cq and an Abox A can be implemented as a sequence of instance checking tests: ∀i ∈ ∆IA (see Definition 4.3),
instance check the query Cq (i). Thus, a straightforward algorithm for answering
a non-boolean query Qnb ← Cq can be implemented by Algorithm 2.
The answer set consists of the individuals i such that the function
instance checking(A, bquery)
returns true, where bquery ← Cq (i). The function
instance checking(A, bquery)
89
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Algorithm 2 normal instance retrieval(A, Cq ):
answerset = {}
create var bquery
for all individual ∈ ∆IA do
bquery ← Cq (individual)
if instance checking(A, bquery) = True then
answerset = answerset ∪ {individual}
end if
end for
return answerset

can be implemented as
UNSATA (A ∪ {¬Cq (individual)}),
where UNSATA is the standard Abox satisfiability test, testing for unsatisfiability.

6.2

Space Partitioning for Instance Retrieval

The main idea of our approach is to identify which Aboxes are unrelated (or
independent from the other Aboxes in a multiple assertional knowledge base) and,
then, to supply each Abox with a concise description of the data in it (source
description). The knowledge base architecture of our approach is depicted in
Figure 6.1.
The intuition here is to associate every Abox A with a source description,
SDnb (A), and to supply the inference engine with information about the mutual
dependencies of the Aboxes in the system, in order to determine which Aboxes
are relevant for a non-boolean query and consequently must be queried. The
approach is implemented by Algorithm 3, where query is a concept expression.
Note that it is almost the same as Algorithm 1. The main difference is the line:
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Figure 6.1: The Knowledge Base Architecture for Information Retrieval

IS = IS ∪ instance retrieval(Ah , query)
Thus we do not repeat the full explanation of the algorithm in this chapter.
Instead, we give the theoretical foundation for it. The first thing is to be able
to identify when two Aboxes are independent. However, we have already defined
Abox dependency in the previous chapter, see Definition 5.5 for more details.
Theorem 5.7 (Independent Abox and Instance Checking) guarantees that, given
the properties of ALC description logic and Definition 5.5, if two Aboxes are
independent, then, for every instance of any role, e.g., R(a, b), the individuals
cannot be shared by the two Aboxes. Therefore, we can separate the reasoning,
and it is impossible to relate individuals contained in independent Aboxes.
Another important issue is that Theorem 5.7 (Independent Abox and Instance
Checking) has to be modified to support instance retrieval. To prove the version
of the theorem for instance retrieval, we need first a precise definition of instance
retrieval answer.
Definition 6.1 (Instance Retrieval Answer) Let Q be an instance retrieval
query. The instance retrieval answer set from Abox Ah , IS Ah , is defined as
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Algorithm 3 partitioned IR(query, A):
depset = {}
IS = {}
for all Am ∈ Ā do
AG(Am ) = create abox graph(Am )
end for
for all 2 − combinations {Ai , Aj } of A do
if find abox dependency(AG(Ai ), AG(Aj )) = True then
add dep(Ai , Aj ) to depset
end if
end for
Ag = combine dependent abox(A,depset)
for all Ah ∈ Ag do
IS = IS ∪ instance retrieval(Ah ,query)
end for

follows.
IS Ah =



i |hT , Ah i |= Q(i) ∧ i ∈ ∆IAh

Based on this definition, we can use the following theorem to provide a theoretical justification of Algorithm 3.
Theorem 6.2 (Independent Abox and Instance Retrieval) Given a multiple assertional knowledge base hT , Ai where A = A1 ∪ A2 , and A1 and A2 are
independent on each other, then, for any instance retrieval Q,
IS A = IS A1 ∪ IS A2 .
Proof We show three things.
1. ∀a ∈ HA1 , if a ∈ IS A1 then a ∈ IS.
2. ∀a ∈ HA2 , if a ∈ IS A2 then a ∈ IS.
3. ∀a ∈ HA , if a ∈ IS then either a ∈ IS A1 or a ∈ IS A2 .
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The first two proofs are identical. Here we only prove the first one. We will
prove that ∀a ∈ HA1 , if a ∈ IS A1 then a ∈ IS. Let a be any individual in A1 .
Suppose that a ∈ IS A1 . This means
hT , A1 i |= Q(a) and a ∈ ∆IA1 .
From Theorem 5.7, we get hT , Ai |= Q(a). Since ∆IA1 ⊆ ∆IA , a ∈ ∆IA , consequently, a is an answer for instance retrieval over A, or a ∈ IS. Since a is
arbitrary, we can conclude that ∀a ∈ HA1 , if a ∈ IS A1 then a ∈ IS.
Finally, we need to prove that ∀a ∈ HA , if a ∈ IS then a ∈ IS A1 or
a ∈ IS A2 . Let a be any individual in A. Suppose that a ∈ IS. From Definition
6.1, we get
hT , Ai |= Q(a) and a ∈ ∆IA .
From hT , Ai |= Q(a) and Theorem 5.7, we get
hT , A1 i |= Q(a) ∨ hT , A2 i |= Q(a).
From a ∈ ∆IA and Definition 5.1, we get a ∈ ∆IA1 ∨ a ∈ ∆IA2 . At this point, we
need to prove a ∈ IS A1 or a ∈ IS A2 . Consequently, we enumerate all cases from
the four elements: hT , A1 i |= Q(a), hT , A2 i |= Q(a), a ∈ ∆IA1 , and a ∈ ∆IA2 . We
find that only 2 cases are possible (no contradiction between the four elements in
the enumeration):
Case 1 : hT , A1 i |= Q(a), hT , A2 i 6|= Q(a), a ∈ ∆IA1 , and a 6∈ ∆IA2 . From
Definition 6.1, we get a ∈ IS A1 .
Case 2 : hT , A1 i 6|= Q(a), hT , A2 i |= Q(a), a 6∈ ∆IA1 , and a ∈ ∆IA2 . From
Definition 6.1, we get a ∈ IS A2 .
Thus a ∈ IS A1 or a ∈ IS A2 .
Since a is arbitrary, we can conclude that ∀a ∈ A, if a ∈ IS then a ∈ IS A1
or a ∈ IS A2 .
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Thus, if A1 and A2 are independent on each other, then for any instance
retrieval Q, IS A = IS A1 ∪ IS A2 .

2

In the next section, we show how to further exploit the result by using additional data structures (source descriptions) to provide a concise representation of
each Abox.

6.3

Space Reduction for Instance Retrieval

As boolean queries, we associate each Abox (or group of mutually dependent
Aboxes) with a source description in the second step of the approach. A source
description can be view as a representative of each data source it is associated
with. It is used to determine the relevancy of each Abox Ah ∈ Ag with respect
to a query.
Definition 6.3 (Instance Retrieval Answer) Given a non-boolean query Q,
and a knowledge base K, we use N BQ AN S(Q, K) to denote the set of answers
to the query Q from the knowledge base K.
Definition 6.4 (Relevant Abox in Instance Retrieval) Let Q be a
non-boolean query, A be an independent ALC Abox, Ā be the set of all ALC
Aboxes in the (partitioned) knowledge base, and T be an ALC Tbox. The Abox
A is irrelevant to the query Q if and only if
N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Ā − {A}i) = N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Āi),
and is relevant otherwise. We use A]Q and A 6 ]Q to denote that A is relevant
to Q and A is irrelevant to Q, respectively.
However, we will show that Abox source description alone, unlike in boolean
query, is not enough for determining the relevancy of an Abox w.r.t a query. We
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also need source description for a query, source description for a Tbox and a set
of connecting rules.

6.3.1

Source Description for Aboxes and Query

Source Description for Aboxes
In the previous chapter, we have shown that, for boolean queries, a source description for an Abox can simply be the list of the individuals occurring in that
Abox. However, the format of a source description for boolean queries is not
appropriate for non-boolean queries. What we need for a source description associated with an Abox Ah ∈ Ag for instance retrieval is a list of all concepts and
roles appearing in the Abox Ah . The idea is if the query does not satisfy the
source description (necessary and sufficient conditions), it is guaranteed that the
non-boolean query over Abox Ah will fail, i.e., it returns an empty set. We give
a definition of a source description for an Abox in Definition 6.5.

Definition 6.5 (Source Description for Abox: SDnb (A)) Let A be an Abox,
the non-boolean query source description for the Abox A,
C
R
SDnb (A)) = {SDnb
(A), SDnb
(A)},

C
where SDnb
(A) is a set of concepts appearing in concept membership assertions
R
of A, and SDnb
(A) is a set of roles appearing in role membership assertions of

A.

It is easy to verify that the source description for Abox in Definition 6.5 is
only for ALC simple Abox. In a simple ALC Abox, only atomic concepts are
allowed in concept membership assertions. Also, only atomic role is allowed in a
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role membership assertion. Thus, this source description can give a wrong answer
if it is used with an arbitrary ALC Abox1 . Here is an example.
Example 1.
Given a simple Abox
A = {C(a), D(a)},
a Tbox
T = {C u D v E},
and a query Q ← E, the simple source description for the Abox A is
SDnb (A) = {C, D}.
There is no connecting rule2 that can be applied, thus the Abox A is irrelevant
to the query Q. However, this is wrong since the Abox A is, in fact, relevant
to the query Q, i.e. the non-boolean query answer from the Abox A: IS A = {a}.

Notice that source descriptions given in Definition 6.5 are appropriate for
knowledge bases with empty Tbox. In this case, what we have to do is to check
whether the intersection of (atomic) concepts and roles appearing in the query
and the source description is not empty. However, this solution is far from being
optimal since this condition can return many apparently relevant Aboxes which
are effectively useless in answering the query.
For example, consider the Abox
A = {C(a), ∀R.D(b), R(a, b)}
1
In an arbitrary ALC Abox, two types of assertions are allowed, concept membership assertions of the form C(a) and role membership assertions of the form R(a, b), where C is a concept
expression, e.g., C, C u D, etc., R is an atomic role, and a, b are individuals.
2
We will introduce connecting rules in Section 6.3.3. However, for the present discussion, all
we need is the intuition that connecting rules tell us whether there are relationships between
concepts, in particular, whether a concept is relevant or not to provide an answer for another
concept.
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and the query Q ← D. The source description for A is
SDA = {{C, D}, {R}}.
Clearly, the intersection of the set of atomic concepts in Q and the set of atomic
concepts in SDA is not empty. Thus, the Abox A is apparently relevant to the
query Q. However, there is no assertion in A about the concept D. Hence, the
Abox A provides no answer for the query Q.
For arbitrary ALC Aboxes, we extend the source description in Definition 6.5
to Definition 6.6.
Definition 6.6 (Source Description for Abox: SDnb (A), Revised) Let A be
an Abox, the non-boolean query source description for the Abox A,
C
R
SDnb (A) = {SDnb
(A), SDnb
(A)},
R
where SDnb
(A) is a set of roles appearing in role membership assertions of A,
C
and SDnb
(A) consists of a set of connecting expressions of the form:


 ≺C
 (case1) C
≺C |
| ≺
| ≺ ∃R.C | ≺ ∀R.C | ≺ ¬C
 ≺D
 (case2) D

Each type of connecting expression is determined by the following rules.
SDA1 : A ≺ C

if C(x) ∈ A and
there is no other D(x) appearing in A,
where D is a concept.


 ≺C
SDA2 : A
 ≺D

 (case1) C
SDA3 : A ≺
 (case2) D

if C(x), D(x) ∈ A or (C u D)(x) ∈ A

if (C t D)(x) ∈ A

SDA4 : A ≺ ∃R.C

if (∃R.C)(x) ∈ A

SDA5 : A ≺ ∀R.C

if (∀R.C)(x) ∈ A

SDA6 : A ≺ ¬C

if ¬C(x) ∈ A
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The procedure for creating a correct Abox source description is as follows.
Step 1. Transform concept membership assertions into NNF : A concept membership assertion is in negation normal form (NNF) when negations apply only to concept names and not to compound terms. An arbitrary
concept membership assertion can be transformed into negation normal form
using a combination of DeMorgan’s laws and the intrinsic axioms in Section
3.2.2, i.e., ¬∃R.C = ∀R.¬C and ¬∀R.C = ∃R.¬C.
Step 2. Apply appropriate rule(s) to concept membership assertions :
An Abox can contain two types of concept membership assertion: simple concept membership assertions and complex concept membership assertions. A
concept membership assertion is simple if it contains no u, t, ∃ and ∀, and
is complex otherwise.
Simple concept membership assertions : For each concept membership assertion C(x), add ≺ C to the Abox source description, using
SDA1.
Complex concept membership assertions : For each complex concept
membership assertion,
• apply the appropriate rules (SDA2 to SDA 6) to the outermost
part of the concept membership assertion first.
• Then, proceed to the inner parts of the concept membership assertion.
Similar individual in two or more assertions :
• If there is another unconsidered concept membership assertion with
the same individual as the considered ones, then modify the corresponding Abox source description, using SDA2.
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• Proceed recursively, until all concept membership assertions with
the same individual are added to the Abox source description.
Negation in concept membership assertions : SDA6 is applied when
a simple concept of the form ¬C is found in the considered concept
membership assertion.
2
This new Abox source descriptions are designed such that an individual appearing in A is exactly represented by one element in SDnb (A).
The first rule, SDA1, says that if a membership assertion of the form C(x)
C
is in A, then the source description A ≺ C will be added to SDnb
(A). Intuition

of the symbol ≺ is that the expression on the left hand side of the symbol can
pass its member(s) to the expression on the right hand side of the symbol. For
example, if we know C ≺ Q and C(a), then the individual a is also a member
of the concept Q, i.e., we also know Q(a). In fact, A ≺ C means that some
individuals appearing in A are members of the concept C. If we can pass at least
one individual from an Abox A to the query Q, the Abox A is relevant to the
query Q since that individual is in the answer set of Q and it is passed from the
Abox A.
Definition 6.7 (Meaning of ≺ Symbol) Given concept expressions LHS and
RHS, the statement LHS ≺ RHS means that individuals belong to RHS if the
individuals belong to LHS. In other words, LHS can pass its members (individuals) to be the members of RHS.
Consider the rule SDA2, it says that if either (C u D)(x) or C(x), D(x) is
in A, then some individuals appearing in A are members of both C and D. For
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example, if we know

 ≺C
A
,
 ≺D
from C(b), D(b) ∈ A and C ≺ Q, then the individual b is also a member of the
concept Q, i.e., we also know Q(b).
Consider the rule SDA3, it says that if (C t D)(x) is in A, then some individuals appearing in A are members of either C or D. For example, if we
know


 (case1) C
A≺
,
 (case2) D

from (C t D)(c) ∈ A and C ≺ Q, then the individual c is not a member of
the concept Q, i.e., there may be a case that no individual appearing in A is a
member of the concept C (but is a member of the concept D instead). However,
if we also know D ≺ Q, then the individual c will always be a member of the
concept Q.
Also, these (SDA) rules can be nested. For example, given
(C t (D u E))(a) ∈ A,
the source description is



(case1) C



 ≺D
A≺

(case2)



 ≺E

.

Source Description for Query
In addition to the notion of source description for Aboxes, we introduce a similar
notion for queries. The elements in the source description for queries are used
at run time to determine whether an Abox is relevant for a query. However,
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there is a main difference between source description for queries and Aboxes.
Source description for queries must be created at run time and eventually stored
for frequent queries. On the other hand, source descriptions for Aboxes can be
created when the corresponding Abox is created. Also, they must be maintained
when the Abox is updated.
Definition 6.8 (Source Description for Query: SDnb (Q)) Let A be an Abox,
the non-boolean query source description for the query Q, SDnb (Q), is of the form:

C≺ |


C 
≺ |
D 


C≺ 
| ∃R.C ≺ | ∀R.C ≺ | ¬C ≺
D≺ 

The following rules are used by the below procedure to create the non-boolean query
source description.
SDQ1 : C ≺ Q
if Q ← C

C 
SDQ2 :
≺Q
if Q ← C u D
D 

C≺ 
SDQ3 :
Q if Q ← C t D
D≺ 
SDQ4 : ∃R.C ≺ Q

if Q ← ∃R.C

SDQ5 : ∀R.C ≺ Q

if Q ← ∀R.C

SDQ6 : ¬C ≺ Q

if Q ← ¬C

The procedure for creating a correct non-boolean query source description is as
follows.
Step 1. Transform the query into NNF : A non-boolean query is in negation normal form (NNF) when negations apply only to concept names and
not to compound terms.
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Step 2. Apply appropriate rule(s) to the query : The query can be either
simple or complex. The query is simple if it contains no u, t, ∃ and ∀ in
the concept part, and is complex otherwise.
Simple non-boolean query : Use SDQ1.
Complex non-boolean query :
• apply the appropriate rules (SDQ2 to SDQ 6) to the outermost
part of the query first.
• Then, proceed to the inner parts of the query.
Negation in the query : SDQ6 is applied when a simple concept of the
form ¬C is found in the query.
2
For example, the source description for a non-boolean query
Q ← C t (D u E)
is
SDnb (Q) =











 
 

C≺ 
 

 
Q
D 

≺ 







E

If C exists in a chain3 (see Definition 6.9), then the chain is extended to include
the previous statement, i.e., a chain to Q exists. If both D and E exist in a chain
from an element in SDnb (Ah ), then the chain is extended to include the previous
statement, i.e., a chain to Q exists. However, if only D (or E) exists in a chain,
3

Intuitively, a chain is a directed graph, where the root node starts from an element in
SDnb (A), other nodes are chaining statements in SD(T ), representing compactly a Tbox T ,
and each edge represents the connecting rule used to connect two nodes together, i.e., extending
the graph. Ultimately, if we can extend a chain from an element in SDnb (A) to include SDnb (Q)
as its leaf node, then the Abox A is relevant to the query Q.
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then the chain is not extended, i.e., a chain cannot reach Q. The Abox Ah is
relevant to the query Q if we can extend a chain from elements in SDnb (Ah ) to Q,
and is irrelevant otherwise. We explain how we extend a chain in Section 6.3.2.
If the Tbox is empty, then definitions 6.6 and 6.8 suffice for our approach: to
check relevancy of an Abox A w.r.t to a query Q, all we have to do is to check
whether there is an element in SDnb (A) that can be connected to SDnb (Q), using
a connecting rule (see Section 6.3.3). If there is, then the corresponding Abox can
contribute to the answer,i.e., it is relevant, if there is not then the Abox cannot
contribute to the answer, i.e., it is irrelevant. For example, given an empty Tbox
T , an Abox A = {C(a), D(a), E(b)} and a non-boolean query Q ← C u D,
 


  ≺ C


SDnb (A) =
A
, A ≺ E , {} ,
  ≺ D





 C 

SDnb (Q) =
≺Q .
 D 

We can use the connecting rule F to connect from the element

 ≺C
A
 ≺D
in SDnb (A) to SDnb (Q), thus the Abox A is relevant to the query Q. If we
change the query to Q0 ← C u D u G, where









C






0
SDnb (Q ) =
≺Q ,
D









 G 

then no connecting rule can be applied, i.e., the Abox A is irrelevant to the query
Q0 .
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6.3.2

Chaining Statements: SD(T )

SDnb (Ah ) alone, however, is not enough for processing correctly a query over a
knowledge base with a non-empty Tbox T , see Example 1 for this phenomenon.
Thus, we have to introduce another type of source description for non-boolean
query, i.e., SD(T ), associated with the Tbox. A source description for a Tbox is
designed to compactly represent the axioms in the Tbox. Also, it is designed to
avoid interpretation-level semantics of axioms in the Tbox. This helps increasing
the efficiency of this optimisation (see Section 6.3.5). The main idea is that
SD(T ) can be used to pass the individual from SDnb (Ah ) to the query Q (forward
chaining), or vice versa (backward chaining).
In ALC, SD(T ) is defined as follows. For each axiom assertion in T , we
associate it with chaining statement(s) based on the following conditions:
Case I. Primitive concept introduction or GCI, C v D: C ≺ D. This means
that the concept C will pass its members (individuals which are interpretations of the concept C, when K |= C) to the concept D (Definition 6.7).
.
Case II. Concept introduction or Concept equation, C = D: C ≺ D, D ≺ C.
This means that the concept C will pass its members to the concept D, and
vice versa.
Definition 6.9 (Chain of Source Descriptions) Given a Tbox T , an Abox
A, and a non-boolean query Q, a (forward-chaining) chain is a directed graph,
where
1. its nodes (vertices) are either an element in SDnb (A), a chaining statement
in SD(T ), or SDnb (Q),
2. its root node is an element in SDnb (A), and
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3. its edges are labeled with the connecting rules (a directed edge between a pair
of nodes (x,y) demonstrates the connecting rule already used to extend the
chain with (x,y))
Consider case I, if D is an arbitrary concept expression, then these rules apply
(by construction, case II is reduced to two expressions following under case I).
Rule uRHS
 , Case D1: if C v D1 uD2 is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
 ≺D
1
C
. This means that the concept C will pass its members to the
 ≺D
2
concept D1 , and the concept C will also pass its members to the concept
D2 .
Rule tRHS, Case D2: if C v D1 tD2 is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
 (case1) D
1
C≺
. This means that the concept C will pass its members
 (case2) D
2
to either the concept D1 or the concept D2 . This rule represents uncertainty
in concept C inclusion declaration. Consequently, this kind of axiom is a
source of EXPTime complexity for ALC, i.e, OR-branching [15].
Rule ∀RHS , Case D3: if C v ∀R.D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statements:
C ≺ ∀R.D. C ≺ ∀R.D means that the concept C will pass its members to
the concept ∀R.D.
Rule ∃RHS , Case D4: if C v ∃R.D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
C ≺ ∃R.D. In this case, C cannot pass any members to D according to the
∃R.D semantics. In fact, ∃R.D represents uncertainty in D-enforcement
since we do not know which y in R(x, y) is a member of D. Originally, ∃
was introduced in description logic to represent a frame slot introduction,
i.e., ∃R.>. For this case, D is >. Consequently, D-enforcement is not
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essential since, by definition, every individual in an ALC knowledge base is
a member of the concept >.
Rule ¬RHS , Case D5: if C v ¬D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
C ≺ ¬D. This means that the concept C will pass its members to the
concept ¬D. However, it is tempting to think that the concept ¬C can also
pass its members to the concept ¬D. Since, by definition, ¬C I = ∆I \ C I ,
we can derive ¬C’s members from C’s members, i.e., ¬C ≺ C. From
¬C ≺ C and C ≺ ¬D , we get ¬C ≺ ¬D. However, this is not the
case. The definition mentioned is interpretation-level or satisfiability-level.
However, in non-boolean query, we are speaking about derivation-level or
entailment-level. In entailment-level, K |= C(a) does not mean K |= ¬C(b),
where bI 6∈ C I and bI ∈ ∆I . Thus, we cannot derive ¬C ≺ ¬D from
C ≺ ¬D.
Consider case I, if C is an arbitrary concept expression, then these rules apply.
Rule uLHS, Case C1: if C1 u C2 v D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
C1 
≺ D. This means that the concept C1 and C2 will pass its members
C2 
to the concept D.
Rule tLHS , 
Case C2: if C1 t C2 v D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
C1 ≺ 
D. This means that the concept C1 will pass its members to the
C2 ≺ 
concept D, and the concept C2 will also pass its members to the concept
D.
Rule ∀LHS , Case C3: if ∀R.C v D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statements:
∀R.C ≺ D. ∀R.C ≺ D means that individuals can be passed from ∀R.C
to the concept D.
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Rule ∃LHS , Case C4: if ∃R.C v D is in T , then add to SD(T ) the statement:
∃R.C ≺ D. This means that individuals can be passed to the concept D
from the concept ∃R.C.
Rule ¬LHS , Case C5: if ¬C v D is in T , then add to SD(T ) these statements:
¬C ≺ D. This means that the concept ¬C will pass its members to the
concept D.

6.3.3

Connecting Rules for Source Descriptions

In the previous sections, we have introduced the notion of source description for
Aboxes, Tboxes and queries. As we have alluded to these, the idea is to use the
statements in source descriptions to connect (relevant) parts of the knowledge
base on a query to identify whether an Abox can contribute to an answer. The
intuition behind the source description statement is to figure out whether it is
possible to form a chain from an element in a source description (Abox) to the
query. In this section, we are going to give the conditions under which “chains”
can be built, and, consequently, a methodology to determine the relevancy of an
Abox Ah to a query Q. To this end, we introduce the following connecting rules
for source descriptions. These rules are used to create a chain from elements in
SDnb (Ah ) to SDnb (Q) (via chaining statements SD(T )). They can be used to:
1. connect elements in SDnb (Ah ) to SDnb (Q) (and vice versa),
2. connect elements in SDnb (Ah ) to one or more chaining statement(s) (and
vice versa),
3. connect two or more chaining statements together, and
4. connect one or more chaining statement(s) to SDnb (Q) (and vice versa).
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The presence of a Tbox in a knowledge base is very important in description
logic reasoning. Its presence makes the knowledge base more expressive. Consequently, reasoning with such knowledge base is more complex. There are three
types of an ALC knowledge base, with increasing expressive power and, of course,
reasoning complexity:
1. ALC knowledge base with an empty Tbox.
2. ALC knowledge base with an unfoldable Tbox.
3. ALC knowledge base with a general Tbox (Tbox with GCI).
In the first type of knowledge base, there is no Tbox, hence, answering a query
is done over Aboxes only. In the last two types of knowledge bases, answering a
query is done over Aboxes and the Tbox. An unfoldable Tbox (see Section 3.2.3)
is a Tbox that contains no GCI (see Section 3.2.2) and no loop in its specification,
hence can be unfolded. This type of Tbox is important in Description Logics
since its reasoning computational complexity is, in general, much better than the
complexity of reasoning with a general Tbox that can contain GCIs and loops in
its specification [54].
Since the requirement of connecting rules depends on the knowledge base type,
we respectively introduce the connecting rules required in
1. ALC knowledge base with an empty Tbox,
2. ALC knowledge base with an unfoldable Tbox, and
3. ALC knowledge base with a general Tbox (Tbox with GCI).
Definition 6.10 (Meaning of c Symbol and Chain Extension) Let LHS
be either
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• an element in SDnb (A) or
• a chaining statement in SD(T ).
Let RHS be either
• a chaining statement in SD(T ) or
• SDnb (Q).
Given a chain containing LHS as a leaf of the chain, and a connecting rule saying
LHS c RHS; the chain can be extended to include RHS as its new leaf.
Connecting rules for ALC knowledge base with an empty Tbox
Here are the connecting rules required in ALC knowledge base with an empty
Tbox to connect from the source descriptions of an Abox to the source description
of the non-boolean query.
Rule A : C ≺ D c D ≺ G.
This is the most straightforward connecting rule. It says that a concept,
e.g., D, can be connected to itself, i.e., D c D. In fact, this is the only
connecting rule used in tableaux calculus. In tableaux calculus, this rule is
equal to a clash or a substitution.

C1 ≺ D c D ≺ 
Rule B :
G. It says that a concept, e.g., D, can be conC ≺E cE≺ 
2

nected to a disjunction that includes itself, e.g., D t E t . . ..

 (case1)D c D ≺ G
1
Rule C : C ≺
, where both G1 and G2 lead to Q. It
 (case2)E c E ≺ G
2
says that a disjunction, e.g., D t E t . . . can be connected to its member,
e.g., D, E, . . ., where all of them must lead too the query Q.
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 ≺D
Rule D : C
 ≺E

c D ≺ G1

. It says that a conjunction, e.g., D u E u . . .,
c E ≺ G2
can be connected to its member(s), e.g., D.





≺D c D≺ 




H. This rule is the combination of the conRule E : C
≺E







G≺ 
necting rules B and D. This rule is a derived connecting rule.

c
C1 ≺ D
D 
Rule F :
≺ G , where both C1 and C2 are chained from the
C ≺E cE 
2

C
same element in SDnb
(A). It says that a group of concepts, e.g., D, E, comC
(A), can be connected to a conjunction
ing from the same element in SDnb

that includes itself, e.g., D u E u . . ..
R

Rule R1 : D ≺ ∀R.C c C ≺ E
This means that the concept ∀R.C may pass its members to the concept
R
C if the role R is in SDnb
(A), where D and E are concept expressions. In

ALC, beside the dimension of concept inclusion, roles, as another dimension,
can also add additional members to a concept. Regarding the semantics,
the concept ∀R.C can add individuals to the concept C if x : ∀R.C and
(x, y) : R. Since we design the source description to be a surrogate, we don’t
want the source description to manipulate at the individual level. Thus,
above rule is an approximation of the complete reasoning process for this
axiom type since the individual bounding is not considered. Consequently,
∀R.C may pass its members to C if R exists. This rule is also called ∀deduction.
R

Rule R2 : D ≺ C c ∃R.C ≺ E
This means that the concept C may pass its members to the concept ∃R.C
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R
if the role R is in SDnb
(A), where D and E are concept expressions. This

rule is also called ∃-induction.
Rule I1 : G ≺ ∀R.C c ∀R.D ≺ H if there exists a chain from C to D
This means that the concept ∀R.C may pass its members to the concept
∀R.D if there is one or more chain(s) from the concept C to the concept
D, where G and H are concept expressions.
Rule I2 : G ≺ ∃R.C c ∃R.D ≺ H if there exists a chain from C to D
This means that the concept ∃R.C may pass its members to the concept
∃R.D if there is one or more chain(s) from the concept C to the concept
D, where G and H are concept expressions.
Rule I3 : G ≺ ∀R.C c ∃R.D ≺ H if there exists a chain from C to D and
R
R ∈ SDnb
(A).

This means that the concept ∀R.C may pass its members to the concept
∃R.D if there is one or more chain(s) from the concept C to the concept D
R
and the role R is in SDnb
(A), where G and H are concept expressions.

In this case, an element in SDnb (A) will be connected to the query, using the
above connecting rule(s).
Definition 6.11 (Complete Chain) If we can establish at least one chain from
C
an element in SDnb
(A) to Q (a chain with SDnb (Q) as one of its leaf nodes),

then we get a complete chain. This means that the Abox A is relevant to the
query Q.
Connecting rules for ALC knowledge base with an unfoldable Tbox
The connecting rules required in ALC knowledge base with an unfoldable Tbox for
connecting Aboxes’ source descriptions to a non-boolean query via the unfoldable
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Tbox are the same as the previous case plus the following connecting rule.
Rule 8 : Contrapositive of all axioms.
This is also the case in tableaux calculus. In tableaux calculus, for each axiom in Tbox T , tableaux must also search for its contrapositive, in order to
fully utilise the knowledge base, and maintain soundness and completeness
of the reasoning.
An element in SDnb (A) will be connected to chaining statements or the query,
using a connecting rule. A connecting rules is used to extend the chaining. For
a connecting rule to be fired, we substitute the LHS of c in the connecting rule
with the last element in a chain. If the RHS of c in the connecting rule can be
matched with either a chaining statement or the query, then the connecting rule
will be fired, and the chain is extended. If we can extend a chain from element(s)
C
in SDnb
(A) to Q, then we get a complete chain. This means that the Abox A

is relevant to the query Q.
One may be tempted to think that, since Tbox is unfoldable, the connecting
rules B, E, F, R2 , I1 , I2 , and I3 are not needed. However, the connecting rule 8,
makes them essential in a chaining process with unfoldable Tbox. For example,
given an Abox
A1 = {G(a)},
an unfoldable Tbox
T = {A v C u D, H v A u E, G v ¬C},
and a query
Q ← ¬H,
we need to contrapositive two Tbox axioms:
A v C u D and H v A u E
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(connecting rule 8) and also use the connecting rule B, in order to achieve a
C
complete chain from SDnb
(A1 ) to Q, i.e., the Abox A1 is relevant with the query

Q.
Connecting rules for ALC knowledge base with a general Tbox
The connecting rules required in ALC knowledge base with a general Tbox to
connect from Aboxes’ source descriptions to a non-boolean query via the general
Tbox are the same as the unfoldable Tbox case. However, a general Tbox can
contain cyclic GCIs which cause the Tableaux algorithm to not always terminate.
For example, given an Abox
A1 = {H(a)},
a Tbox
T = {H v ∃P.H, ∃P.A v D, H v A},
and a query
Q ← E,
the Tableaux algorithm in section 3.3.3 for finding the answer set for Q will
continue perpetually. In contrast, our chaining procedure will not incur any
recursive process, because the procedure does not expand axioms of the form
∃R.C semantically like a Tableaux does. Instead, the procedure captures its
semantics through a set of connecting rules, i.e., R2 , I2 and I3 .
In addition, when dealing with a general Tbox with GCIs, we need a methodology proposed in [54] to assist the Tableaux algorithm to process correctly, i.e.,
Meta Constraints or Internalisation. The key idea is to, for each GCI, add
an additional constraint to every individual in the Tableaux, using the following
identity:
C v D is satisf ied by I ↔ (¬C t D)I = ∆I
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This means that a GCI C v D is satisfied by an interpretation I if and only if
every individual in the domain satisfies ¬C t D. This identity is also sufficient
for concept equations since we can transform a concept equation into two GCIs
using the following identity:

 CvD
.
C=D↔
 DvC
In short, the internalisation process for ALC works as follows. Given a GCI
C v D, for all individuals i in the Tableaux, add the GCI’s meta constraint
i : (¬C t D). In fact, the internalisation process adds a considerable number of
OR-branches to the Tableaux since, for each GCI, we need one meta constraint to
be enforced on every individual appearing in the Tableaux. Thus GCI is another
source of complexity in ALC reasoning.
In contrast, our chaining procedure does not require any internalisation process. In fact, the tableaux algorithm use a substitution mechanism. For example,
given a Tableaux a : C, the mechanism is to look for axiom(s) of the form C v D.
If this kind of axiom is found, then a : D is added to the Tableaux. Thus, this
mechanism can be seen as a special case of the chaining process with one connecting rule: C c C. Our chaining procedure generalises the tableaux algorithm,
but in an approximated way since the chaining process neglect individual level
of the knowledge base. In the chaining procedure, with SD(T ) and the connecting rules, LHS of a Tbox axiom is not required to be a concept, like in the
tableaux algorithm case. In fact, we can connect two GCIs directly, using the
defined connecting rules. Hence, the chaining procedure do not need the internalisation process. Consequently, our procedure does not incur any additional
computational cost, caused from the unnecessary OR-branching.
Now, we have all elements required for creation of a complete chain. Here is
the definition of a relevant Abox w.r.t. a query, using the chaining procedure.
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Definition 6.12 (Relevant Abox) Given an ALC knowledge bases K = hT , Āi,
where Ā = {A1 , . . . , An }. An Abox A ∈ Ā is relevant for a non-boolean query Q
C
(A) to
if and only if there is at least one complete chain from element(s) in SDnb

Q, and irrelevant otherwise.
In summary, our space reduction approach works as follows:
1. Create many SD(A), each of them is associated with each Abox A
2. Create a SD(T ) associated with the Tbox
3. For each query Q, create SD(Q)
4. Forward chaining from SD(A) to SD(Q) via SD(T ) (can also backward
chaining). If the chaining is successful, then A is relevant with Q. If no
chain can be established, then A is irrelevant with Q and can be eliminated
from the query answering.
5. Execute normal instance retrieval reasoning for the remaining Aboxes.

6.3.4

A Simple Example

We demonstrate how we exploit SDnb (Ah ) and SD(T ) to reduce the reasoning
space with the help of a simple example.

Example 2.
Let us consider the following ALC knowledge base:

Let T = {G v C u (D t E), C u D v H, C u E v H, H v J}.
Let A1 = {G(a)}.
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Let A2 = {C(b)}.
Let the query be Q ← J.
Thus A1 and A2 are independent on each other; consequently, the source
descriptions are:

• Source description
 for Tbox T :


≺C

 
 (case1)D
SD(T ) = { G

≺


  (case2)E



C 
C 
,
≺ H,
≺ H, H ≺ J}.
D 
E 

• Source description for Abox A1 : SDnb (A1 ) = {{A1 ≺ G}, {}}.
• Source description for Abox A2 : SDnb (A2 ) = {{A2 ≺ C}, {}}.
• Source description of query Q: SDnb (Q) = {J ≺ Q}.

The methodology proceeds as follows. For A1 , we start chaining from SDnb (A1 )
to Q, using forward chaining. In SDnb (A1 ), we only have A1 ≺ G. Thus, we
start chaining fromA1 ≺ G. Using connecting rule A, we connect A1 ≺ G in


≺C

 
 (case1)D , We have C from G ≺ C, and we have
SDnb (A1 ) with G

≺


  (case2)E


 (case1)D
 (case1)D
from G ≺
. We cannot continue since neither C nor
 (case2)E
 (case2)E

 (case1)D
is in LHS of a chaining statement in SD(T ). Hence, we expand
 (case2)E

 (case1)D
the statement G ≺
into two cases; Case 1: G ≺ D, and Case 2:
 (case2)E
G ≺ E.
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Case 1: we have C and D, using the
 statements G ≺ C and G ≺ D. Then,
C 
we have H, using the statement
≺ H and the connecting rule F. Using
D 
the connecting rule A, we have Q, using the statement H ≺ J. Thus, in case 1,
G leads to J.
Case 2: we have C and E, usingthe statements G ≺ C and G ≺ E. Then,
C 
we have H, using the statement
≺ H and the connecting rule F. Using the
E 
connecting rule A, we have Q, using the statement H ≺ J. Thus, in case 2, G
leads to J.
In both cases, G leads to J. Thus, the Abox A1 is relevant to the query
Q ← J (potentially by the concept G). Consequently, we cannot eliminate this
Abox from reasoning. Note that we keep chaining until we cannot apply any
statement from SD(T ).
For A2 , we start chaining from Q to SDnb (A2 ), using backward chaining.
Regarding backward chaining, we start chaining from QExp, i.e., J. From J,
we have H, using
the statement H ≺ J and the connecting
rule A. From H,




C
C
we have
or C u D, using the statements
≺ H and the connecting
D 
D 



C 
C
or C u E, using the statements
≺ H and the
rule A. Also, we have
E 
E 
connecting rule A. We cannot chain further. Here, the chaining does not reach
C
C, the only element in SDnb
(A2 ). Thus, the Abox A2 is irrelevant to the query

Q ← J. Consequently, we can eliminate this Abox from reasoning. Note that
the elimination is safe since the two Aboxes are independent (Theorem 6.2).
For Abox A1 , we have a complete chain:
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≺C

 
 (case1)D
G

≺


  (case2)E


c C 
≺H c
c D 

c C 
≺H c
c E 

H≺J

If we use tableaux calculus to cope with the example, we must test whether
hT , A1 i |= Q(a), or hT , A1 i ∪ {¬Q(a)} is unsatisfiable.
In other words, we must verify that the knowledge base augmented by the assertion
a : ¬J
is unsatisfiable. Note that, from A1 , we have a : G. This means that we also
have
a : C u (D t E)
since G v C u (D t E). Using the completion rule →u , we get
a : C, a : D t E.
Using the completion rule →t , we get two cases:
Case 1: a : D
Case 2: a : E
There is still no clash. At this point, we have no axiom in T to be used
directly. We must exploit contrapositives of the last three axioms in T : C u D v
H, C u E v H, H v J , which are
¬H v ¬C t ¬D, ¬H v ¬C t ¬E, ¬J v ¬H
respectively. From a : ¬J, we get
a : ¬H
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from ¬J v ¬H. From a : ¬H, we get
a : (¬C t ¬D)
from ¬H v ¬C t ¬D, and
a : (¬C t ¬E)
from ¬H v ¬C t ¬E.
For case 1, we use the completion rule →t to expand a : (¬C t ¬E) into two
additional cases:
Case 1.1: a : ¬C. This leads to a clash with a : C.
Case 1.2: a : ¬E. There is still no clash. Thus we use the completion rule →t
to expand a : (¬C t ¬D) into two additional cases:
Case 1.2.1: a : ¬C. This leads to a clash with a : C.
Case 1.2.2: a : ¬D. This leads to a clash with a : D.
For case 2, we use the completion rule →t to expand a : (¬C t ¬E) into two
additional cases:
Case 2.1: a : ¬C. This leads to a clash with a : C.
Case 2.2: a : ¬E. This leads to a clash with a : E.
We have here clashes in all cases. Consequently, hT , A1 i |= Q(a).
Regarding tableaux method, we have to explore four OR-branching, resulting
in 5 alternative branches, not including a lot of substitutions and contrapositives.
In contrast, our method only explores two alternative cases. It connects chaining
statements altogether with only three connecting points. In our approach, we
first use chaining to identify relevant Aboxes quickly, then, we use the tableaux
to determine the real answer from the relevant Aboxes. The irrelevant Aboxes
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are, thus, eliminated from the calculation such that we do not need to use the
tableaux to determine the answers, which are empty sets, from such Aboxes.

6.3.5

Analysis of the Approach

At this point, we have already shown how our approach works. The key idea of our
design is to create a tractable methodology to select the relevant part of knowledge
base w.r.t. a query such that the method is computationally cheaper than the
traditional query answering, namely Tableaux calculus, and reduces the search
space as much as possible. To be able to reduce the most of search space, our
method must be able to accurately choose (w.r.t. a query) the relevant/irrelevant
parts of a knowledge base. To accomplish this, our method is designed to be very
close to the original decision procedure for the (non-boolean) query answering
problem. However, the main differences are:
1. While the tableaux algorithm provides the answers for a query, our method
does not. Instead, our method suggests parts of the knowledge base where
the tableaux algorithm must be used to get the answer correctly. Consequently, our method does not consider any individual-level knowledge base,
while the tableaux algorithm does. Thus, in a DL knowledge base with
a large number of individuals, our approach should help boosting the efficiency of the whole query answering process.
2. As mentioned earlier, in a DL knowledge base with a general Tbox, our
method does not suffer from the presence of GCIs in the Tbox (thanks to
the connecting rules design), while, in tableaux algorithm, additional procedures which substantially decrease efficiency of the whole query answering
process (by adding OR-branchings into the decision procedure) are needed,
i.e., meta-constraints or internalisations.
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Regarding connecting rules, all of them are designed such that they can be
applied with every types of expressions (axioms and assertions), allowed in ALC
description logic. In fact, we capture the tableaux algorithm into a more efficient
way to process. For example, the completion rule →∀ is captured by the rule R1 .
Also, we notice that the completion rule →∃ has no contribution in the query
answering problem directly. Its only usage is passing the interpretation of an
existential quantified concept to the corresponding (universal/existential) quantified concept. Thus, our approach does not provide any connecting rule which
captures the completion rule →∃ semantics, but the approach does provide three
connecting rules, i.e., R2 , I2 , and I3 , which capture the mentioned →∃ usage.
These three connecting rules make our approach free from intractability caused
from ∀ − ∃ interactions [15]. The advantage of our approach stems from the
fact that our approach does not expand concepts of the forms: ∃R.C or ∀R.C.
Consequently, our approach cannot find implicit knowledge of the form ∃R.C(a)
hidden in an Abox, unless we exploit the connecting rule R2 . However, it is easy
to verify that the rule will be perpetually applied recursively since the approach
does not consider individual-level information. Thus, the connecting rule R2 is
replaced with ∃R.C assertion induction Abox pre-process (∃-induct).
The ∃ − induct procedure takes an Abox A as input and returns the corresponding pre-processed Abox A∃ induced . It exploits the Abox graph associated
with the Abox A, where the graph is created during the space partitioning phase.
Let ISet be an empty set. Starting from leaves of the graph, working backward
as follows:
1. choose an individual b in a leaf node of the graph and set ISet = ISet∪{b},
2. if R(a, b), C(b) is in A, and ∃R.C(a) is not in A, then add ∃R.C(a) to A
and perform the following statement:
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(a) if a is not in ISet then change the considering node to a and ISet =
ISet ∪ {a}, or
(b) if a is in ISet then choose another individual c in a leaf node of the
graph, where c 6∈ ISet, and perform ISet = ISet ∪ {c}.
Perform the second step until all individuals in the Abox A are in ISet. Since
the Abox A has a limited number of nodes in its associated Abox graph, it is
easy to verify that the ∃ − induct procedure terminates. However, the number of
additional existential quantified concepts added to the Abox is O(n2r ), where nr
is the number of roles in the Abox.
Even our approach does not contain a source of complexity which the tableaux
algorithm has, i.e., AND-branching which is caused by ∀ − ∃ interaction [15], it
still contains another source of complexity, i.e., OR-branching which makes our
approach’s time complexity to be EXPTime [15]. This source of complexity is
caused from the connecting rules C and F . Hence, we transform the two rules
such that the OR-branching effect is eliminated from both rules:

 (case1)D c D ≺ G
1
Rule C : C ≺
, where both G1 and G2 lead to Q,
 (case2)E c E ≺ G
2

 ≺D cD≺G
1
, which is, in turn, the connecting
is transformed to C
 ≺E cE≺G
2

rule D.

C1 ≺ D c D 
Rule F :
≺ G , where both C1 and C2 are chained from the
C2 ≺ E c E 

C1 ≺ D c D ≺ 
C
same element in SDnb
(A), is transformed to
G., which
C ≺E cE≺ 
2

is, in turn, the connecting rule B.
The two rules C and F are, in fact, transformed into rules similar to the rules D
and B respectively.
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Soundness and Completeness of Instance Retrieval
Optimisation

We can now prove soundness and completeness of the source descriptions for
instance retrieval. Regarding soundness proof, given a query Q, an Abox A, and
a Tbox T , we must show that if A is irrelevant to Q according to the source
description methodology, then the non-boolean query answer from A w.r.t. T is
the empty set. In other words, by soundness, we mean that if an Abox in an ALC
knowledge base is deemed as irrelevant, then the Abox does not contribute to the
answer of a non-boolean query, i.e., it is guaranteed to return the empty set for
the query. Notice that, in general, our method classifies some Aboxes as relevant
even though they turn out not to contribute any individual to the answer of a
particular non-boolean query. However, this depends on the actual individuals in
the Aboxes. In fact, our optimisation technique is sound, but incomplete.
Theorem 6.13 (Soundness of Instance Retrieval Optimisation) Let Q be
a non-boolean query, A be an independent ALC Abox, and T be an ALC Tbox.
If A 6 ]Q and Q 6≡ >, then N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Ai) = ∅.
Proof Suppose A 6 ]Q, where Q 6≡ >. This means “there is no complete chain
from A to Q” (Definition 6.11).
We have to prove N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Ai) = ∅. From Definition 6.1, we prove
∀i ∈ ∆IA , hT , Ai 6|= Q(i) instead. Let i be an arbitrary individual in ∆IA , we have
to prove hT , Ai 6|= Q(i).
Now, we want to prove that if there is no chain from A which one of its leaves
is SDnb (Q), the tableaux-based satisfiability test for hT , Ai ∪ {¬Q(i)} is always
open, i.e., no clash occurs in the tableaux. In other word, if we can establish a
connection from our chaining method to the ALC tableaux algorithm for testing
satisfiability (of hT , Ai ∪ {¬Q(i)}), then we prove this theorem.
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Since the tableaux algorithm for ALC description logic is actually a chaining
procedure, our method can capture operations of the tableaux algorithm through
the following connecting rules:
Connecting rule A captures substitutions and clashes in the tableaux algorithm.
Connecting rules B, D, and E capture the completion rule →u in the tableaux
algorithm.
Connecting rules C and F capture the completion rule →t in the tableaux
algorithm. However, these rules are excluded from the optimisation procedure, in order to eliminate a source of intractability.
Connecting rule R1 captures the completion rule →∀ in the tableaux algorithm.
Connecting rule R2 captures an effect of the completion rule →∃ in the Abox.
However, it is replaced by the ∃ − induct procedure since it is undecidable.
Connecting rules I1 , I2 , and I3 capture the completion rules →∀ and →∃ in
the tableaux algorithm.
Connecting rule 8 captures the contrapositives of axioms in Tbox.
Our approach captures all of the tableaux algorithm operations, except the
completion rule →t . However, this completion rule is captured approximately via
the connecting rules B, D and E which are, in fact, used to capture the completion
rule →u .
Thus, we need to show that, if we cannot establish a complete chain via the
connecting rules B,D, or E from an Abox A to a query Q, where Q 6≡ >, then
hT , Ai ∪ ¬Q(i) is always satisfiable.
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Suppose that (C t D)(i) is in a tableaux. Consequently, C and D are in the
corresponding chaining, and C(i) or D(i) is in the tableaux. Suppose we cannot
establish any chain from C to Q, and cannot establish any chain from D to Q.
This means that we cannot derive both ¬C(i) and ¬D(i) from the knowledge
base. Thus, the tableaux is open. Consequently, hT , Ai ∪ ¬Q(i) is satisfiable.
At this point, we prove that if we cannot establish a complete chain via the
connecting rules B,D, or E from an Abox A to a query Q, where Q 6≡ >, then
hT , Ai ∪ ¬Q(i) is always satisfiable.
Now, we can conclude that if A 6 ]Q and Q 6≡ >, then N BQ AN S(Q,
2

hT , Ai) = ∅.

The previous proof is for one Abox only. To fully prove the completeness
of our method, i.e., optimisation technique plus normal reasoning procedure, we
also need to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.14 (Completeness of Optimised Instance Retrieval) Let Q be
a non-boolean query, A be an independent ALC Abox, Ā be the set of all ALC
Aboxes in the (partitioned) knowledge base, and T be an ALC Tbox. If A 6 ]Q
then N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Ā − {A}i) ≡ N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Āi).
Proof Suppose A 6 ]Q. We have to show
N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Ā − {A}i) ≡ N BQ AN S(Q, hT , Āi)
which, by definition, means
∀i ∈ Ā, hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i) ↔ hT , Āi |= Q(i)
Let i be an arbitrary individual. We first prove the only if direction. Suppose
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i). However, Ā − {A} ⊆ Ā, thus, by monotonicity, hT , Āi |=
Q(i). Therefore, if hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i), then hT , Āi |= Q(i).
For the other direction, suppose hT , Āi |= Q(i). We, then, prove by cases.
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Case 1: Q ≡ >. This means |= >, thus immediately,
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i).
Case 2: Q 6≡ >. From Theorem 6.13, we obtain
hT , Ai 6|= Q(i).
In addition, hT , Āi = hT , Ā − {A} ∪ {A}i, so
hT , Ā − {A} ∪ {A}i |= Q(i).
From Theorem 6.2, we get
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i) or hT , Ai |= Q(i).
Since hT , Ai 6|= Q(i), we obtain
hT , Ā − {A}i |= Q(i).
The two cases cover all possibilities. Therefore, if hT , Āi |= Q(i), then hT , Ā−
{A}i |= Q(i).
We have proved the two directions for an arbitrary i, we then generalise it to
all individuals, proving thus the theorem.

6.3.7

2

Complexity Proof of Space Reduction for Instance
Retrieval

As mention earlier, the pre-processed Abox’s size is nA + O(n2r ) the size of the
original Abox, where nA is the number of assertions in A and nr is the number
of roles in A. Thus, the size of SDnb (A) is O(nmaxAR ), where nmaxAR is the
maximum of nA and n2r . The size of SD(T ) is O(nT ), where nT is the number
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of axioms in T . Since we have a limited number of connecting rules, let nCR
be the number of connecting rules in our approach (= 9), time complexity of
the chaining procedure is O(nCR nT n2maxAR ), or about O(n4maxAR ). Thus, our
approach can determine which Aboxes are relevant to a query in PTime. Hence,
our space reduction approach can reduce the search space of the original nonboolean query answering problem efficiently.

6.4

Conclusion

The idea behind this chapter is to specify the condition where we guarantee
that the reasoning process over A1 will never proceed to A2 if A1 and A2 are
independent from each other. Our space partitioning technique is in fact a divideand-conquer technique. A general disadvantage of this kind of technique is the
parts overlap. However, as in the boolean query optimisation, we proposed a
methodology such that it does not create any overlapping part. Consequently,
it does not suffer from such disadvantage of the divide-and-conquer technique.
Further, we design a space reduction technique such that it can be executed in
PTime.
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Chapter 7
Defeasible Description Logic
We have already seen how a description logic can answer a query efficiently,
based on a complete and consistent knowledge base. However, description logics
are based on first order logic, thus they cannot handle incomplete and inconsistent knowledge well. In fact, it is often the case that complete and consistent
information or knowledge are very hard to obtain, even through a well-controlled
knowledge acquisition phase. Consequently, there is a need to extend description logics with a nonmonotonic part which can better handle incomplete and
inconsistent knowledge.
Defeasible logic, developed by Nute [69], is a well-established nonmonotonic
reasoning system. Its outstanding properties are low computational complexity
[62] and ease of implementation [63]. Thus, this logic is the nonmonotonic part of
our choice. A defeasible logic theory handles nonmonotonic parts via five different
kinds of knowledge: facts, strict rules, defeasible rules, defeaters, and a superiority relation [7]: In fact, defeasible logic can be used as a rule layer on top of a
description logic (ontology layer) [89]. [89] proposes a novel approach to combine
defeasible logic with AL description logic, using dl-literals. In contrast, Governatori [43] proposes a formalism to extend ALC − with defeasibility. He combines
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the description logic formalism with the defeasible logic formalism, creating a
logic which can handle both monotonic and nonmonotonic information coherently. We modify this work such that the reasoning over the logic can be done
in O(n4 ). Further, we re-use our optimisation techniques for the newly-created
logic to increase its efficiency.

7.1

Defeasible Logic: Preliminaries

In this section, we present an introduction to defeasible logic. Defeasible logic
handles nonmonotonicity via five types of knowledge: facts, strict rules, defeasible
rules, defeaters, and an acyclic superiority relation.
• Facts are indisputable statements, e.g.,
LOGIST IC M AN AGER(stone),
saying “stone is a logistic manager”. We denote a finite set of facts in a
defeasible knowledge base by F .
• Strict Rules are monotonic rules, e.g.,
LOGIST IC M AN AGER(x) → EM P LOY EE(x),
saying “logistic managers are employees”. We denote a finite set of strict
rules by Rs .
• Defeasible Rules are rules that can be defeated by contrary evidences, e.g.,
M AN AGE DELIV ERY (x) ⇒ EM P LOY EE(x),
saying “persons who manage good delivery are typically employees of the
company”. If we know that someone has a duty to manage good delivery
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in the company, we may conclude that he/she is one of the employees of
the company, unless there is a contrary evidence. We denote a finite set of
defeasible rules by Rd , and a finite set of strict and defeasible rules by Rsd ,
where Rsd = Rs ∪ Rd .
• Defeaters are rules that can not be used to draw any conclusion. They are
used only to prevent some conclusions. In fact, they are used to defeat some
defeasible rules by producing evidence to the contrary. For example,
T RU CK DRIV ER(x) ; ¬EM P LOY EE(x)
says that “If a person is a truck driver, then he/she may not be one of
employees of the company”. We can not conclude that if a person is a truck
driver, then he/she is not an employee, since he/she may be an employee,
in fact. Instead, we simply prevent a conclusion EM P LOY EE(x). We
denote a finite set of defeaters by Rdf t . Also, we denote a finite set of rules
in the knowledge base by R, where R = Rsd ∪ Rdf t .
• The superiority relation among rules is used to define priorities among rules,
i.e., where one rule may override the conclusion of another rule. For example, given the defeasible rules:
r1 : M AN AGE DELIV ERY (x)

⇒ EM P LOY EE(x)

r2 : LOGIST IC AP P REN T ICE(x) ⇒ ¬EM P LOY EE(x)
which contradict one another, no conclusive decision can be made about
whether a logistic apprentice who manages good delivery is an employee.
But if we introduce a superiority relation > with r2 > r1, i.e., r2 is stronger
than r1, then we can conclude that a logistic apprentice is not an employee
(yet). We need to define the superiority relation over rules with conflicting
conclusions only. We denote a superiority relation on R by >.
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For additional information about defeasible logic, please see [7, 19, 69].
After we specify defeasible knowledge base, we have to specify how to reason
with it, i.e., we have to give derivation specification. A derivation or proof in
a defeasible theory D = (F, R, >) is a finite sequence P = (P (1), ..., P (n)) of
tagged literals satisfying all inference rules for defeasible logic. Let P (1..i) denote
P (1), ..., P (i), where i ≤ n. Given a tagged literal ±#, D ` ±#q means that
there is a derivation P where P (i) = ±#q and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where a tagged literal
±# can be either +∆q, −∆q, +∂q, or −∂q (see the explanation below).
Before we introduce the inference rules for defeasible logic, we need to specify
additional definitions:
• A rule r consists of an antecedent (or body) A(r), an arrow, and a consequent (or head), where the antecedent is a finite set of literals (can be
omitted if it is an empty set), the arrow is a member of the set {→, ⇒, ;},
and the consequent is a literal.
• A set R[q] denotes the set of rules with consequents q.
• ∼ q denotes the complementary literal of the literal q, i.e., if q is a literal
p, then ∼ q = ¬p, and if q is a literal ¬p, then ∼ q = p.
• A conclusion of the defeasible theory D is a tagged literal which can be one
of the forms:
+∆q : means that q is definitely provable in D
−∆q : means that q is definitely not provable in D
+∂q : means that q is defeasibly provable in D
−∂q : means that q is defeasibly not provable in D
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Now we can give definitions of the inference rules or proof conditions in defeasible logic [7]:
+∆: If P (i + 1) = +∆q then either
1. q ∈ F or
2. ∃r ∈ Rs [q], ∀a ∈ A(r) : +∆a ∈ P (1..i).
−∆: If P (i + 1) = −∆q then
1. q 6∈ F and
2. ∀r ∈ Rs [q], ∃a ∈ A(r) : −∆a ∈ P (1..i).
+∂: If P (i + 1) = +∂q then either
1. +∆q ∈ P (1..i) or
2. (a) ∃r ∈ Rsd [q], ∀a ∈ A(r) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i) and
(b) −∆ ∼ q ∈ P (1..i) and
(c) ∀s ∈ R[∼ q] either
∃a ∈ A(s) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i) or
∃t ∈ Rsd [q] : t > s and ∀a ∈ A(t) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i).
−∂: If P (i + 1) = −∂q then
1. −∆q ∈ P (1..i) and either
2. (a) ∀r ∈ Rsd [q], ∃a ∈ A(r) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i) or
(b) +∆ ∼ q ∈ P (1..i) or
(c) ∃s ∈ R[∼ q] such that
∀a ∈ A(s) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i) and
∀t ∈ Rsd [q] : t 6> s or ∃a ∈ A(t) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i).
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The definitions of proof conditions ±∆ are in fact forward chainings of strict
rules. Here is the explanation. If a literal q is definitely provable, either q is a
fact, or a strict rule with head q and all antecedents been definitely proved in the
previous steps of the derivation. If a literal q is definitely not provable, then q is
not a fact, and, for every rule with head q, at least one definitely non-provable
antecedent in each rule has been proved.
If a literal q is defeasibly provable, either (1) q is definitely provable, or (2) q is
defeasibly provable: (a) a strict or defeasible rule with head q and all antecedents
been definitely or defeasibly provable is found, (b) ∼ q is definitely not provable,
and (c) for every rule with head ∼ q, including defeaters, which may be fired,
either each rule is guaranteed to be defeasibly not provable (not fired), or each
rule is overridden by a defeasible rule that is more superior.
If a literal q is defeasibly not provable, then (1) q is definitely not provable,
and (2) q is defeasibly not provable: either (a) for every strict or defeasible rule
with head q, there is at least one antecedent which is definitely or defeasibly not
provable, (b) ∼ q is definitely provable, or (c) there is at least one rule with head
∼ q such that the rule is defeasibly provable (fired) and there is no superior rule
to override such rule. Note that the purpose of the proof condition −∂ is to show
that it is impossible to prove +∂.
Defeasible logic is proved to have well behaviour: 1) coherence and 2) consistence [19, 43]. The logic is coherent because, for every defeasible theory D in the
logic, each theory is coherent, i.e., no literal in the theory is provable and notprovable concurrently. The logic is consistent because, for every defeasible theory
D in the logic, each theory is consistent, i.e., a literal and its negation in the theory are both defeasibly provable only if it and its negation, respectively, are also
definitely provable. This well behaviour of the logic is based on the principle of
strong negation [5, 6]. Basically, the principle says that we can conclude negative
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proof tag(s), i.e, (−∆ and −∂), only when we cannot find any constructive proof
for the corresponding positive proof tag. Consequently, the inference conditions
for a negative proof tag are, in fact, derived by applying the principle of strong
negation to the corresponding positive proof tag.
Lastly, the consequences of a propositional defeasible theory D can be derived in O(N ) time, where N is the number of propositional literals and rules in
D [62, 63]. In fact, the linear algorithm for derivation of a consequence from a
defeasible logic knowledge base exploits a transformation algorithm, presented in
[7], to transform an arbitrary defeasible theory D into a basic defeasible theory
Db . Given a defeasible theory D, the transformation procedure Basic(D) consists
of three steps: 1) normalise the defeasible theory D, 2) eliminate defeaters: simulating them using strict rules and defeasible rules, and 3) eliminate the superiority
relation: simulating it using strict rules and defeasible rules. The procedure then
returns a transformed defeasible theory Db . Given a basic defeasible theory Db ,
the defeasible proof conditions are simplified as follows:

+∂: If P (i + 1) = +∂q then either
1. +∆q ∈ P (1..i) or
2. (a) ∃r ∈ R[q], ∀a ∈ A(r) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i) and
(b) ∀s ∈ R[∼ q], ∃a ∈ A(s) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i)
−∂: If P (i + 1) = −∂q then
1. −∆q ∈ P (1..i) and either
2. (a) ∀r ∈ R[q], ∃a ∈ A(r) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i) or
(b) ∃s ∈ R[∼ q], ∀a ∈ A(s) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i)
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ALC − Defeasible Description Logic

In this section, we introduce an ALC − defeasible description logic [43], i.e., an
extension of ALC − description logic with defeasible logic. Also, we introduce
several adjustments for the logic. Then, we show that an optimisation in reasoning
process with this new logic is essential.
Like ALC description logic, ALC − description logic knowledge base consists
of a Tbox and Abox(es), i.e., Σ = hT , Ai. The Abox A, containing a finite set of
concept membership assertions (a : C or C(a)) and role membership assertions
((a, b) : R or R(a, b)), corresponds to the set of facts F in defeasible logic. The
Tbox T contains a finite set of axioms of the form:
.
C v D | C = D,
where C and D are concept expressions. Concept expressions are of the form:

A | > | ⊥ | ¬C (atomic negation only) | C u D | ∀R.C
where A is an atomic concept or concept name, C and D are concept expressions,
R is a simple role name, > (top or full domain) represents the most general
concept, and ⊥ (bottom or empty set) represents the least general concept. Their
semantics are similar to the semantics of ALC description logic, see section 3.2.2
for details. In fact, the Tbox T corresponds to the set of strict rules in defeasible
logic.
Governatori [43] shows how can we transform ALC − Tbox to a set of strict
rules, using a set of axiom pairs and a procedure ExtractRules. Basically, an
inclusion axiom:
C1 u C2 u ... u Cm v D1 u D2 u ... u Dn
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in the Tbox T is transformed into an axiom pair (ap):
h{C1 (x), C2 (x), ..., Cm (x)}, {D1 (x), D2 (x), ..., Dn (x)}i.
Eventually, for the Tbox T , we get the set AP of all axiom pairs. Then, the
procedure ExtractRules is used to transform AP into a set of strict rules in
defeasible logic.
Algorithm 4 ExtractRules(AP ):
if ap = h{C(x)}, {D(x)}i ∈ AP then
C(x) → D(x) ∈ Rs
¬D(x) → ¬C(x) ∈ Rs
AP = AP − {ap}
else if ap = h{C1 (xC1 ), ..., CCn (xn ), R1 (xR1 , yR1 ), ..., Rm (xRm , yRm )},
{D1 (xD1 ), ..., Dp (xDp ), ∀S1 .DS1 (xS1 ), ..., ∀Sk .DSk (xSk )}i ∈ AP then
for all I ∈ {D1 , ..., Dp } do
C1 (xC1 ), ..., Cn (xCn ), R1 (xR1 , yR1 ), ..., Rm (xRm , yRm ) → I(xI ) ∈ Rs
end for
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
AP
 = AP − {ap}∪

 h{C1 (xC1 ), ..., Cn (xCn ),

R1 (xR1 , yR1 ), ..., Rm (xRm , yRm ), Si (xSi , ySi )},
,


Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
{D1 (ySi ), ..., Dl (ySi ), ∀T1 .D1 (ySi ), ..., ∀Tp .Dp (ySi )}i
where
ySi is a new variable (not in ap), and
Di = D1Si u ... u DlSi u ∀T1Si .D1Si u ... u ∀TpSi .DpSi
end for
end if
if AP is not an empty set then
ExtractRules(AP )
end if
return Rs

This procedure progresses recursively until all axiom pairs in AP are transformed. For example, let
T = {C1 u ∀R1 .C2 v C3 u ∀R2 .(C4 u ∀R3 .C5 )}.
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Here are the steps for strict rules generation.
Step 1: AP = {h{C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x)}, {C3 (x), ∀R2 .(C4 u ∀R3 .C5 )(x)}i}.
Step 2: ExtractRules(AP ) : C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x) → C3 (x) ∈ Rs .
Step 3: AP = {h{C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y)}, {C4 (y), ∀R3 .C5 (y)}i}.
Step 4: ExtractRules(AP ) : C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y) → C4 (y) ∈ Rs .
Step 5: AP = {h{C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y), R3 (y, z)}, {C5 (z)}i}.
Step 6: ExtractRules(AP ) : C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y), R3 (y, z) → C5 (z) ∈
Rs .
Step 7: AP = {}, the procedure ends here.
Notice that the ExtractRules procedure takes care of description logic’s universal quantified concepts, occuring on the RHS of the Tbox axioms, by transforming those axioms into first order logic rules. However, description logic’s
universal quantified concepts occuring on the LHS of the Tbox axioms still remain in those rules. At this point, we need additional inference rules to deal
with the remaining universal quantified concepts. However, universal quantified concepts’ semantics take into account all individuals in the description logic
knowledge base, in particular the Abox. Consequently, the proof conditions for
universal quantified concepts will incorporate the domain of Abox A, i.e., ∆IA
(see Definition 4.3), in themselves as follows [43]:
+∆∀R.C: If P (i + 1) = +∆∀R.C(a) then ∀b ∈ ∆IA ,
1. −∆R(a, b) or
2. +∆C(b).
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−∆∀R.C: If P (i + 1) = −∆∀R.C(a) then ∃b ∈ ∆IA ,
1. +∆R(a, b) and
2. −∆C(b).
+∂∀R.C: If P (i + 1) = +∂∀R.C(a) then ∀b ∈ ∆IA ,
1. −∂R(a, b) or
2. +∂C(b).
−∂∀R.C: If P (i + 1) = −∂∀R.C(a) then ∃b ∈ ∆IA ,
1. +∂R(a, b) and
2. −∂C(b).
Now, we have a complete formalism to deal with ALC − literals. Since a rule,
however, can consist of literal(s) with variable, there can be vague rules such as:
C(x), D(y) → E(z).
In this rule, the variable in one literal are not bounded/connected with the variables in any other literals. Given a rule, we say that the rule is a variable connected
rule if, for every literal in the rule, there exists another literal which has at least
one variable similar to the literal’s variable, and a vague rule otherwise . Here
are examples of variable connected rules:
C(x), D(x)

→ E(x) and

C(x), R(x, y) ⇒ P (y, z).
In this thesis, we only allow variable connected rules in the knowledge base.
Governatori [43] also shows that ALC − defeasible description logic is coherent
and consistent. He also proves that the complexity of ALC − defeasible description
logic w.r.t. a defeasible description theory D is O(n4 ), where n is the number of
symbols in D. This proof is based on two steps:
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1. propositionalisation the theory, and
2. analysis of the proof conditions for universal quantified concepts.
In the first step, since we can have roles (binary predicates) in the logic, the
size of resulting theory is O((∆IA )2 ). In the second step, the proof conditions for
universal quantified concepts are embedded in the propositionalisation procedure,
using the following AuxiliaryRules(U ) procedure: Let n be the size of ∆IA . For
each U in an antecedent of a rule, where U is a universal quantified literal, e.g.,
∀R.C(x), create the following propositional auxiliary rules:
for every ai in ∆IA ,
RC(ai , a1 ), ..., RC(ai , an ) → ∀R.C(ai )
for every aj in ∆IA ,
∼ R(ai , aj ) → RC(ai , aj )
C(aj ) → RC(ai , aj ).
In fact, each universal quantified literal in a rule antecedent adds at most (∆IA )2
auxiliary rules to the theory. Thus, the size of the new propositionalised theory
is O((∆IA )4 ) the size of the original theory D. As mentioned before that the
consequences of a propositional defeasible theory D can be derived in O(N ) time,
where N is the number of propositional literals and rules in D [62, 63], thus, the
consequences of a propositional ALC − defeasible description logic theory can be
derived in polynomial time, i.e., O(N (∆IA )4 ) time.
In summary, to reason with an ALC − defeasible description logic, we must do
the following steps:
Step 1: Transform T to Rs using the ExtractRules procedure, and A to F ,
hence, DDDL = hT , A, R, >i is reduced to D = hF, R, >i. Given a theory
DDDL and a conclusion T (i.e., a query), this step is designed such that
DDDL ` T iff D ` T [43].
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Step 2: Propositionalise D to Dprop , including propositional auxiliary rules for
universal quantified literal (∀R.C(x)) in antecedents of rules. Given a theory D and a conclusion T (i.e., a query), this step guarantees that D ` T
iff Dprop ` T . It is easy to verify that this statement follows immediately
from the statement of Step 1 plus the nature of propositionalisation.
Step 3: Apply the linear algorithm LinearP rove(Basic(Dprop )). Note that A
and T are normalised in this step.
Even the complexity of the logic is polynomial in time, in practice, the reasoning process on ALC − defeasible description logic still suffers from a huge number
of additional propositionalised rules, regardless of the linear time complexity reasoning for a propositionalised theory. Consequently, it is essential to optimise the
reasoning, especially the propositionalisation step (Step 2).
Before we proceed with the optimisation, we show that the propositionalisation step is not trivial. First, we re-consider (variable-connected) simple strict
rules:
r1 : C(x), D(x)

→ E(x)

r2 : C(x), R(x, y)

→ E(x)

r3 : C(x), D(x)

→ R(x, y)

r4 : R(x, y), P (y, z) → C(x)
As you can notice, there is no variable quantifier in the rules. In fact, the above
four rules are equal to the following rules:
r1 : ∀x

C(x), D(x)

→ E(x)

r2 : ∀x∀y

C(x), R(x, y)

→ E(x)

r3 : ∀x∀y

C(x), D(x)

→ R(x, y)

r4 : ∀x∀y∀z R(x, y), P (y, z) → C(x)
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Let n be the number of individuals in the domain ∆IA . In rule r1, there is only
one variable, thus it is propositionalised to n propositional rules. In rule r2 and
r3, there are two variables in each rule, thus each rule is propositionalised to n2
propositional rules. In rule r4, there are three variables. In fact, the rule r4 is
equivalent to
∀x∀y∀z RP (x, y, z) → C(x),
where
∀x∀y∀z RP (x, y, z) ≡ ∀x∀y∀z R(x, y) ∧ P (y, z).
Consequently, the rule r4 is propositionalised to n3 propositional rules, which
make the complexity of a conclusion derivation in ALC − defeasible description
logic increase to O(n5 ). In fact, the size of propositionalised theory is O(nnv ) of
the size of the original theory, where nv is the maximum number of variables in
rules.
Second, we re-consider (variable-connected) strict rules with universal quantified concepts (e.g., ∀R.C(x)) in their consequents. For example, the rule

r1 : ∀x C(x) → ∀R.∀P.D(x)
is transformed to

r1 : ∀x∀y∀z C(x), R(x, y), P (y, z) → D(z),
using the ExtractRules procedure, which is, in turn, propositionalised to n3
propositional rules. In fact, given a rule of this kind, propositionalisation will
generate additional nd∀ +1 rules, where d∀ is depth of the nested universal quantified consequent, e.g., d∀ = 2 for ∀R.∀P.D(x).
Third, we re-consider (variable-connected) strict rules with universal quantified concepts (e.g., ∀R.C(x)) in their antecedents. For example, the rule
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r1 : ∀x ∀R.∀P.D(x) → C(x)
is propositionalised to n propositional rules, plus the following propositional auxiliary rules:
for every ai in ∆IA ,
R∀P.C(ai , a1 ), ..., R∀P.C(ai , an ) → ∀R.∀P.C(ai )
for every aj in ∆IA ,
∼ R(ai , aj ) → R∀P.C(ai , aj )
∀P.C(aj ) → RC(ai , aj )
P C(aj , ak ), ..., P C(aj , ak ) → ∀P.C(aj )
for every ak in ∆IA ,
∼ P (aj , ak ) → P C(aj , ak )
C(ak ) → P C(aj , ak ).
It is easy to verify that the number of propositional auxiliary rules generated is
n(2n + 1)2 , or approximately n3 . In fact, given a rule of this kind, propositionalisation will generate additional n(2n + 1)d∀ auxiliary rules for each universal
quantified antecedent, where d∀ is depth of the nested universal quantified antecedent, e.g., d∀ = 2 for ∀R.∀P.D(x).
At this point, the size of the new propositionalised theory Dprop can exceed
O((∆IA )4 ) the size of the original theory D. In fact, the size of the new propositionalised theory Dprop is O((∆IA )nmax ) the size of the original theory D, where nmax
is the maximum of (nv + dRHS
,dLHS
+ 3), nv is the maximum number of variables
∀
∀
in each rule, dLHS
is depth of the biggest nested universal quantified antecedent,
∀
and dRHS
is depth of the nested universal quantified consequent. However, we
∀
can modify the ExtractRules and AuxiliaryRules prodedures such that the
size of the resulting propositionalised theory is O(n3 ) and O(n4 ) the size of the
original theory respectively.
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Regarding the ExtractRules procedure, since we allow only variable-connected
rules with at most two variables, Algorithm 4 is transformed to Algorithm 5.
In Algorithm 5, we introduce the notion of intermediate literals. The intermediate literal correctness follows immediately from the semantics of universal
quantified concepts in description logic. Here is a simple example demonstrating
the usage of Algorithm 5: let
T = {C1 u ∀R1 .C2 v C3 u ∀R2 .(C4 u ∀R3 .C5 )}.
Here are the steps for strict rules generation.
Step 1: AP = {h{C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x)}, {C3 (x), ∀R2 .(C4 u ∀R3 .C5 )(x)}i}.
Step 2: ExtractRules2 (AP ) : ∀x, C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x) → C3 (x) ∈ Rs .
Step 3: AP = {h{C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y)}, {C4 (y), R3 C5 (y)}i,
h{R3 C5 (x)}, {∀R3 .C5 (x)}i}.
Step 4: ExtractRules2 (AP ) :
• ∀x∀y, C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y) → C4 (y) ∈ Rs .
• ∀x∀y, C1 (x), ∀R1 .C2 (x), R2 (x, y) → R3 C5 (y) ∈ Rs .
Step 5: AP = {h{R3 C5 (x)}, {∀R3 .C5 (x)}i}.
Step 6: ExtractRules2 (AP ): get no rule.
Step 7: AP = {h{R3 C5 (x), R3 (x, y)}, {C5 (y)}i}
Step 8: ExtractRules2 (AP ): ∀x∀y, R3 C5 (x), R3 (x, y) → C5 (y) ∈ Rs
Step 9: AP = {}, the procedure ends here.
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Algorithm 5 ExtractRules2 (AP ):
if ap = h{C(x)}, {D(x)}i ∈ AP then
∀x, C(x) → D(x) ∈ Rs
∀x, ¬D(x) → ¬C(x) ∈ Rs
AP = AP − {ap}
else if ap = h{C1 (x), ..., CCn (x), R1 (x, y), ..., Rm (x, y)},
{D1 (x), ..., Dp (x)}i ∈ AP then
for all I ∈ {D1 , ..., Dp } do
∀x∀y, C1 (x), ..., CCn (x), R1 (x, y), ..., Rm (x, y) → I(x)
end for
AP = AP − {ap}
else if ap = h{C1 (x), ..., CCn (x), R1 (x, y), ..., Rm (x, y)},
{D1 (x), ..., Dp (x), ∀S1 .DS1 (x), ..., ∀Sk .DSk (x)}i ∈ AP then
for all I ∈ {D1 , ..., Dp } do
∀x∀y, C1 (x), ..., Cn (x), R1 (x, y), ..., Rm (x, y) → I(x) ∈ Rs
end for
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
AP

 = AP − {ap}∪

 h{C1 (x), ..., Cn (x), R1 (x, y), ..., Rm (x, y), Si (x, z)},
{D1Si (z), ..., DlSi (z), T1Si D1Si (z), ..., TpSi DpSi (z)}i,
,


Si Si
Si Si
Si Si
Si Si
h{T1 D1 (x)}, {∀T1 D1 (x)}i...h{Tp Dp (x)}, {∀Tp Dp (x)}i
where
y and z are new variables (not in ap),
Di = D1Si u ... u DlSi u ∀T1Si .D1Si u ... u ∀TpSi .DpSi , and
T1Si D1Si (x), ..., TpSi DpSi (x) are intermediate literals .
end for
end if
if AP is not an empty set then
ExtractRules2 (AP )
end if
return Rs
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It is easy to verify that the ExtractRules2 procedure in Algorithm 5 generates
the resulting propositionalised theory of the size O(n3 ) the size of the original
theory.
Regarding the AuxiliaryRules procedure, since we allow only variable-connected
rules with at most two variables, for each universal quantified literal U = ∀R.C(x)
in an antecedent of a rule, call AuxiliaryRules2 (U ):
Algorithm 6 AuxiliaryRules2 (U ):
∀x, RC(x, a1 ), ..., RC(x, an ) → ∀R.C(x) ∈ Rs
∀x∀y, ∼ R(x, y) → RC(x, y) ∈ Rs
∀x∀y, C(y) → RC(x, y) ∈ Rs .
if C(y) is a universal quantified literal, then
AuxiliaryRules2 (C(x))
where ∆IA is {a1 , ..., an }, and n is the size of ∆IA . After this, we can propositionalise the additional auxiliary rules as usual. It is easy to verify that the size of of
the propositionalised theory is O(n4 ) the size of the original theory.
In summary, if we limit the number of variable nv = 2, and use the above
specifiations for universal quantified literals (both antecedent and consequent),
we will regain the complexity of the modified ALC − defeasible description logic
to be O(n4 ) again.
Fourth, we show how a defeater can be propositionalised. A defeater is only
used to prevent a conclusion. Further, in ALC − defeasible description logic, only
atomic negation is allowed. In addition, we only allow variable-connected rules
with at most two free variables in each rule. Consequently, a defeater can be one
of the form:
∀x(∀y), LHS ; C(x) | ∀x(∀y), LHS ; ¬C(x) |
∀x∀y, LHS ; R(x, y) | ∀x∀y, LHS ; ¬R(x, y).
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In propositionalisation, a defeater is treated as a rule. For example, let ∆IA =
{a, b, c}, a defeater ∀x, C(x) ; ¬D(x) is propositionalised to:

C(a) ; ¬D(a) ∈ Rdf t
C(b) ; ¬D(b) ∈ Rdf t
C(c) ; ¬D(c) ∈ Rdf t .

A propositionalised defeater will prevent conclusion by not firing defeasible rule(s)
whose head has a literal which is the negativity of the defeater head if all literals
in the defeater body are provable. Since, a defeater is propositionalised in the
same way the rule is, it will prevent correct propositionalised defeasible rule(s)
from firing. Hence, the size of propositionalised Rdf t is O(n2 ) the size of original
Rdf t . Thus, complexity of the ALC − defeasible description logic is still O(n4 ).
Lastly, we show how can we extend the superiority relation to cover the propositionalised rules. Since the superiority relation is defined over pairs of rules, in
particular defeasible rules, which have contradictory heads, we only need to extend the superiority relation to cover the corresponding pairs of propositionalised
rules. We illustrate this by a simple example. Let ∆IA = {a, b, c}, we have a set
of rules:

r1 : ∀x, C(x) ⇒ E(x)
r2 : ∀x, D(x) ⇒ ¬E(x),

and the superiority relation > = {hr1, r2i}. The set of rules are propositionalised
to:
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r1a : C(a) ⇒ E(a)
r1b : C(b) ⇒ E(b)
r1c : C(c) ⇒ E(c)
r2a : D(a) ⇒ ¬E(a)
r2b : D(b) ⇒ ¬E(b)
r2c : D(c) ⇒ ¬E(c),
and the extended superiority relation > = {hr1a, r2ai, hr1b, r2bi, hr1c, r2ci}. Since
we allow at most two variables in a rule, the size of extended superiority relation
is O(n2 ) the size of original superiority relation. Thus, complexity of the ALC −
defeasible description logic is still O(n4 ). Note that the propositionalised Rdf t and
the extended > will be absorbed into Rsd in the linear algorithm for derivation
of a conclusion.

7.3

Propositionalisation Optimisation

In the previous section, we demonstrate that propositionalisation process is not
trivial and, in fact, is the most expensive step in ALC − defeasible description logic
reasoning. Thus, it is essential to find a more efficient way to propositionalise
ALC − knowledge base. In this section, we will show how to modify and apply
the existing Theorem 5.7 (IAIC) to the propositionalisation problem. The key
idea is to identify how we can partition the reasoning space while preserving the
final outcome of the reasoning, which, in turn, concerns two main components of
the logic: 1) the knowledge base and 2) the reasoning procedure.
In ALC − description logic, the knowledge base is a pair hT , Ai, while, in
ALC − defeasible description logic, the knowledge base is hT , A, R, >i, which is
transformed to hF, R, >i (or Dprop ) in the propositionalisation step, and reduced
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to hRsd i (or Db ) in the normalisation phase of the last step. Since we can transform the description logic knowledge base into the defeasible description logic
knowledge base, we can conclude that an ALC − description logic knowledge base
is a subset of the corresponding ALC − defeasible description logic knowledge
base. Ultimately, the difference is lacking of Rd in the description logic knowledge base. Thus we cannot directly apply the IAIC theorem to ALC − defeasible
description logic. Consequently, we must also consider the reasoning difference
between the two logics.
Regarding reasoning, in particular query answering, the description logic reasoner answers a query via entailment problem(s) using the tableaux algorithm,
while the defeasible description logic reasoner answers a query by a conclusion
derivation using the LinearP rove(Db ) algorithm, which is based on the following
proof conditions for a basic defeasible theory:
+∆: If P (i + 1) = +∆q then
1. ∃r ∈ Rs [q], ∀a ∈ A(r) : +∆a ∈ P (1..i).
−∆: If P (i + 1) = −∆q then
1. ∀r ∈ Rs [q], ∃a ∈ A(r) : −∆a ∈ P (1..i).
+∂: If P (i + 1) = +∂q then either
1. +∆q ∈ P (1..i) or
2. (a) ∃r ∈ R[q], ∀a ∈ A(r) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i) and
(b) ∀s ∈ R[∼ q], ∃a ∈ A(s) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i)
−∂: If P (i + 1) = −∂q then
1. −∆q ∈ P (1..i) and either
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2. (a) ∀r ∈ R[q], ∃a ∈ A(r) : −∂a ∈ P (1..i) or
(b) ∃s ∈ R[∼ q], ∀a ∈ A(s) : +∂a ∈ P (1..i)
It is easy to verify that the proof conditions ±∆q and ±∂q are based on successful
and unsuccessful chainings of rule with head q and/or ∼ q. +∆q proof condition
is based on a successful chaining to q, while −∆q proof condition is based on
unsuccessful chainings to q, i.e., there is no chain to q at all. +∂q proof conditions
are based on a successful chaining to q, either definitely or defeasibly and, for
defeasibly case, a guarantee that there is no chain of defeasible derivation to ∼ q.
In contrast, −∂q proof conditions are based on a guarantee that there is no chain
of definite derivation to q, and either another guarantee that there is also no chain
of defeasible derivation to q or a successful chaining of defeasible derivation to
∼ q.
Since all rules are variable-connected, and all facts in each partition (each
Abox) are connected with each other (see Definition 5.5). Let us assume that
we do not use propositionalisation, instead, we use unification and modus ponen,
which is the basis of chainings with first-order logic. However, the optimisation
of chaining in defeasible description logic is out of scope of this thesis. Given
a variable-connected rule, to unify the rule, there is no need to use facts from
one Abox and another independent Abox together. In contrast, we can unify the
rule, using facts from one Abox at-a-time. However, the modus ponen can give
only one type of tagged conclusion +∆q, since its proof condition is the only one
which is purely based on a successful chaining, while proof conditions of other
three types of tagged conclusions are based on both successful and unsuccessful
chainings.
Let A1 and A2 are independent Aboxes, where A = A1 ∪ A2 . If we verify
IAIC theorem [72] (in short, K |= Q IF F KA1 |= Q OR KA2 |= Q) closely,
we find that it corresponds to successful chainings, while contrapositive of the
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theorem (K 6|= Q IF F KA1 6|= Q AN D KA2 6|= Q) corresponds to unsuccessful
chainings. In contrast, we want to show that the following theorem is true.
Theorem 7.1 (Independent Abox and Propositionalisation) Let q be a query
which is a tagged literal of the form ±#C(a), where # is either ∆ or ∂, C is a
ALC − description logic concept expression, and a is an individual. Let A be an
Abox where
A = {A1 ∪ A2 ∪ ... ∪ Aa ∪ ... ∪ Ak },
and the Abox A1 , A2 , ...Aa , ..., Ak are mutually independent on each other. Let
Aa be an Abox containing the individual a. The following statements are true:
Dprop by A ` +∆q

IF F ∃Ai , Dprop by Ai ` +∆q

Dprop by A ` +∂q

IF F ∃Ai , Dprop by Ai ` +∂q

Dprop by A ` −∂q

IF F ∀Ai , Dprop by Ai ` −∂q

Dprop by A ` −∆q

IF F ∀Ai , Dprop by Ai ` −∆q

Proof It is easy to verify that
Dprop by A ` +∆q IF F ∃Ai , Dprop by Ai ` +∆q
is the only statement which is true. The statement is an immediate consequence
of IAIC theorem [72], thus, it is proved.
Consider the second statement:
Dprop by A ` +∂q IF F ∃Ai , Dprop by Ai ` +∂q
We proof → direction first.
Case 1: C is just a concept. Suppose Dprop by A ` +∂C(a). Let Ai be Aa .
Since all Aboxes are mutual independent, ∼ q cannot be derived from other Abox
beside Aa and if q can be derived from A then it can also be derived from Aa .
Therefore, ∃Ai , Dprop by Ai ` +∂C(a). Proved.
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Case 2: C is a conjunction of concepts D u E. This case is an immediate consequence of the first case since we can transform the problem into two problems,
where q 0 = D(a) and q 00 = E(a).
Case 3: C is a universal quantified concept ∀R.D. Suppose Dprop by A `
+∂∀R.D(a). We get Dprop by A ` −∂R(a, b) or Dprop by A ` +∂D(b), where b is an
individual in A. Let Ai be Aa . Since all Aboxes are mutual independent, b is in
Aa . Therefore, Dprop by Aa ` −∂R(a, b) or Dprop by Aa ` +∂D(b). Proved.
Case 4: C is a negated concept ¬D. This case is the same as proving the
third statement, the proof is immediate if we can proof the third statement.
For ← direction, by monotonicity, the proof is immediate.
Consider the third statement:
Dprop by A ` −∂q IF F ∀Ai , Dprop by Ai ` −∂q
We only need to proof → direction. Also the proof where C is C, D u E, or¬D
are similar to the proof for the second statement. We only need to show a proof
for C = ∀R.D. Suppose Dprop by A ` −∂∀R.D(a). We get Dprop by A ` +∂R(a, b)
and Dprop by A ` −∂D(b), where b is an individual in A. Let Ai be Aa . Since all
Aboxes are mutual independent, b is in Aa . Therefore, Dprop by Aa ` +∂R(a, b)
and Dprop by Aa ` −∂D(b). Proved.
The proof of the last statement is similar to the proof for the third statement.
2
The propositionalisation optimisation do not reduce the complexity class of
the propositionalisation process, i.e., it is still O(n4 ). However, in practice, it
increases the efficiency of the process. The key idea behind this efficiency gain
can be demonstrated as follows: let |∆IA | = n, assuming we have two partitions
of Abox {A1 , A2 }, let the number of individuals in Abox A1 and A2 be m and p
respectively (m + p = n), the running time is reduced from O(n4 ) to O(m4 + p4 );
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the higher number of partitions, the higher efficiency gains in reasoning. For
example, let n = 10, m = 5, p = 5, the running time is reduced from O(104 ) (or
O(10, 000)) to O(54 + 54 ) (or O(1, 250)).
To support our optimisation technique for the propositionalisation, we established a series of empirical tests to measure the efficiency gain. We use PHYTON
to write the source code for testing. The test was run on a Pentium-IV 1.6 Ghz
computer with 512 MB ram. We ran 60 tests with different number of rules and
number of individuals in the system. The result summary are shown in Figures
7.1 and 7.2.

Figure 7.1: Improvement in elapse time (sec)

Figure 7.1 and 7.2 show that our approach can reduce O(x3 ) and O(x2 ) of
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Figure 7.2: Improvement in number of rules

the propositionalisation elapse time and the number of propositionalized rules
respectively, where x is the number of individuals in Abox × the number of
rules. Besides, our approach can reduce both two factors in any combination of
rule quantity and individual quantity. Thus, our approach behaves well at low
number of rules and individuals, and gradually better as the number of rules
and/or individuals increase.

7.4

Conclusion

This chapter introduces a partitioning-based optimisation for the propositionalisation step of ALC − defeasible description logic reasoning. We show that the
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step is not trivial since it is the most expensive step in reasoning with ALC −
defeasible description logic. Also, we propose several modifications of the the
logic presented in [43] such that the logic’s reasoning efficiency is increased.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Works
8.1

Summary

In this thesis, we identify the efficiency problems occuring in the query answering
on ALC description logic. We demonstrate the problem formally in Chapter 4.
Then, we propose methods to mitigate the efficiency problem in Chapter 5 and 6
for the boolean query problem and the non-boolean query problem respectively.
In other word, Chapter 5 and 6 focus on finding answers to the question: “How
can we (efficiently) answer a query in a description logic, in particular ALC,
based-Semantic Web system, given single ontology T , and multiple data sources
As, examining the minimum number of data sources?”. We refer to an Abox
as a data source. In description logics, reasoning procedures are based on the
single knowledge base scenario. However, this scenario is not the case of the
existing web or even the emerging Semantic Web, since, in the web context,
there can be tremendous number of web or data pages. If we focus only on the
single-ontology Semantic Web, there can still be a lot of web (data) pages in the
system. In particular, suppose that a description logic reasoner is the choice of
reasoner for this system, and the ontology and data pages are strictly written by
157
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the corresponding description logic language; given a query, also strictly written
by the corresponding description logic language, from user of the system, how we
can answer such query efficiently.
We approach the mentioned problem by two means: 1) space partitioning
and 2) space reduction. The idea of the space partitioning approaches are based
on the observation that 2m > 2n + 2p , where m = n + p for n, p > 1. This
means that if we can split the search space into independent parts, query the
parts independently from each other, and combine the answers, then we have an
improvement of the performance of the query system. This idea agrees with the
understanding of the Semantic Web as a collection of sometime “unrelated” data
sources.
In addition, in the space reduction approaches, we propose to attach to each
data source (Abox) a data source description (or source description) which is a
compact representation of the content of the data source. This idea is similar to
the intuition behind indexes in databases. In the same way that type of indexes
is more or less appropriate for particular queries, source descriptions depend on
the type of queries. On the other hand, the relationships among data sources
are not influenced by queries. They are determined by the structure of the data
itself.
In Chapter 7, we illustrate that description logics, which are languages based
on first order logic, cannot handle incomplete and inconsistent knowledge well.
Hence, there is an urgent need to extend description logics with a nonmonotonic part which can handle incomplete and inconsistent knowledge better than
themselves. Since defeasible logic, developed by Nute [69], is a well-established
nonmonotonic reasoning system: its outstanding properties are low computational complexity and ease of implementation, this logic is the nonmonotonic
part of our choice. Governatori [43] proposes a formalism to extend ALC − with
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defeasibility. He combine the description logic formalism with the defeasible logic
formalism, creating a logic which can handle both monotonic and nonmonotonic
information coherently. We modify this work such that the reasoning over the
logic can be done in O(n4 ). Further, we re-use our optimisation techniques for
the newly-created logic to increase efficiency of the logic’s reasoning.

8.2

Discussion and Related Works for Query Answering Optimisations

In Chapter 5 and 6, the optimisation techniques are based on the tableaux algorithm, which is designed to prove the satisfiability problem. A tableaux algorithm
proves the satisfiability of a concept expression C by demonstrating a nonempty
model of C. It constructively builds a model for a given concept. The process of
constructing a model proceeds by completing a constraint system, using a set of
consistency-preserving completion (or expansion) rules. We notice that, in ALC
reasoning with T and A, the reasoning process can proceed via a role membership assertion. We specify the condition where it is guaranteed that the reasoning
process over A1 will never proceed to A2 if A1 and A2 are independent from each
other.
Clearly, the major disadvantage of our optimisation techniques is the additional cost from Abox dependencies and source descriptions determination. Nevertheless, the proposed optimisation techniques can be run in PTime. In practice,
the larger the knowledge base is, the less the relative cost is (recall that the normal query answering is in EXPTime while the additional cost is in PTime).
Our approach will behave well in practice (according to the experimental results
for boolean query optimisation). In addition, if the Aboxes (data pages) do not
change frequently, then there is no need to recompute the dependency of the
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Abox. Also, data sources can be organised in indexes for fast retrieval.
This approach can be applied to a system which allows only one ontology (or
Tbox). Even the Semantic Web technology tends to exploit multiple ontologies.
In ontology-based integration of information area [88], we can divide the exploitation of ontology into three approaches: single-ontology approach, e.g., SIMS [10],
multiple-ontologies approach, e.g., OBSERVER [67], and hybrid-ontology approach, e.g., COIN [41]. The single ontology approach allows only one ontology in
the system while multiple-ontologies approach allows many ontologies in the system. The multiple-ontologies approach requires additional mapping specifications
between each pair of ontologies. Since such mappings are infact ontologies themselves [2], we need additional n(n − 1)/2 ontologies for such an approach, where
n is number of existing ontologies in the system. In hybrid-ontology approach, a
global ontology and additional n mapping specifications (between global ontology
and each local ontology) are required. Hence the single-ontology approach can be
viewed as generalisation of the other two approaches. Hence, we follow such approach. In addition, since the aim of the first part of our work is to study how to
query multiple data sources, thus we do not need to add complexity arisen from
the ontology mapping in the last two approaches of the ontology exploitation.
Simple single-ontology approach, but not trivial for query answering, is enough.
This approach can be applied to a system which allows multiple data sources
(or Aboxes). We can think of an Abox as a RDF document. In addition, RDF
databases try to partition RDF triples in disjoint graphs, where, in our approach,
each graph can be understood as a data page. However, recent research has
shown that there are several semantic problems when people tried to layer an
ontology language, i.e., OWL, on top of the RDF layer [70]. Such problems stem
from some features/limitations of RDF, e.g., no restriction on the use of built-in
vocabularies, and no restriction on how an RDF statement can be constructed
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since it is just a triple. Hence, this implies that the ontology layer may be not
compatible with the RDF layer of the Semantic Web. However, there is a work
proposing additional layer on top of the RDF layer, i.e., RDF(FA) [70]. This
layer corresponds directly to Aboxes, thus RDF(FA) may be very useful in the
future.
In this approach, some of our query answering optimisation results can be
applied directly to other description logic. We describe this matter as follows.
Regarding the space partitioning part, we believe that our result can be applied up to SHIQ(D). The basic idea of this part is that there is no reasoning
jump between partitions of Aboxes.
I inverse role: has no effect on the partitioning method. In fact, inverse role
constructor is supported from the partitioning method.
R+ transitive role: Since reasoning jump in Abox reasoning can proceed via
roles, in our approach, we limit all connecting roles to be in the same Abox.
If a transitive role exists in the logic, the new role assertion can be added
from at least two connected role assertions. Thus, the new asserted role
(from transitivity) is still in the same Abox. Consequently, our partitioning
method also supports transitive role constructor.
Q number restriction: is also supported by our approach, for example, given
≥ 1R.C(a) in A, this means {x ∈ ∆I | | y|(x, y)I ∈ RI ∧ y I ∈ C I | ≥ 1},
where x is indeed a. Starting from a, the reasoner may extend the Abox
with new role assertions, however, the new assertions will still be in that
Abox, because the new assertions are connected to a which is already in
that Abox. Thus, the reasoning will not jump between partitions where
number restriction is allowed in the language.
H role subsumption: R v P means that ∀xI , y I ∈ ∆I , (x, y)I ∈ RI → (x, y)I ∈
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P I . Let two Aboxes A1 and A2 be independent (∆IA1 ∩∆IA2 = ∅), thus (x, y)
in the definition for A1 and A2 are totally different. Consequently, there
cannot be reasoning jump between two independent Aboxes, given role subsumption constructor.
D concrete domain or one-of operator: The argument similar to the H case
also applies for this constructor.
Regarding boolean query, our space reduction should work fine with SHIQ(D) as
well. However, for non-boolean query, our space reduction needs a lot of extension
in order to be able to work with SHIQ(D).
There are few works related to our work, i.e., Instance Store [56] and RACER
[50]. Both works propose retrieval optimisation techniques. Hence, our approach
seems to be the first approach for Abox instance checking optimisation. Instance
Store imposes an unnatural restriction on Abox, i.e., enforcing Abox to be rolefree. This is a severe restriction since role names are included even for FL−
(ALC without atomic negation), a DL with limited expressive power. RACER
proposes several innovative Abox reasoning optimisation techniques. However,
RACER allows single Abox, while our approach allows multiple Aboxes. Thus
after we apply our techniques to reduce the reasoning search space, we can apply
RACER techniques to reduce the reasoning space further. Consequently, the
approach taken in RACER seems to be complementary to ours.

8.3

Discussion for Propositionalisation Optimisations

In Chapter 7, we identify the need of rules, in addition to the description logic.
Further, we specify how to combine rules, in particular defeasible rule system, to
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the description logic. Note that we choose defeasible logic since, to our knowledge,
it is the only nonmonotonic reasoner that can operate in linear time [62]. A
monotonic rule system gives us ability to handle incomplete information easier
than description logic systems. Finally, we extend the proposed space reduction
method to the extended (with rule, in particular, defeasible description logic)
description logic, which is modified to have a better performance in practice.
In the future, we will consider extending the defeasible description logic to
ALC. Adding existential quantification to the language in Chapter 7 is not a
big trouble. But, adding existential quantification will result in full negation to
be included in the language for free. Full negation can cause a big trouble to
the existing method since it will make ALC defeasible description logic reasoning
to be more complex. We must establish a method for transforming ALC Tbox
into rules, which is likely to be exponentially blow-up. Unlike the method in [89]
(which separate effect of Description Logic and rule), the method we follow [43]
incorporates effect of Description Logic into the rule reasoning. Since reasoning
with ALC Description Logic cannot be achieved in PTime, reasoning with ALC
defeasible description logic could not be achieved in PTime as well. Also the
existing propositionalisation is not appropriate for this sake, thus we need a whole
new method to reason with ALC defeasible description logic.

8.4

Future Works

Here are the list of the works we are interesting to work with in the future:
Abox dependency maintenance. A design of effective Abox dependency information distribution is needed. It will be designed such that the number
of information exchanges between nodes in the network is minimised, where
each node represents an Abox.
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ALE defeasible description logic and its optimisation We will extend the
existing ALE defeasible description logic to be able to work with an additional constructor, i.e., existential quantification, in the near future. We
will also show that the existing propositionalisation optimisation technique
can be applied to the extended logic.
Combination with the existing optimisation techniques. Since the approach
taken in RACER seems to be complementary to ours, we will investigate
the combination of our approach and RACER approach in the future.
Optimisation for higher expressiveness description logic. One may argue
that this work is based on ALC description logic which is weaker than OWL.
We accept this argument since at first we want to consider OWL-DL. However, OWL-DL is based on SHOIN (D) description logic which is, in fact,
the extension of ALC. In the history of description logic, the least expressive language was investigated first. Then, the result were extended to cover
more expressive languages consecutively. Consequently, we consider ALC
first. We will, then, investigate the extension to cover OWL, in particular,
OWL-DL, in the future.
Multiple ontologies. We shall extend our work to include multiple ontologies
later when the research about ontology binding and ontology mapping and
ontology integration is more mature.
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Appendix A
Source Codes of
Propositionalisation Optimisation
for ALC − Defeasible Description
Logic
import random
import time
# STEP:
# 1) Generate ALC_rule + Tbox + Abox
#1.1) Generate rulesno_of_rule = 5 #TEST
no_of_rule = 10 #TEST
no_of_concept = 5
no_of_role = 5
max_lit = 5 #maximum literal in each body
max_fa_in_body = 2
if max_fa_in_body $>$ max_lit: max_fa_in_body = max_lit
#1.3) Generate Abox assertions
no_of_assertion = 10 #Test
no_of_cma = 5 #Test
if no_of_cma $>$ no_of_assertion: no_of_cma = no_of_assertion
no_of_rma = no_of_assertion - no_of_cma
no_of_individual = 10
# 2) Preprocess FORALL in rules.
# 3) Generate propositional rules
# 4) IAIC Engine to partition Abox
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# 5) Generate propositional rules using IAIC
#data structure for Rules
Rules = [] #List of instance of class rule
Literals = {} # nested dictionary
#(use ’literal’ as the key, ’part:rule’ dictionary as the value)
#data structure for Individuals
CMAs = []
RMAs = []
Ind_CMAs = {}
#e.g., {’John’:{’Parent’:’’, ’Engineer’:’’}}
Ind_RMAs = {}
#e.g., {’John’:{’hasChild+Tom’:’Tom’,’hasChild+Mary’:’Mary’,
# ’graduatedFrom+ITEE’:’ITEE’}}
Ind_RMAsRev = {}
#e.g., {’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’Mary’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’ITEE’:{’-graduatedFrom+John’:’John’}}
Ind_RMAsBoth = {}
#e.g., {’John’:{’hasChild+Tom’:’Tom’,’hasChild+Mary’:’Mary’,
# ’graduatedFrom+ITEE’:’ITEE’}, #’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’Mary’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’ITEE’:{’-graduatedFrom+John’:’John’}}
def absolute(literal):
"""takes a positive/negative literal and returns the absolute
value of the literal"""
if literal[0] == ’~’:
literal = literal[1:]
return literal
def add_rule_in_literals(literal, rule, part):
#part is either ’head’ or ’body’
"""given a literal and a rule and a part of a rule
(head or body), it appends the rule to the right
dictionary for the literal"""
if literal.startswith(’~’):
Literals[absolute(literal)][’negative_%s’ %(part)...
...].append(rule) #Literal is a PHYTON Dictionary
else:
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Literals[absolute(literal)][’positive_%s’ %(part)...
...].append(rule)
#Literal is a nested dictionary (use ’literal’ as the key,
# ’part:rule’ dictionary as the value)
#this def is for 2) Preprocess FORALL in rules.
def parse_faex_in_rule(head,z_no):
return [[head[1],head[3],’z’+str(z_no),’’,’’],[head[2],...
...’z’+str(z_no),’’,’’,’’]]
def listcopy(slist):
dlist = []
if len(slist) $>$ 0:
for i in slist:
dlist.append(i)
return dlist
def hprint(head):
if head[3] $<$$>$ ’’: #faR.C(x) or exR.C(x)
if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
return head[4]+head[0]+head[1]+’.’+head[2]+...
...’(’+head[3]+’)’
else:
return head[0]+head[1]+’.’+head[2]+’(’+head[3]+’)’
elif head[2] $<$$>$ ’’: #R(x,y)
if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
return head[4]+head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’,’+head[2]+’)’
else:
return head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’,’+head[2]+’)’
elif head[1] $<$$>$ ’’: #C(x)
if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
return head[4]+head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’)’
else:
return head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’)’
def bprint(body):
tmpbody = []
if len(body) $>$ 0:
for head in body:
if head[3] $<$$>$ ’’: #faR.C(x) or exR.C(x)
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if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
tmpbody.append(head[4],head[0]+head[1]+...
...’.’+head[2]+’(’+head[3]+’)’)
else:
tmpbody.append(head[0]+head[1]+’.’+head...
...[2]+’(’+head[3]+’)’)
elif head[2] $<$$>$ ’’: #R(x,y)
if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
tmpbody.append(head[4]+head[0]+’(’+head...
...[1]+’,’+head[2]+’)’)
else:
tmpbody.append(head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’,’+...
...head[2]+’)’)
elif head[1] $<$$>$ ’’: #C(x)
if head[4]$<$$>$’’: #~
tmpbody.append(head[4]+head[0]+’(’+head...
...[1]+’)’)
else:
tmpbody.append(head[0]+’(’+head[1]+’)’)
return tmpbody
# 1) Generate ALC_rule + Tbox + Abox
class rule: #for strict rule only (the propositionalisation for
# strict and defeasible rules are similar)
def __init__(self,name,head,dltype,body,zno):
"""it intialises the head and the body of the instance,
and maintains the dictionaries of literals and rules"""
self.zno = zno
self.name = name
self.dltype = dltype
if ’.’ not in name:
if ’c’ not in name:
print ’original rule’, name, ’is:’, hprint(h...
...ead), ’$<$-’, bprint(body)
else:
print ’original rule (contrapositive)’, name...
..., ’is:’, hprint(head), ’$<$-’, bprint(body)
tmpbody = []
for bbb in body:
if bbb[0]==’ex’ and bbb[4]==’’: #exR.C in body, not...
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... ~exR.C
temp = parse_faex_in_rule(head,self.zno)
tmpbody.append(temp[0])
tmpbody.append(temp[1])
else:
tmpbody.append(bbb)
self.body = tmpbody
if head[0]==’fa’ and head[4]==’’:
#faR.C in head, not ~faR.C
temp = parse_faex_in_rule(head,self.zno)
self.head = temp[1]
self.body.append(temp[0])
self.zno = self.zno+1
else:
self.head = head
if self not in Rules:
Rules.append(self)
#Rules is a list of instance of class rule
else:
return False
class cma:
def __init__(self,pred,inst1):
self.pred = pred
self.inst1 = inst1
if self not in CMAs:
CMAs.append(self)
#CMAs is a list of instance of class cma
else:
return False
if self.inst1 not in Ind_CMAs:
#e.g., ’John’:[’Parent’:’’, ’Engineer’:’’]
Ind_CMAs[self.inst1] = {self.pred:’’}
else:
Ind_CMAs[self.inst1][self.pred] = ’’
class rma:
def __init__(self,pred,inst1,inst2):
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self.pred = pred
self.inst1 = inst1
self.inst2 = inst2
if self not in RMAs:
RMAs.append(self)
#RMAs is a list of instance of class rma
else:
return False
#i1 indexing
#e.g., {’John’:{’hasChild+Tom’:’Tom’,’hasChild+Mary’:...
#
...’Mary’, ’graduatedFrom+ITEE’:’ITEE’}}
if self.inst1 not in Ind_RMAs:
Ind_RMAs[self.inst1] = {self.pred + ’+’ + self.i...
...nst2 : self.inst2}
if self.inst1 not in Ind_RMAsBoth:
Ind_RMAsBoth[self.inst1] = {self.pred + ’+’ + se...
...lf.inst2 : self.inst2} #both i1 and i2 indexing
Ind_RMAs[self.inst1][self.pred + ’+’ + self.inst2] = ...
...self.inst2
Ind_RMAsBoth[self.inst1][self.pred + ’+’ + self.inst2...
...] = self.inst2 #both i1 and i2 indexing
#i2 indexing
#e.g., {’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},’Mary’:{’-has...
#
...Child+John’:’John’}, ’ITEE’:{’-graduatedFrom+J...
#
...ohn’:’John’}}
if self.inst2 not in Ind_RMAsRev:
Ind_RMAsRev[self.inst2] = {’-’+ self.pred + ’+’ ...
...+ self.inst1 : self.inst1}
if self.inst2 not in Ind_RMAsBoth:
Ind_RMAsBoth[self.inst2] = {’-’+ self.pred + ’+’...
... + self.inst1 : self.inst1} #both i1 and i2 i...
...ndexing
Ind_RMAsRev[self.inst2][’-’+ self.pred + ’+’ + self.i...
...nst1] = self.inst1
Ind_RMAsBoth[self.inst2][’-’+ self.pred + ’+’+ self.i...
...nst1] = self.inst1 #both i1 and i2 indexing
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#1.1) Generate rules
#Assume DDL based on ALC DL, i.e., bound only by a variable ’x’...
#
, not having any individual in rule.
def contraposR(name,head,dltype,bbody):
#CONTRAPOSITIVE SINGLETON
if len(bbody)==1:
body = bbody[0]
if head[3]==’’ and body[3]==’’: #not fa and ex
tmp = []
if body[4] $<$$>$ ’’: #~b
if head[4] $<$$>$ ’’: #~h
tmp = listcopy(body)
tmp[4] = ’’
body = listcopy(head)
body[4] = ’’
head = listcopy(tmp)
else: #h
tmp = listcopy(body)
tmp[4] = ’’
body = listcopy(head)
body[4] = ’~’
head = listcopy(tmp)
else: #b
if head[4] $<$$>$ ’’: #~h
tmp = listcopy(body)
tmp[4] = ’~’
body = listcopy(head)
body[4] = ’’
head = listcopy(tmp)
else: #h
tmp = listcopy(body)
tmp[4] = ’~’
body = listcopy(head)
body[4] = ’~’
head = listcopy(tmp)
lbody = []
lbody.append(body)
if rule(name+’c’,head,dltype,lbody,1) == True:
print ’Rule’,name,’is generated.’
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def concept_rand(no_of_concept,no_of_role,can_fa):
#C, FORALL R.C
#FORALL R.C also need additional preprocess.
if can_fa == True:
if random.randrange(2) == 0:
return [’C%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_concept)...
...+1),’x’,’’,’’,’’]
else:
return [’fa’,’R%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_rol...
...e)+1),’C%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_concept...
...)+1),’x’,’’] #faR.C = FORALL R.C
else:
return [’C%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_concept)+1),’...
...x’,’’,’’,’’]
def gen_rule(no_of_rule,no_of_concept,no_of_role,max_lit):
#e.g., [C1, C2, C3] mean C1 $\wedge$ C2 $\wedge$ C3
i = 1
while(i $<$= no_of_rule):
no_of_lit = 0
no_of_fa_in_body = 0
can_fa = True
head = []
body = [] #want C1 $\wedge$ C2 $\wedge$ C3, here...
#
... $\wedge$ is guaranteed to be...
#
... connection, thus can neglect...
#
... $\wedge$ data structure.
#prepare rule parts
#head
head = concept_rand(no_of_concept,no_of_role,True)
#body
no_of_lit = random.randrange(max_lit)+1
for j in range(no_of_lit):
temp = []
while (temp == [] or temp == head or temp in bo...
...dy):
temp = concept_rand(no_of_concept,no_of_ro...
...le,can_fa)
if temp[0] == ’fa’:
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if no_of_fa_in_body $>$= max_fa_in_body:
temp = []
can_fa = False
else:
no_of_fa_in_body = no_of_fa_in_b...
...ody + 1
body.append(temp)
#rule type
dltype = ’strictrule’
#create a rule
#To eliminate 2 similar RULEs, WE USE THE FOLLOWING...
#
... LINE.
if rule(’r%d’ %(i), head, ’strictrule’, body,1) $<$$...
...>$ False:
contraposR(’r%d’ %(i), head, ’strictrule’, body)
print ’Rule r%d is generated.’ %(i)
i = i+1
gen_rule(no_of_rule,no_of_concept,no_of_role,max_lit) #TEST
print ’Finish generating rules’
print ’--------------------------------------’
for k in Rules:
print ’Rule’, k.name, ’:’, hprint(k.head), ’$<$-’, bprint...
...(k.body)
print ’--------------------------------------’
#1.3) Generate Abox assertions
def concept_A_rand(no_of_concept):
return ’C%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_concept)+1)
def role_A_rand(no_of_role):
return ’R%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_role)+1)
def individual_A_rand(no_of_individual):
return ’i%d’ %(random.randrange(no_of_individual)+1)
def gen_assertion(no_of_concept,no_of_role,no_of_individual,no...
..._of_cma,no_of_rma):
#CMA gen
i = 1
while(i $<$= no_of_cma):
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#prepare variables
pred = ’’
inst1 = ’’
#prepare CMA parts
pred = concept_A_rand(no_of_concept)
#pred
inst1 = individual_A_rand(no_of_individual) #inst1
#create a CMA
#To eliminate 2 similar CMAs, WE USE THE FOLLOWING...
#
... LINE.
if cma(pred,inst1) $<$$>$ False:
i = i+1
#RMA gen
i = 1
while(i $<$= no_of_rma):
#prepare variables
pred = ’’
inst1 = ’’
inst2 = ’’
#prepare RMA parts
pred = role_A_rand(no_of_role)
#pred
inst1 = individual_A_rand(no_of_individual) #inst1
while(inst2 == ’’ or inst2 == inst1):
inst2 = individual_A_rand(no_of_individual)
#inst2
#create a RMA
#To eliminate 2 similar RMAs, WE USE THE FOLLOWING...
#
... LINE.
if rma(pred,inst1,inst2) $<$$>$ False:
i = i+1
gen_assertion(no_of_concept,no_of_role,no_of_individual,no_of_...
...cma,no_of_rma)
print ’Finish generating Abox assertions’
# 2) Preprocess FORALL in rules.
# It is built into process 1)
print ’Total number of original rules is’,str(no_of_rule)
print ’Total number of rules is’,str(len(Rules))
print ’Total number of assertions is’,str(no_of_assertion)
print ’Total number of cma is’,str(no_of_cma)
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print ’Total number of rma is’,str(no_of_rma)
print ’--------------------------------------’
# 3) Generate propositional rules (ENGINE only)
Individuals = set(Ind_CMAs.keys() + Ind_RMAs.keys() + Ind_RMAs...
...Rev.keys()) #Set of all individuals in Abox
Inds = list(Individuals)
Inds.sort()
print ’No of Individual in CMA is’, len(set(Ind_CMAs.keys()))
print ’No of Individual in RMA is’, len(set(Ind_RMAs.keys() + ...
...Ind_RMAsRev.keys()))
print ’Total number of individual in Abox is’, len(Individuals)
print ’Individuals in Abox =’, Inds
#find list of variable for each rule
varL = {} #varL = {ruleinstance:varlist}
def getvarlist():
for rinst in Rules: #for each proprocessed rule
varlist = []
#generate varlist for each rule, head and body varlists
#head
if rinst.head[3] $<$$>$ ’’: #fa or ex
varlist.append(rinst.head[3])
elif rinst.head[2] $<$$>$ ’’: #R
varlist.append(rinst.head[2])
elif rinst.head[1] $<$$>$ ’’: #C
varlist.append(rinst.head[1])
#body
for rb in rinst.body:
if rb[3] $<$$>$ ’’: #fa or ex
varlist.append(rb[3])
elif rb[2] $<$$>$ ’’: #R
varlist.append(rb[2])
elif rb[1] $<$$>$ ’’: #C
varlist.append(rb[1])
varlist = list(set(varlist))
varlist.sort()
varL[rinst] = varlist
getvarlist()
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#prepare data structure for propositionalisation
PropRules = []
#List of instances of class rules, propositionalised
class prule:
#for strict rule only
#only AND and FORALL is allowed
def __init__(self,name,head,dltype,body):
"""it intialises the head and the body of the instance,
and maintains the dictionaries of literals and rules"""
self.name = name
self.dltype = dltype
self.body = body
self.head = head
if self not in PropRules:
PropRules.append(self)
#Rules is a list of instance of class rule
#######Propositionalise start here################
global rulecount
def prop_lit(rinst,Inds,varcount,varlist,varsub):
global rulecount
for iii in Inds:
if varcount $<$ len(varlist)-2:
varcount = varcount + 1
varsub[varlist[varcount]] = iii
#####Add prop_fa here######
if varcount == 0:
#if it was the first var binding (x)
#Create prop_fa
for rrb in rinst.body:
#For every literal in the body
if rrb[0]==’fa’:
#If the literal is forall
itmdrulebody = []
for jjj in Inds:
tmpRC = [rrb[1]+rrb[2],iii,jjj...
...,’’,’’] #RC(x,y)
itmdrulebody.append(tmpRC)
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rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulec...
...ount),tmpRC,rinst.dltype,[r...
...rb[1],iii,jjj,’’,’~’])
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulec...
...ount),tmpRC,rinst.dltype,[r...
...rb[2],jjj,’’,’’,’’])
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulecount)...
...,rrb,rinst.dltype,itmdrulebody)
#####end Add prop_fa here######
prop_lit(rinst,Inds,varcount,varlist,varsub)
varcount = varcount - 1
else: #make a rule
varcount = varcount + 1
varsub[varlist[varcount]] = iii
#####Add prop_fa here######
if len(varlist) == 1:
#if it was the first var binding (x)
for rrb in rinst.body:
#For every literal in the body
if rrb[0]==’fa’: #If the literal is forall
itmdrulebody = []
for jjj in Inds:
tmpRC = [rrb[1]+rrb[2],iii,jjj...
...,’’,’’] #RC(x,y)
itmdrulebody.append(tmpRC)
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulec...
...ount),tmpRC,rinst.dltype,[r...
...rb[1],iii,jjj,’’,’~’])
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulec...
...ount),tmpRC,rinst.dltype,[r...
...rb[2],jjj,’’,’’,’’])
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulecount)...
...,rrb,rinst.dltype,itmdrulebody)
#####end Add prop_fa here######
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varcount = varcount - 1
head = listcopy(rinst.head)
if head[3]$<$$>$’’: #fa or ex
head[3] = varsub[head[3]]
elif head[2]$<$$>$’’: #R
head[2] = varsub[head[2]]
elif head[1]$<$$>$’’: #C
head[1] = varsub[head[1]]
#body
body = []
for rb in rinst.body:
srb = []
srb = listcopy(rb)
if srb[3]$<$$>$’’: #fa or ex
srb[3] = varsub[srb[3]]
elif srb[2]$<$$>$’’: #R
srb[2] = varsub[srb[2]]
elif srb[1]$<$$>$’’: #C
srb[1] = varsub[srb[1]]
body.append(srb)
rulecount = rulecount + 1
prule(rinst.name+’_’+str(rulecount),head,rinst.dlt...
...ype,body)
# 4) IAIC Engine to partition Abox
PropRules = []
ts1 = time.time()
tmpICMA = list(set(Ind_CMAs.keys()))
tmpIRMA = dict(Ind_RMAsBoth)
#e.g., {’John’:{’hasChild+Tom’:’Tom’,’hasChild+Mary’:’Mary’,
#’graduatedFrom+ITEE’:’ITEE’}, ’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
#’Mary’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
#’ITEE’:{’-graduatedFrom+John’:’John’}}
#Create Abox graph, hence partitioning Abox starts here
graphno = 1
IndList = {} #{1:[’John’,’Tom’,’Mary’,’ITEE’],2:[...]}
connInd = [] #members must be non-repetitive #QUEUE
while len(tmpIRMA) $>$ 0 or len(tmpICMA) $>$ 0:
if len(tmpIRMA)$>$ 0:
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found1str = False
mk = tmpIRMA.keys()[0]
connInd.append(mk) #choose the first key as an ...
# ...individual to be a starting point
IndList[graphno] = [mk]
if mk in tmpICMA: tmpICMA.remove(mk)
while len(connInd) $>$ 0:
#for every connecting individuals, search for the...
#
... connected RMA
eci = connInd.pop()
#find new connection point(s)
if eci in tmpIRMA: #if there is connection
for aa,bb in tmpIRMA[eci].iteritems():
#for every connection from eci
if bb not in IndList[graphno]:
#break loop, ensure no loop
connInd.append(bb)
IndList[graphno].append(bb)
if bb in tmpICMA: tmpICMA.remove(bb)
#remove that RMA from tmpIRMA
del tmpIRMA[eci]
else: ##len(tmpICMA)$>$0
IndList[graphno] = [tmpICMA[0]]
del tmpICMA[0]
#increase graph no
graphno = graphno + 1
print ’--------------------------------------’
print ’Finish partitioning Abox’
ts2 = time.time()
ts3 = ts2-ts1
print ’Abox partitioning finishs in’,ts3,’sec.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
#Check correctness of partitioning
correct = True
totalind = 0
combineA = []
for u in IndList: #for every Abox
if len(IndList[u]) $<$$>$ len(set(IndList[u])):
correct = False
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combineA = combineA + IndList[u]
totalind = totalind + len(IndList[u])
if totalind $<$$>$ len(Individuals): correct = False
combineA.sort()
print ’Abox has’, len(Individuals),’individuals.’
print ’Correct?:’,correct
print ’Partitioned individuals in each Abox:’,IndList
print ’--------------------------------------’
# 5) Generate propositional rules using IAIC
ts4 = time.time()
TotalRule = 0
for rinst in Rules: #for each proprocessed rule
varlist = varL[rinst] #get variables list for that rule
rulecount = 0
for abox in IndList:
varcount = -1 #in Inds
varsub = {} #{{x,i1},{z1,ii},{z3,i1}}
prop_lit(rinst,IndList[abox],varcount,varlist,varsub)
TotalRule = TotalRule + rulecount
print ’The rule’,rinst.name,’is propositionalised into’,...
...str(rulecount),’rules.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
print ’Total number of rule generated by propositionalisation...
... is’,str(TotalRule),’rules.’
ts5 = time.time()
print ’IAIC-based propositionalisation finishs in’,ts5-ts4,’sec.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
print ’IAIC-based propositionalisation PLUS Abox partitioning...
... finishs in’,ts3+ts5-ts4,’sec.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
# 3) Generate propositional rules (PROCESS)
PropRules = []
ts1 = time.time()
TotalRule = 0
for rinst in Rules: #for each proprocessed rule
varlist = varL[rinst] #get variables list for that rule
varcount = -1 #in Inds
varsub = {} #{{x,i1},{z1,ii},{z3,i1}}
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rulecount = 0
prop_lit(rinst,Inds,varcount,varlist,varsub)
TotalRule = TotalRule + rulecount
print ’The rule’,rinst.name,’is propositionalised into’,...
...str(rulecount),’rules.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
print ’Total number of rule generated by propositionalisation...
... is’,str(TotalRule),’rules.’
ts2 = time.time()
print ’Traditional propositionalisation finishs in’,ts2-ts1,’...
...sec.’
print ’--------------------------------------’
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Appendix B
Additional Source Codes of ALC
Boolean Query Answering Test
At first, we considered testing our approach using PELLET [81] reasoner and
LUBM [47] datasets. However, LUBM data sets are for non-boolean query only.
Thus, we decided to reuse our PYTHON programming for defeasible description
logic instead. The following code is the core engine for running the tests of
boolean query optimisation.
class taxiom:
def __init__(self,lhs,rhs): #assume all axiom is...
...\sqsubseteq with 1 concept in lhs
self.lhs = lhs
#string
self.rhs = rhs
#string

tbox = {}
#e.g., {’C00001’: rhs1 + ’ sqcap ’ + rhs2} where C00001 is lhs
abox = {}
#e.g., (’1’:[’a:C’,’(a,b):R’,...],’2’:[’x:G’]}
#IndList = {} #{1:[’John’,’Tom’,’Mary’,’ITEE’],2:[...]} #is...
... a BQ-SD

def matchpar(cexp,parpos): #finding the match ’)’ for a given ’(’
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if parpos >=0:
parcount = 1
while(parcount > 0):
spos = cexp.find(’(’,parpos+1)
epos = cexp.find(’)’,parpos+1)
if spos > parpos and (spos < epos or epos < 0):...
... #find ’(’
parcount = parcount+1
parpos = spos
elif epos > parpos and (epos < spos or spos < 0):...
... #find ’)’
parcount = parcount-1
parpos = epos
return parpos

def negate(cexp):
#print ’negating ’ + cexp
space = cexp.find(’ ’)
#1) one concept
if space < 0:
if cexp[0:1] == ’~’: #one negative concept
return cexp[1:]
else:
dot = cexp.find(’.’)
if dot < 0: #one positive atomic concept
return ’~’ + cexp
else:
if cexp[0:2] == ’fa’: # \forall R.C - style concept
return ’ex’ + cexp[2:dot+1] +...
... negate(cexp[dot+1:])
else: # \exists R.C - style concept
’ex’
return ’fa’ + cexp[2:dot+1] +...
... negate(cexp[dot+1:])
#2) more than one concept OR one concept of the form ’fa/exR....
...(C sqcap D sqcap E)’
else:
#2.1) no parenthesis at front: do the first ’concept’...
... and the following ’sqcap/sqcup’
#
a) concept = C
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#
b) concept = faR.C
#
c) concept = faR.(C sqcap D)
if cexp[0:1] <> ’(’ and cexp[1:2] <> ’(’:
#case c)
fadot = cexp.find(’.’)
fainc = ’fa’ in cexp[0:4]
exinc = ’ex’ in cexp[0:4]
if (fainc or exinc) and cexp[fadot+1] == ’(’ : #case c)
fapar = fadot + 1
faendpar = matchpar(cexp,fapar)
# ~faR.(C sqcap D) OR ~exR.(C sqcap D)
if cexp[0:1] == ’~’:
#no cexp behind it
if len(cexp)==faendpar+1:
return cexp[1:]
#cexp behind it
else:
if cexp[faendpar+2:faendpar+7] == ’sqcap’...
... : #conjunction
return cexp[1:faendpar+1] + ’ sqcup ’...
... + negate(cexp[faendpar+8:])
else: #disjunction ’scqup’
return cexp[1:faendpar+1] + ’ sqcap ’...
... + negate(cexp[faendpar+8:])
# faR.(C sqcap D) OR exR.(C sqcap D)
else:
#no cexp behind it
returnstr = ’’
if fainc:
returnstr = ’ex’ + cexp[2:fadot] + ’.’ +...
... ’(’ + negate(cexp[fapar+1:faendpar])...
... + ’)’
else: # exinc
returnstr = ’fa’ + cexp[2:fadot] + ’.’ +...
... ’(’ + negate(cexp[fapar+1:faendpar])...
... + ’)’
#cexp behind it
if len(cexp)<>faendpar+1:
if cexp[faendpar+2:faendpar+7] == ’sqcap’...
... : #conjunction
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returnstr = returnstr + ’ sqcup ’...
... + negate(cexp[faendpar+8:])
else: #disjunction ’scqup’
returnstr = returnstr + ’ sqcap ’...
... + negate(cexp[faendpar+8:])
return returnstr
#normal procedure from now on#####
#case a) and b)
elif cexp[space+1:space+6] == ’sqcap’ : #conjunction
return negate(cexp[0:space]) + ’ sqcup ’ +...
... negate(cexp[space+7:])
else: #disjunction ’sqcup’
return negate(cexp[0:space]) + ’ sqcap ’ +...
... negate(cexp[space+7:])
else: # (C sqcup D sqcup E) OR ~(C sqcup D sqcup E)...
... OR (faR.C sqcap D...) OR ~(faR.C sqcap D...)...
... OR (~faR.C sqcap D...)
stpar = cexp.find(’(’)
endpar = matchpar(cexp,stpar)
#no more cexp after ’)’
if len(cexp) == endpar+1:
if cexp[0:1] == ’~’: #~(C sqcup D sqcup E)
return cexp[2:endpar]
else: #(C sqcup D sqcup E)
return negate(cexp[1:endpar])
#more cexp after ’)’
else:
if cexp[0:1] == ’~’: #~(C sqcup D sqcup E) sqcap G
if cexp[endpar+2:endpar+7] == ’sqcap’:...
... #conjunction
return cexp[2:endpar] + ’ sqcup ’ +...
... negate(cexp[endpar+8:])
else: #disjunction ’sqcup’
return cexp[2:endpar] + ’ sqcap ’ +...
... negate(cexp[endpar+8:])
else: #(C sqcup D sqcup E) sqcap G
if cexp[endpar+2:endpar+7] == ’sqcap’:...
... #conjunction
return negate(cexp[1:endpar]) +...
... ’ sqcup ’ + negate(cexp[endpar+8:])
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else: #disjunction ’sqcup’
return negate(cexp[1:endpar]) +...
... ’ sqcap ’ + negate(cexp[endpar+8:])

def unfoldwithT(cexp): #lazy unfolding
concept = cexp
CC = set(concept.split(’ ’))
for C in CC:
if C in tbox:
concept = concept.replace(C,’(’+tbox[C]+’)’)
return concept

def expandFA(ind,cexp):
#looking for R
#Ind_RMAs = {}
#e.g., {’John’:{’hasChild+Tom’:’Tom’,’hasChild+Mary’:...
#...’Mary’, ’graduatedFrom+ITEE’:’ITEE’}}
dot = cexp.find(’.’)
fapos = cexp.find(’fa’)
role = cexp[fapos+2:dot]
if ind in Ind_RMAs:
if role in Ind_RMAs[ind]:
ind2 = Ind_RMAs[ind][role]
return [role,cexp[dot+1:],ind2]
########

def expandEX(ind,cexp):
#looking for C and R
#Ind_CMAs = {}
#e.g., {’John’:{’Parent’:’’, ’Engineer’:’’}}
dot = cexp.find(’.’)
expos = cexp.find(’ex’)
role = cexp[expos+2:dot]
concept = cexp[dot+1:] ###########
if ind in Ind_RMAs:
if role in Ind_RMAs[ind]:
ind2 = Ind_RMAs[ind][role]
if ind2 in Ind_CMAs:
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#######
if concept in Ind_CMAs[ind2]:
#can’t add ’role(ind,ind2)’ and ’concept(ind2)’
return []
return [role,concept]

def addtoS(ind,cexp,S,IndList):
space = cexp.find(’ ’)
#1) one concept
if space < 0:
if ind+’:’+negate(cexp) in S: return False #UNSAT
if ind+’:’+cexp not in S: S.append(ind+’:’+cexp)
dot = cexp.find(’.’)
#preprocess faR.C(a) boolean query style
if dot >= 0: #fa / ex
if cexp[0:2] == ’fa’ or cexp[1:3] == ’fa’:
# \forall R.C - style concept
expFA = expandFA(ind,cexp)
if len(expFA) > 0:
if ’(’+ind+’,’+expFA[2]+’):’+ expFA[0] not...
... in S: S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+expFA[2]...
...+’):’+ expFA[0])
if expFA[2]+’:’+negate(expFA[1]) in S:
return False #UNSAT
if expFA[2]+’:’+expFA[1] not in S:
S.append(expFA[2]+’:’+expFA[1])
IndList.append(expFA[2])
elif cexp[0:2] == ’ex’ or cexp[1:3] == ’ex’:
# \exists R.C - style concept
’ex’
expEX = expandEX(ind,cexp)
if len(expEX) > 0:
ind2 = ’z’+ str(random.randrange(1000000))
if ind2+’:’+negate(expEX[1]) in S: return False
if ind2+’:’+expEX[1] not in S:
S.append(ind2+’:’+expEX[1])
IndList.append(ind2)
if ’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+expEx[0] not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+expEx[0])
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#2) more than one concept OR one concept of the form
#’fa/exR.(C sqcap D sqcap E)’
else:
#2.1) no parenthesis at front: do the first ’concept’
# and the following ’sqcap/sqcup’
#
a) concept = C
#
b) concept = faR.C
#
c) concept = faR.(C sqcap D)
if cexp[0:1] <> ’(’ and cexp[1:2] <> ’(’:
#case c)
fadot = cexp.find(’.’)
fainc = ’fa’ in cexp[0:4]
exinc = ’ex’ in cexp[0:4]
fapar = fadot + 1
faendpar = matchpar(cexp,fapar)
#case c) #no cexp behind it
if (fainc or exinc) and cexp[fadot+1] == ’(’...
... and len(cexp) == faendpar+ 1:
if ind+’:’+negate(cexp[0:faendpar+1]) in S:
return False #UNSAT
if ind+’:’+negate(cexp[0:faendpar+1]) not in S:
S.append(ind+’:’+negate(cexp[0:faendpar+1]))
# ~faR.(C sqcap D) OR ~exR.(C sqcap D)
# faR.(C sqcap D) OR exR.(C sqcap D)
if cexp[0:2] == ’fa’ or cexp[1:3] == ’fa’:
# \forall R.C - style concept
expFA = expandFA(ind,cexp[0:faendpar+1])
#role,concept,ind2
if len(expFA) > 0:
if ’(’+ind+’,’+expFA[2]+’):’+ expFA[0]...
... not in S: S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+...
...expFA[2]+’):’+ expFA[0])
if expFA[2]+’:’+negate(expFA[1]) in S:
return False #UNSAT
if expFA[2]+’:’+expFA[1] not in S:
S.append(expFA[2]+’:’+expFA[1])
IndList.append(expFA[2])
return addtoS(expFA[2],expFA[1],S,...
...IndList)
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elif cexp[0:2] == ’ex’ or cexp[1:3] == ’ex’:
# \exists R.C - style concept
’ex’
expEX = expandEX(ind,cexp[0:faendpar+1])
#role,concept
if len(expEX) > 0:
ind2 = ’z’+ str(random.randrange(1000000))
if ind2+’:’+negate(expEX[1]) in S:
return False #UNSAT
if ind2+’:’+expEX[1] not in S:
S.append(ind2+’:’+expEX[1])
IndList.append(ind2)
return addtoS(ind2,expFA[1],S,IndList)
if ’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+expEx[0] not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+expEx[0])
#case c) #cexp behind it
elif (fainc or exinc) and cexp[fadot+1] == ’(’ and...
... len(cexp) <> faendpar+ 1:
if cexp[faendpar+2:faendpar+7] == ’sqcap’ :
#conjunction
return addtoS(ind,cexp[0:faendpar+1],S,...
...IndList) and addtoS(ind,cexp[faendpar+...
...8:],S,IndList)
else: #disjunction ’scqup’
S2 = []
S2 = listcopy(S)
IndList2=[]
IndList2=listcopy(IndList)
return addtoS(ind,cexp[0:faendpar+1],S,...
...IndList) or addtoS(ind,cexp[faendpar...
...+8:],S2,IndList2)
#normal procedure from now on#####
#case a) and b)
#cexp behind it
else:
if cexp[space+1:space+6] == ’sqcap’ : #conjunction
return addtoS(ind,cexp[0:space],S,IndList)...
... and addtoS(ind,cexp[space+7:],S,IndList)
else: #disjunction ’scqup’
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S2 = []
S2 = listcopy(S)
IndList2=[]
IndList2=listcopy(IndList)
return addtoS(ind,cexp[0:space],S,IndList)...
... or addtoS(ind,cexp[space+7:],S2,IndList2)
else: # (C sqcup D sqcup E) OR (faR.C sqcap D...) OR...
... (~faR.C sqcap D...)
stpar = cexp.find(’(’)
endpar = matchpar(cexp,stpar)
#no more cexp after ’)’
if len(cexp) == endpar+1:
return addtoS(ind,cexp[1:endpar],S,IndList)
#more cexp after ’)’
else:
if cexp[endpar+2:endpar+7] == ’sqcap’: #conjunction
return addtoS(ind,cexp[1:endpar],S,IndList)...
... and addtoS(ind,cexp[endpar+8:],S,IndList)
else: #disjunction ’sqcup’
S2 = []
S2 = listcopy(S)
IndList2=[]
IndList2=listcopy(IndList)
return addtoS(ind,cexp[1:endpar],S,IndList)...
... or addtoS(ind,cexp[endpar+8:],S2,IndList2)
return True

def precompleteAbox(S,ind): #a PELLET technique
#only precomplete faR.(...) with R(..) involving ’ind’
#all C(ind) plus faR.C(ind)
if ind in Ind_CMAs:
concepts = Ind_CMAs[ind].keys() #list
for x in concepts:
fapos = x.find(’fa’)
#add normal C(a)
if fa < 0:
if ind+’:’+x not in S: S.append(ind+’:’+x)
#add faR.C(a)
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else:
if ind+’:’+x not in S: S.append(ind+’:’+x)
dot = x.find(’.’)
role = x[fapos+2:dot]
conc = x[dot+1:]
if role in Ind_RMAs[ind].keys():
ind2 = Ind_RMAs[ind][role]
if ’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+role not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+role)
if ind2+’:’+conc not in S:
S.append(ind2+’:’+conc)
#all R(ind,...)
if ind in Ind_RMAs:
roles = Ind_RMAs[ind].keys() #list
for x in roles:
if ’(’+ind+’,’+Ind_RMAs[ind][x]+’):’+x not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+Ind_RMAs[ind][x]+’):’+x)
#find other individuals involving ’ind’ via ’faR.C(xx)
# AND R(xx,ind)’ ## backtracking
#Ind_RMAsRev = {}
#e.g., {’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’Mary’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’}, ’ITEE’:
# {’-graduatedFrom+John’:’John’}}
if ind in Ind_RMAsRev:
roles = Ind_RMAsRev[ind].keys() #list
for x in roles:
ind2 = Ind_RMAsRev[ind][x]
if ind2 in Ind_CMAs:
for y in Ind_CMAs[ind2].keys():
fapos = y.find(’fa’)
if fapos >=0:
dot = y.find(’.’)
if y[fapos+2:dot] == x:
conc = y[dot+1:]
S.append(’(’+ind2+’,’+ind+’):’+x)
S.append(ind2+’:’+y)
S.append(ind+’:’+conc)

def sat(ind,cexp,S): #SAT test
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#S = constraint system
S.append(ind + ’:’ + cexp)
precompleteAbox(S,ind) #prepared related Abox.
IndList = []
IndList.append(ind)
answer = True
answer = addtoS(ind,cexp,S,IndList)
#unfold the concept with taxioms in Tbox (if any)
cexp2 = unfoldwithT(cexp)
if cexp2 == cexp: #can’t expand
return answer
else: #can expand
return addtoS(ind,cexp2,S,IndList)

def bq(ind,cexp): #dictionary {individual:cexp}, e.g.,
#
{’a000001’:’C00001 sqcap (C00002 sqcup C00003)’}
concept = negate(cexp) #it is also in NNF
#Tableaux (SAT test) with ’K U {~cexp(individual)}’
issat = sat(ind,concept,[])
if issat:
return False
else:
return True

def optprecompleteAbox(S,ind,abox): #a PELLET technique
#only precomplete faR.(...) with R(..) involving ’ind’
#all C(ind) plus faR.C(ind)
if ind in Ind_CMAs[abox]:
concepts = Ind_CMAs[abox][ind].keys() #list
for x in concepts:
fapos = x.find(’fa’)
#add normal C(a)
if fa < 0:
if ind+’:’+x not in S: S.append(ind+’:’+x)
#add faR.C(a)
else:
if ind+’:’+x not in S: S.append(ind+’:’+x)
dot = x.find(’.’)
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role = x[fapos+2:dot]
conc = x[dot+1:]
if role in Ind_RMAs[abox][ind].keys():
ind2 = Ind_RMAs[abox][ind][role]
if ’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+role not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+ind2+’):’+role)
if ind2+’:’+conc not in S:
S.append(ind2+’:’+conc)
#all R(ind,...)
if ind in Ind_RMAs[abox]:
roles = Ind_RMAs[abox][ind].keys() #list
for x in roles:
if ’(’+ind+’,’+Ind_RMAs[abox][ind][x]+’):’+x not in S:
S.append(’(’+ind+’,’+Ind_RMAs[abox][ind][x]+’):’+x)
#find other individuals involving ’ind’ via ’faR.C(xx) AND
# R(xx,ind)’ ## backtracking
#Ind_RMAsRev[abox] = {}
#e.g., (1:{’Tom’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’},
# ’Mary’:{’-hasChild+John’:’John’}, ’ITEE’:
# {’-graduatedFrom+John’:’John’}},...}
if ind in Ind_RMAsRev[abox]:
roles = Ind_RMAsRev[abox][ind].keys() #list
for x in roles:
ind2 = Ind_RMAsRev[abox][ind][x]
if ind2 in Ind_CMAs[abox]:
for y in Ind_CMAs[abox][ind2].keys():
fapos = y.find(’fa’)
if fapos >=0:
dot = y.find(’.’)
if y[fapos+2:dot] == x:
conc = y[dot+1:]
S.append(’(’+ind2+’,’+ind+’):’+x)
S.append(ind2+’:’+y)
S.append(ind+’:’+conc)

def optsat(ind,cexp,S,abox): #SAT test
#S = constraint system
S.append(ind + ’:’ + cexp)
optprecompleteAbox(S,ind,abox) #prepared related Abox.
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IndList = []
IndList.append(ind)
answer = True
answer = addtoS(ind,cexp,S,IndList)
#unfold the concept with taxioms in Tbox (if any)
cexp2 = unfoldwithT(cexp)
if cexp2 == cexp: #can’t expand
return answer
else: #can expand
return addtoS(ind,cexp2,S,IndList)

def optbq(ind,cexp):
concept = negate(cexp) #it is also in NNF
answer = false
for A in abox.keys():
if ind in IndList[A]:
#Tableaux (SAT test) with ’K U {~cexp(individual)}’
issat = optsat(ind,concept,[],A)
if issat:
return False
else:
return True
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Appendix C
An Example of Result Page from
Appendix A
Python 2.4.3 (#69, Mar 29 2006, 17:35:34) [MSC v.1310 32 bit (Intel
)] on win32
Type "copyright", "credits" or "license()" for more information.
****************************************************************
Personal firewall software may warn about the connection IDLE
makes to its subprocess using this computer’s internal loopback
interface. This connection is not visible on any external
interface and no data is sent to or received from the Internet.
****************************************************************
IDLE 1.1.3
>>> ============================== RESTART ========================
>>>
original rule r1 is: C3(x) <- [’C5(x)’]
original rule (contrapositive) r1c is: ~C5(x) <- [’~C3(x)’]
Rule r1 is generated.
original rule r2 is: C5(x) <- [’faR3.C4(x)’, ’C3(x)’, ’faR1.C4(x)’]
Rule r2 is generated.
original rule r3 is: faR5.C3(x) <- [’C3(x)’, ’faR1.C4(x)’, ’faR2.C3
(x)’, ’C4(x)’, ’C2(x)’]
Rule r3 is generated.
original rule r4 is: faR4.C1(x) <- [’C3(x)’, ’C5(x)’, ’C4(x)’, ’faR
5.C3(x)’, ’faR2.C1(x)’]
Rule r4 is generated.
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original rule r5 is: C5(x) <- [’C1(x)’, ’faR4.C2(x)’, ’C3(x)’, ’faR
3.C5(x)’, ’C2(x)’]
Rule r5 is generated.
original rule r6 is: faR3.C5(x) <- [’C4(x)’, ’faR4.C2(x)’]
Rule r6 is generated.
original rule r7 is: faR3.C4(x) <- [’faR4.C2(x)’, ’C1(x)’, ’faR4.C1
(x)’]
Rule r7 is generated.
original rule r8 is: C1(x) <- [’C2(x)’, ’faR2.C4(x)’]
Rule r8 is generated.
original rule r9 is: faR5.C5(x) <- [’faR5.C4(x)’, ’faR4.C1(x)’, ’C5
(x)’]
Rule r9 is generated.
original rule r10 is: C1(x) <- [’faR3.C2(x)’, ’faR3.C1(x)’, ’C4(x)’,
’C5(x)’, ’C2(x)’]
Rule r10 is generated.
Finish generating rules
-------------------------------------Rule r1 : C3(x) <- [’C5(x)’]
Rule r1c : ~C5(x) <- [’~C3(x)’]
Rule r2 : C5(x) <- [’faR3.C4(x)’, ’C3(x)’, ’faR1.C4(x)’]
Rule r3 : C3(z1) <- [’C3(x)’, ’faR1.C4(x)’, ’faR2.C3(x)’, ’C4(x)’, ’
C2(x)’, ’R5(x,z1)’]
Rule r4 : C1(z1) <- [’C3(x)’, ’C5(x)’, ’C4(x)’, ’faR5.C3(x)’, ’faR2.
C1(x)’, ’R4(x,z1)’]
Rule r5 : C5(x) <- [’C1(x)’, ’faR4.C2(x)’, ’C3(x)’, ’faR3.C5(x)’, ’C
2(x)’]
Rule r6 : C5(z1) <- [’C4(x)’, ’faR4.C2(x)’, ’R3(x,z1)’]
Rule r7 : C4(z1) <- [’faR4.C2(x)’, ’C1(x)’, ’faR4.C1(x)’, ’R3(x,z1)’
]
Rule r8 : C1(x) <- [’C2(x)’, ’faR2.C4(x)’]
Rule r9 : C5(z1) <- [’faR5.C4(x)’, ’faR4.C1(x)’, ’C5(x)’, ’R5(x,z1)’
]
Rule r10 : C1(x) <- [’faR3.C2(x)’, ’faR3.C1(x)’, ’C4(x)’, ’C5(x)’, ’
C2(x)’]
-------------------------------------Finish generating Abox assertions
Total number of original rules is 10
Total number of rules is 11
Total number of assertions is 10
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Total number of cma is 5
Total number of rma is 5
-------------------------------------No of Individual in CMA is 4
No of Individual in RMA is 6
Total number of individual in Abox is 8
Individuals in Abox = [’i1’, ’i10’, ’i2’, ’i3’, ’i4’, ’i6’, ’i8’, ’i
9’]
-------------------------------------Finish partitioning Abox
Abox partitioning finishs in 0.0410001277924 sec.
-------------------------------------Abox has 8 individuals.
Correct?: True
Partitioned individuals in each Abox: {1: [’i9’, ’i10’, ’i6’, ’i3’,
’i4’, ’i8’], 2: [’i1’], 3: [’i2’]}
-------------------------------------The rule r1 is propositionalised into 8 rules.
The rule r1c is propositionalised into 8 rules.
The rule r2 is propositionalised into 176 rules.
The rule r3 is propositionalised into 206 rules.
The rule r4 is propositionalised into 206 rules.
The rule r5 is propositionalised into 176 rules.
The rule r6 is propositionalised into 122 rules.
The rule r7 is propositionalised into 206 rules.
The rule r8 is propositionalised into 92 rules.
The rule r9 is propositionalised into 206 rules.
The rule r10 is propositionalised into 176 rules.
-------------------------------------Total number of rule generated by propositionalisation is 1582 rules.
IAIC-based propositionalisation finishs in 12.9279999733 sec.
-------------------------------------IAIC-based propositionalisation PLUS Abox partitioning finishs in 12
.9690001011 sec.
-------------------------------------The rule r1 is propositionalised into 8 rules.
The rule r1c is propositionalised into 8 rules.
The rule r2 is propositionalised into 280 rules.
The rule r3 is propositionalised into 336 rules.
The rule r4 is propositionalised into 336 rules.
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The rule r5 is propositionalised into 280 rules.
The rule r6 is propositionalised into 200 rules.
The rule r7 is propositionalised into 336 rules.
The rule r8 is propositionalised into 144 rules.
The rule r9 is propositionalised into 336 rules.
The rule r10 is propositionalised into 280 rules.
-------------------------------------Total number of rule generated by propositionalisation is 2544
rules.
Traditional propositionalisation finishs in 32.2160000801 sec.
------------------------------------->>>

Appendix D
Summary of Test Results from
the Program in Appendix A
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Figure D.1: Summary of Test Results (1/6)
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Figure D.2: Summary of Test Results (2/6)
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Figure D.3: Summary of Test Results (3/6)
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Figure D.4: Summary of Test Results (4/6)
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Figure D.5: Summary of Test Results (5/6)
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Figure D.6: Summary of Test Results (6/6)
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Figure D.7: Comparison of propositionalisation time: IAIC-based procedure VS
the original procedure

Figure D.8: Comparison of number of propositionalised rules: IAIC-based procedure VS the original procedure
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Figure D.9: Comparison of propositionalisation time (average per rule no - individual no): IAIC-based procedure VS the original procedure
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Figure D.10: Comparison of number of propositionalised rules (average per rule
no - individual no): IAIC-based procedure VS the original procedure

Figure D.11: Propositionalisation time improvement (sec)
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Figure D.12: Number of propositionalised rules improvement

Figure D.13: Percentage of improvement

